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ABSTRACT 

 

 

Research focused on the selective laser melting (SLM) of stainless steels and aluminium 

alloys. For steels, the possibility of creating a magnetically graded material was 

demonstrated as well as the ability to improve consolidation with austenitic and 

martensitic stainless steel powder mixtures. Stainless Steel/CoCr hybrid samples were 

also manufactured and tested to investigate the advantages of functionally graded 

materials (FGMs). 

 Al alloy research began with examining the requirements for successful Al alloy 

consolidation in SLM and through experimentation it was found that Al alloys with 

good welding properties were the best choice: pure Al was found to be completely 

unsuitable. 6061 Al alloy was then used as a base material to manufacture Al-Cu alloy 

samples. Single layer SLM samples were produced first, which resulted in recognised 

Al-Cu microstructures forming. Multilayer Al alloy SLM research resulted in the 

discovery of the theorised ability to manufacture Al-Cu alloy parts with a 

nanocrystalline Al matrix with dispersed Al2Cu quasicrystals, resulting in a material 

comparable to a metal matrix composite that showed excellent corrosion resistance and 

compressive strength.  

 Finally, a demonstration part was made to test the capability of the SLM process 

producing an aerospace type geometry using a customised Al alloy. Observations 

during manufacture and post process analysis showed that Al alloys were susceptible to 

changes in mechanical properties due to the geometry of the manufactured part. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 

The aerospace industry is a very large entity, dealing with large amounts of wealth and 

advanced technologies. The UK aerospace industry (UKAI) believes in investing in 

research and development to keep a competitive edge, often using universities to benefit 

from academic feedback. Materials development takes a high priority as improved 

materials enable new technologies to be used. Manufacturing wise, a recurring theme is 

a lack of complete geometric freedom. The phrase 'design for manufacture' holds true. 

Material usage in aircraft is diverse but two material groups stand out in particular due 

to their current dominance: aluminium alloys and composites. Aluminium alloys remain 

a staple material in aircraft and due to their competitive prices will likely remain so for 

many years. 

Additive manufacturing (AM) is an area which is still growing to maturity and 

shows great promise for manufacturing future components with sophisticated 

geometries. AM clearly can be of use to the aerospace industry due to the ability to 

manufacture parts with truly complex geometry and/or the ability to make small 

volumes of parts without the need for tooling. Airbus Filton currently own several 

SLS/SLM machines [1, 2], which reinforces the argument that AM will grow in use for 

aerospace applications. Given that AM is on the rise, it is an area in which more 

expertise will soon be needed. 

 Looking over the information for AM, it becomes apparent that material 

capability is lacking for all processes for higher level aerospace use. Not only are there 

limitations in mechanical properties which are inferior to conventionally produced 

materials, qualification of materials for aerospace use is also a huge issue that is 

currently an in-house procedure, though steps are being taken to standardise material 

qualification in the form of the ASTM Committee F42. Research into AM material 

improvement is a popular field. Hence, material research is a logical path to follow and 

it makes sense to choose a process that has the ability to adapt to a wide range of 

materials. 

 Of the AM methods available, selective laser sintering (SLS) and selective laser 

melting (SLM) are considered the most likely technologies to benefit the aerospace 

industry. The two aforementioned processes are of considerable interest either due to 

considerable design freedom (SLS) or the ability to manufacture strong parts with a 
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respectable design freedom (SLM). SLS appears to be entering a new stage of feasibility 

with the advent of PEEK becoming available but still offers little improvement in terms 

of material strength when compared to the effect alloying can have. For example, if it is 

assumed that adding MWCNTs to PEEK has the same effect as it did for PA12 [3], 

PEEK tensile strength would increase to approximately 104 MPa: taking the density of 

PEEK as 1.3 g cm-3 [4], this gives a specific strength of 80 MPa g-1 cm3. Compare this 

to the Al-Sc alloy processed by Schmidtke et al [5] with a tensile strength  of 530 MPa 

and density of 2.7 g cm-3, resulting in a specific strength of 196 MPa g-1 cm3 - over 

twice that of a theoretically reinforced PEEK composite. SLM has the most flexibility 

in materials choice, which would be desirable for researching new materials. The 

capability of SLM to fully melt and consolidate metals means that parts can be 

produced with specific strengths far in excess of polymer parts produced by SLS also 

adds weight to the decision to pursue SLM research. The difficulty of introducing 

continuous fibre reinforcement into SLS (discontinuous reinforcement having been 

shown to have a comparatively small advantage compared to alloying) means that 

investing time in researching alloy and/or composite materials in SLM may be the more 

cost effective path to currently follow, with development time being shorter due to the 

ease of material mixing. Hence, material research for the PhD has been undertaken 

using the SLM process. 

 Only very recently has research on the SLM of Al components been published, 

using commercially available low and medium strength Al alloy powders. Little 

research has investigated the microstructure characteristics of the Al alloy processed by 

SLM and the development of new Al alloys for SLM. Thus, it was decided that research 

into this area would be a chance to discover new high performance Al alloy materials 

for SLM that are more appropriate to utilise the benefits of AM to produce advanced 

and lightweight aerospace components. Very recently the work reported by Wong et al 

[6] was primarily concerned with the manufacture of heat sinks rather than full 

mechanical and metallurgical analysis of the resulting consolidated material. In 

addition, high performance Al alloys were not commercially available for SLM 

processing. Given the fact that Al alloys are still subject to considerable usage within 

aerospace applications, they are a logical choice to research for SLM use. SLM can be 

thought of as a large scale welding process: indeed, the phenomena that govern it are 

shared with conventional welding. With this in mind, it is logical to assume that 

materials with a good weldability should perform well in SLM processing. 
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 The key parameters and resulting phenomena of SLM arediscussed, showing 

that careful experimental observation and consideration of material properties, 

especially welding behaviour, will be critical for success. It is likely that a compromise 

will have to be reached for materials with undesirable characteristics for SLM. 

Successful SLM consolidation is heavily influenced by the phenomena that occur 

during processing and appears to be an optimisation problem since there is a 

compromise between competing phenomena. For example, in the SLM processing of 

steels, the maximum scan speed is limited by Rayleigh instability formation. For 

aluminium, increasing the temperature of the weld pool may result in better wetting of 

previous layers, but also may melt too much of the existing layer thereby exacerbating 

balling. The Marangoni convection phenomena may be of benefit when attempting 

SLM of mixed powders. The stirring effect could help even distribution of molten 

elements or allow filler particles with a higher melting point and high diffusivity in a 

lower melting point matrix material to evenly disperse. 

  Steels are the most prominent material currently used in SLM and are 

therefore a sensible starting point for the development of customised alloys due to the 

relative abundance of literature both inside and outside of SLM research areas. Al alloys 

should be more difficult to process in SLM compared to steels. Al alloys have a low 

Prandtl number, which in addition to its poor wetting will exacerbate balling 

phenomena. The one advantage that Al alloys may have is their high thermal diffusivity, 

which could prevent issues with Rayleigh instabilities; the high diffusivity will however 

require higher laser powers to overcome the 'heat sink' effect that aluminium is known 

for [7]. 

 The SLM of Al alloys is predicted to be difficult as the inherent nature of the 

materials mean that most of the key phenomena observed in SLM are likely to be 

exacerbated in an unfavourable way. It is essential to utilise experimental approaches to 

provide an insight into overcoming these challenges. The capabilities and specifications 

of the SLM machine available for research have been presented and evaluated, allowing 

comparison to work published by others. 
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PART I: LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

1. An overview of the aerospace industry and the materials it 

uses 

 

 

1.1 The aerospace industry 

 

If one were to ask an engineer what words form in their head when the word 'aerospace' 

was mentioned, one would expect to hear things such as 'advanced', 'high value', 

'accurate' and 'futuristic'. As such, the aerospace industry represents the cutting edge of 

human engineering, leading the way in developments that provide new products and 

great benefit to our society. 

 In the UK, the aerospace industry is one of the most successful sectors of 

manufacturing and is considered, in terms of value, to be the second largest aerospace 

industry in the world. Major UK based aerospace companies include BAE Systems, 

Airbus SAS, Rolls-Royce plc, Bombardier Aerospace and the Smiths Group. In 2003, 

the UK aerospace industry (UKAI) had a turnover of over £17 billion, of which 93 % 

was represented by aircraft production, and received 10% of the world market for 

aerospace products; in the same year the UKAI also generated a trade surplus of over 

£2.6 billion. The UKAI also invest heavily in research and development, having  spent 

over £2 billion in 2003 alone, which the Society of British Aerospace Companies 

(SBAC) believes "stimulates innovation and knowledge creation, supports research in 

universities, and has considerable spin-off benefits into non-aerospace activities" [8]. 

 The aerospace sector can be considered to produce some of the most complex 

parts in existence today, both in terms of geometry and materials, using both 

conventional and advanced manufacturing methods. 

 Whilst there are many scientific fields within the aerospace industry that are 

vital to its continuation, it can be argued that materials development is the main driving 

factor behind advances made [9]. The industry strives to develop lighter, stronger 

materials with higher thermal operating envelopes. Of particular interest are what are 

termed 'enabling materials'. Enabling materials usher in new technology that was 

previously unfeasible for varying reasons. An example of an enabling material is a 
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superalloy (discussed in Section 1.3); these materials allow the deployment of high 

performance turbine engines - other materials are simply not up to the task.  

 

 

1.2 Manufacturing processes [9-11] 

 

Aerospace manufacturing utilises some of the most advanced manufacturing techniques 

available but that does not mean that more conventional processes are ignored. 

Although Additive Manufacturing (AM) is the focus of this thesis, it is important to 

analyse existing manufacturing methods in order to allow comparison. Examples of 

some processes are discussed in this section. 

 

 

1.2.1 Machining 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.1: Machining examples: (a) milling [12]; (b) turning [13]. 

 

 

Machining refers to processes that rely on removing material from an initial volume to 

form the geometry desired for the part in question. This involves operations such as 

drilling, turning, milling and grinding, as well as various corrosive chemical methods. 

 The type of material processed has an affect upon machining. Hard, strong 

materials require slower material removal rates compared to softer, weaker materials: 

materials also have their own machining 'character', referred to as machinability. For 
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example, titanium alloys are considered difficult to machine (poor machinability) and 

have somewhat strict guidelines for successful processing; on the other hand, most 

aluminium alloys demonstrate excellent machinability, allowing High Speed Machining 

(HSM) to take place. HSM can be considered an advanced machining technique which 

allows comparatively fast removal rates and (perhaps counter-intuitively) more 

advanced geometries to be processed. 

 Downsides of machining include limited geometric freedom in design (the tool 

must be able to physically get to the material) and typically large waste material 

generation. 

 

 

1.2.2 Forging 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.2: Forging examples: (a) forging process in action [14]; (b) landing gear forging 

[9]; (c) forged microstructure [15]. 

 

Forging is the process of forming metal parts using compressive forces to achieve a near 

net shape part from a billet of material. Forging encourages favourable grain orientation 

over the entirety of the part volume, improving fatigue life, strength and fracture 
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toughness. The scale of forging can vary from small, e.g. beating a part with a hammer, 

to large, involving hydraulic presses and dies able to exert thousands of tonnes: in 

addition, forging can also take place at a variety of temperatures, which are related to 

the recrystallization temperature of the metal in question. Examples of aircraft 

components that are forged are bulkheads and landing gears. 

 Disadvantages of forming include a severe limit in geometric freedom and a 

typical need to set up a dedicated foundry due to the large scale of forging presses; this 

means that forging is typically only viable with large production runs. Additionally, 

machining is typically necessary to remove excess material, which can result in warping 

due to internal stresses inevitably introduced by forging. 

 

 

1.2.3 Casting 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.3: Casting examples: (a) molten metal being poured into a mould [16]; (b) cast 

magnesium gearbox housing [9]. 

 

 

Casting involves pouring a molten metal into a cavity that has the desired shape of the 

part: the metal cools and solidifies, taking the shape of the mould. There are several 

casting methods e.g. Sand casting, die casting, investment casting and continuous 

casting. Continuous casting can be considered the 'odd one out' in that it does not have a 

closed mould or die; rather, material is continually extruded through a cooled, open 

ended die that has the cross section wanted. 
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 Disadvantages depend upon the exact type of casting employed, though there are 

common drawbacks. All casting methods are susceptible to shrinkage which must be 

taken into account, and small batches of parts are economically undesirable; parts also 

typically have a rough surface finish. Additionally, cast parts can be susceptible to 

porosity if the manufacturing conditions are unsuitable. 

 A notable derivative of casting is investment casting (also called the 'lost wax' 

process).  It is used to manufacture single crystal turbine blades that show superior 

fatigue properties and corrosion resistance 

 

 

1.2.4 Injection Moulding 

 

Injection moulding is fundamentally similar to casting but is the polymer equivalent. 

The polymer material is heated beyond its melting point, then injected at pressure into a 

mould. The mould is then cooled (solidifying the polymer), opened and the formed part 

is ejected. 

 Disadvantages are as for casting, though part production must be greater to 

become economically favourable. Geometry is more limited as well since draft angles 

must be added if the part is to be successfully ejected from the mould; parts also have 

limits in thicknesses since thick geometry is susceptible to shrinkage which can warp 

the part. 

 

 

1.2.5 Powder metallurgy 

 

Powder metallurgy (PM) utilises metal and/or ceramic powders which are compacted 

and heated to initiate sintering, a diffusion process (described in Chapter 3). Since the 

technique relies on the sintering phenomenon, it is usually referred to as 'sintering'. 

Powder metallurgy is especially suitable for materials with exceptionally high melting 

points (the process typically takes place at less than half the melting point of the 

material) and/or low ductility. Despite the nature of the process, parts can effectively 

reach a fully dense constitution. 

 Disadvantages of PM are the need to take into account shrinkage from the 

closing of pores, as well as limits in geometric freedom. 
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1.2.6 Assembly 

 

Assembly is an inevitable part of aerospace manufacturing since produced parts have to 

link together to form a mechanism. As much as 50 % of the total cost of an aerospace 

product can be attributed to assembly, hence there is a drive to reduce the amount of 

parts. 

 

 

1.3 Materials used within aerospace manufacturing [9] 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.4: Example of material use in aircraft: (a) Material distribution in the Boeing 787 

[9]; (b) Comparison of material use in aircraft over the years [17] 
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Aerospace engineers have a wide selection of materials available, which all have 

advantages and disadvantages. Hence, when designing parts for an aircraft, material 

consideration is extremely important; typical aircraft material usage is shown in Fig. 

1.4. A brief introduction to each material follows. 

 

 

1.3.1 Aluminium alloys 

 

Aluminium alloys have, to date, always been indispensible materials in the aerospace 

industry and remain highly dominant in usage. This is due to specific strengths 

comparable to titanium alloys and steel at a lower cost. Good cryogenic, thermal and 

electrical properties and fabricability are also a feature. Aluminium alloys also display 

excellent corrosion resistance for the most part due to a naturally occurring oxide layer 

that forms almost instantaneously when exposed to oxygen. The primary use of 

aluminium alloys in aerospace is structural applications. Manufacturing wise, 

aluminium alloys are generally well suited for any process applicable to metals. 

 Naturally, aluminium alloys have disadvantages: their elastic modulus is 

comparatively low, as is working temperature. In addition, some of the higher strength 

alloys can be susceptible to corrosion. 

 

 

1.3.2 Magnesium alloys 

 

Magnesium alloys are able to compete on specific strength with aluminium alloys. Use 

of magnesium alloys is limited in aerospace and is typically used for secondary 

structural components that see high vibration in use (such as gearboxes) due to good 

damping properties. Downsides of magnesium alloy usage is typically poor corrosion 

resistance, a result of its high reactivity and anodic position. Additionally, casting and 

machining of magnesium can be exceptionally dangerous. 

 

 

1.3.3 Beryllium 

 

Beryllium is a very attractive material choice due to its very low density (around two 

thirds that of aluminium), high specific strength, good electrical conductivity and low 
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thermal expansion coefficient. Main uses of the material include high value electronic 

and optical parts. 

 There are a number of disadvantages of beryllium, chiefly its limited choices in 

suitable manufacturing processes. Production methods are almost always limited to 

powder metallurgy as casting leaves porosity and the material doesn't take well to 

forming or machining [18]. Beryllium in the form of dust or fine powder is also toxic 

which therefore requires adequate facilities and equipment to protect those who work 

with the material [19]. As such, it is more commonly used as an alloying agent, 

especially when added to copper. 

 

 

1.3.4 Titanium alloys 

 

Titanium alloys can be considered synonymous with aerospace applications; they enjoy 

an 'elite' reputation due to high specific strength, corrosion resistance, fatigue strength 

and operating temperature [20]. Currently, the titanium alloy Ti6Al4V is the most 

commonly used. Titanium alloys are used in many applications for aerospace including 

(but not limited to) structural components and low pressure/temperature sections in 

turbine engines. 

 The disadvantages of titanium alloys includes high material cost (due to 

difficulty in extraction and purification) and difficulty to machine. 

 

 

1.3.5 High strength steels 

 

High strength steels (a steel is considered high strength if its yield strength is above 

~1380MPa) are often used for critical applications such as landing gear, where the high 

volumetric strength, stiffness and fatigue strength are advantageous. Even so, steels 

typically only account for approximately 5-15% of an aircraft's weight [9]. Steels also 

have an advantage in that they have a longer history of use so are more understood as a 

material. 

 Disadvantages of high strength steels are high densities and susceptibility to 

brittle fracture. 
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1.3.6 Superalloys 

 

Superalloys are nickel based alloys. The term 'superalloy' is perhaps somewhat 

misleading as it would imply a material that has extraordinary mechanical strength; 

rather, the name refers to the alloys' high performance at high temperatures. Some 

superalloys are able to operate under load bearing conditions in excess of 80-85% of 

their melting temperatures [9]. The characteristics of a superalloy are high strength, 

fatigue, creep and corrosion resistance whilst operating at high temperatures for 

extended periods [21]. A disadvantage of superalloys is their relatively high density and 

difficulty to machine but this is compensated for by their other properties. 

 In aerospace applications, superalloys are generally used to produce turbine 

blades for the high pressure/temperature sections of turbine engines as well as parts for 

rocket engines [22]. Mentioned in Section 1.2.3, superalloys are perhaps best known for 

their use in the production of single crystal turbine blades. 

 

 

1.3.7 Composites 

 

'Composites' refers to materials which are made from a combination of two or more 

sub-materials which retain their properties (rather than forming a compound or alloy). 

The term 'composite' refers to Polymer Matrix Composite (PMC), Metal Matrix 

Composite (MMC) and Ceramic Matrix Composite (CMC). Different composites offer 

different advantages but they all share a common disadvantage: high cost. 

 PMCs are by far the most common of the composite materials. PMCs offer very 

high specific strengths and moduli at very low densities, especially in the case of carbon 

fibre reinforced materials. Corrosion and fatigue resistance is also excellent [23]. PMCs 

are typically used for the aircraft skin. On the downside, PMCs can be susceptible to 

water absorption. 

 MMCs have higher specific strengths, moduli and temperature resistance as well 

as lower thermal expansion coefficients when compared to the base metal. However, 

this is countered by reduced toughness [24]. MMC use is currently highly specialised 

and scarce but could be used as a structural material [25]. 

 CMCs combine the desirable properties of ceramics; high moduli, compressive 

strength, temperature capability, corrosion resistance and low thermal conductivity; and 

combine the higher toughness of the reinforcing material. One use of a CMC is the 
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leading edges of the Space Shuttle, which are subject to incredible temperatures during 

re-entry. CMCs are currently incredibly expensive, possibly the most expensive 

material available today [26]. 
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2. Additive manufacturing 

 

 

Additive manufacturing (AM) is the name given to a group of processes that directly 

manufacture computer aided design (CAD) models by adding material to a part, 

typically in a layer by layer approach [27]. The official definition of AM is: 

 

"Additive manufacturing is the process of creating a physical object through the 

selective fusion, sintering or polymerisation of a material." [28] 

 

 AM is also referred to as additive layer manufacturing (ALM), rapid prototyping 

(RP), rapid manufacturing (RM), additive fabrication (AF), as well as a host of other 

names: suffice to say there are several monikers currently available since the ASTM 

Committee F42 (discussed later) is fairly new at the time of writing. Additionally, AM 

includes several manufacturing processes that can produce parts out of polymers, resins, 

metals and composites which have their own names and abbreviations, some of which 

are discussed later in this chapter. 

 AM is seen as a technology that is still in development though it has existed 

since 1988 with stereolithography (SL) being the first commercial AM process [29]. In 

truth, it is possible to argue that AM is both a mature and immature process. An 

example of AM's successful use is in the manufacture of dental implants [30]; 

conversely an example of its immaturity is the currently limited selection of materials, 

though more are being added to the repertoire with continuing research [31]. 

 

 

2.1 Overview of additive manufacturing 

 

AM offers new possibilities compared to conventional manufacturing but also has 

limitations, be it in geometry, materials or otherwise, which are discussed in this 

section. 
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2.1.1 Standard manufacturing technique 

 

Regardless of the exact nature of an AM process (of which a few are covered later in 

this chapter), the overall manufacturing method is more or less equivalent. 

 First, a computer aided design (CAD) model must be generated. This can be 

done by any method, so long as the file can be read or translated by the machine used. 

Currently, the de facto file format for AM is the STL file which was the open file 

format developed for SL [32]. STL, originally an abbreviation of 'stereolithography', is 

now treated as a backronym standing for 'standard triangle layout' (or an equivalent 

nomenclature) which is logical since converting a CAD file into an STL translates it 

into an approximated surface model consisting of linked triangles. 

 Having produced the CAD model, the model is then processed by the software 

running the AM machine. This involves digitally 'slicing' the model into discrete layers 

that typically vary from 20 to 100 µm [33]: each layer is then translated into machine 

code. 

 The AM process then begins the actual manufacturing phase. In most cases, a 

layer of material is deposited and the cross section of the CAD model corresponding to 

the layer height position is consolidated using a scanning laser or other means. After the 

cross section of the layer in question has been consolidated the platform on which the 

model rests moves one layer thickness down and more material is deposited for the next 

layer. The cross section of the next layer is then consolidated into this newly deposited 

material, adhering to the previous layer. The cycle repeats until the part has been 

produced in its entirety. 

 Once the part in question has been finished, there are post process procedures to 

follow. Unconsolidated material must be removed, as well as any supporting structures 

(discussed later). Depending on requirements, the part may then have to undergo further 

treatments to improve surface roughness, UV resistance etc. 

 

 

2.1.2 Design freedom 

 

When using conventional manufacturing techniques, designers have to be mindful of 

process limitations. Consider injection moulding: when designing for injection 

moulding, features such as draft angles, non re-entrant geometry, split line location and 

wall thickness all have to be taken into account [31]. With the advent of AM, many 
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design challenges that designers have had to overcome in the past can be alleviated; 

however as with any process AM does have limitations which are dependent on the 

technology used. For example, each AM process has a limit on the minimum feature 

size it can build and new geometry limitations are imposed depending on the AM 

technique used. 

 

 

2.1.3 Geometry limitations and supports 

 

Although AM techniques have considerably more design freedom than conventional 

manufacturing techniques, there are new limitations introduced that must be taken into 

account for part design. All parts designed by AM should allow for unused material 

removal, either by designing the part as an open cell structure or allowing a post process 

machining operation to open up closed volumes, though the designer may opt to leave 

unused material within the model if necessary or desired. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.1: Basic geometry limitations in most AM processes: (a) angles less than a certain 

value to the base plate require support to maintain integrity; (b) fillets are possible but 

still require support when the tangent angle decreases to less than a certain value; (c) 

overhangs can start from any point on the model provided they are at a suitable angle or 

greater to the base plate or have support.  

 

 

 Additional limitations take form in the required support of processed material. 

Due to the nature of many AM techniques (for example SL), overhanging features 

typically have to be supported during manufacture (see Fig. 2.1). 
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 Support structures are required in most AM processes for geometries that have 

significant overhangs (though the exact reason for supports will depend upon the 

process used), and also act as a method of attaching a part to a base plate if required. An 

example of support structures is shown in Fig. 2.2. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.2: Example of supports generated for parts for AM processing [34]. 

 

 

 Part orientation is also important within AM to optimise support requirement 

and pertinent properties. Most, if not all, AM techniques have anisotropic properties, 

particularly in the build direction [35-37]. Surface roughness is also affected by part 

orientation due to the 'step' effect which is a result of the layer by layer building routine; 

optimisation of surface roughness through part orientation is able to be computationally 

modelled [38]. 

 

 

2.1.4 Materials 

 

Currently, AM has a limited range of material choices available but it does at least offer 

some choices in polymers, metals and composites. Metal AM parts can be produced 

from CoCr alloys, steels, Ni alloys and Ti alloys [33]: recently, Al and Cu alloys have 
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been commercially released for AM use [39, 40]. Polymer AM parts are primarily 

produced in DuraForm PA (a nylon-like material) [41] and acrylonitrile butadiene 

styrene (ABS) [42]; additionally polymers are typically reinforced with a filler material, 

an example being DuraForm GF which is Duraform PA blended with glass particles 

[43]. Recently, polyetheretherketone (PEEK) has been released for commercial AM use 

[44]; a significant advance since PEEK is considered a high strength engineering 

polymer. Resin parts (mentioned due to resin's similarity to polymers) can be produced 

by the SL process, which are able to have translucent properties. As with any 

manufacturing process, research in materials is an ongoing process for AM [42]: 

potential composite material use is also keenly investigated [45]. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.3: Example of a functionally graded material. In this case the overall material is a 

polymer matrix composite with varying glass filler levels, manufactured using SLS 

[46]. 

 

 

 Functionally graded materials (FGMs) are a favourable research topic in AM. 

Simply put, FGM refers to a composite-like material that has different mechanical 

properties in different regions typically due to varying the mixing ratio of two or more 

materials (see Fig. 2.3). The term 'FGM' is perhaps a bit misleading as an FGM requires 

a change in material properties over a distance, hence the term 'functionally graded part' 

may be more apt, though FGM will be used from hereon regardless. Algorithms for 
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FGM implementation in AM have already been researched [47] but actually producing 

an AM machine that will allow FGM production is difficult. FGMs also raise material 

recycling issues since most AM processes rely on depositing a bed of powder, which 

makes extracting different materials difficult. Note that FGMs should not be confused 

with functionally graded structures, being a part designed with an internal structure that 

varies from unit cell to cell in geometry and/or in scale [48]. 

 

 

2.1.5 Additive manufacturing standards 

 

Until recently, AM parts were either assessed in-house or by the end user using 

proprietary testing methods. However in 2009 an ASTM committee, 'ASTM Committee 

F42 on Additive Manufacturing Technologies', was formed to start laying down 

industrial standards for AM [28]. The aims of the committee are to: 

 

"allow manufacturers to better compare and contrast the performance of different 

additive processes; improve the purchaser/supplier relationship by enabling part 

requirements to be more accurately specified; help new adopters to more appropriately 

use and implement these technologies; and enable researchers and process developers 

to provide repeatable results that can be independently verified." 

 

There are five technical subcommittees: 

 

• F42.01: Test Methods 

• F42.02: Processes 

• F42.03: Materials 

• F42.04: Design 

• F42.91: Terminology 

 

 Standards have yet to be implemented since there is still much discussion to be 

had, however the introduction of F42 indicates that AM is now becoming a mature 

process that will soon be considered a true manufacturing method rather than a niche 

technique. 
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2.2 Leading additive layer manufacturing processes 

 

There are several technologies available today that fall under the AM umbrella: of these 

technologies, a few arguably come to the forefront in terms of production capability and 

are discussed below. It must be pointed out that the choice of 'suitable' technologies is 

essentially a personal choice and may always be debated, but in the interests of keeping 

discussion to a suitable size, many AM technologies and derivatives have been omitted. 

As such, the following AM technologies are discussed: SL, Selective Laser Sintering 

(SLS), Selective Laser Melting (SLM) and Fused Metal Deposition (FMD). 

 

 

2.2.1 Stereolithography 

 

Stereolithography (SL) was the first commercial AM process to be released [29]. As 

such, the process currently has the most machines available worldwide and is therefore 

considered worthy of discussion. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.4: (a) Schematic of the stereolithography process [33]; (b) example of a 

stereolithography art piece ('Handshake Big' by Arik Levy [54]). 

 

 

 The SL process uses an ultraviolet laser to consolidate a photo-curable resin and 

is therefore considered a liquid-based process. SL works just like any typical AM 

process (see Fig. 2.4a). As each layer is consolidated, the part is then submerged one 

layer deep in the resin and the next cross section consolidated. Consolidated 
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components typically have a translucent, amber coloured appearance which is visually 

pleasing; it is common to find artistic pieces manufactured by SL due to the aesthetic 

qualities of the consolidated resin (see Fig. 2.4b). 

 Until recently SL parts were (and for the most part still are) made out of 

unreinforced materials but research in this area is ongoing. Currently, new composite 

materials have been developed that dramatically improve the mechanical properties of 

SL parts, such as Accura Xtreme Plastic [49] (a ceramic filled composite) and Accura 

Bluestone Material [50] (a nanocomposite) but these materials are still nowhere near as 

strong as a continuous composite: in fact, the strength is more akin to conventional 

injection moulded parts. Glass fibre additions have been investigated and initially 

showed great promise for reinforcing SL parts but ran into difficulties upon attempting 

to manufacture thicker parts due to uncured material at the matrix/fibre interface [51]. 

Later, the possibility of carbon fibre reinforcement has been demonstrated but requires a 

post process heating regime to fully consolidate the resulting material [52]. Finally, 

FGM manufacture via SL has been successfully demonstrated by Choi et al [53], which 

can be considered a huge leap forward for SL technology. 

 Advantages of SL are superior accuracy and surface finish compared to other 

AM processes, as well as the distinction of currently being the only AM process that 

can manufacture translucent parts (this extends to any resin based AM technique): SL 

can also build the smallest scale parts out of any AM process, being able to process sub 

micron geometry [55]. Disadvantages are typically low mechanical properties (though 

this has recently been remedied with the addition of composite materials) and brittleness 

[51], caused by susceptibility to ageing due to the UV sensitive nature of the 

consolidated material [56]. SL parts also require supports for overhanging geometry 

since the liquid resin is incapable of supporting material, which in itself limits geometry 

and can reduce the surface finish quality of parts [42]. No literature has been found on 

the recycling of SL materials, though it is logical to assume that recycling cannot be 

maintained indefinitely since liquid next to the processed geometry will still be subtly 

altered and this 'semi-processed' material will increase in volume with each build. 

 

 

2.2.2 Selective laser sintering 

 

Selective laser sintering (SLS) was the second AM process released commercially, 

following on the heels of SL [29]. It is referred to as a 'powder bed' process. The process 
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functions similarly to SL but uses powder in place of the liquid resin (see Fig. 2.5): laser 

types vary for the material being processed. SLS can process many materials but is 

predominantly associated with producing polymer and polymer composite parts [57]; an 

example of a model produced by SLS is shown in Fig. 2.6. In 2009 EOS released the 

first commercial SLS machine, the EOSINT P 800, to successfully process PEEK [44]. 

PEEK parts produced by SLS are reported by EOS to be able to attain a tensile strength 

of up to 95 MPa, which is 95 % of what is believed to be the conventionally produced 

grade [4]. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.5: Schematic of the selective laser sintering process [33]. 

 

 

 

 Since SLS is commercially used to produce polymer parts, there is interest in 

manufacturing in situ polymer composites. Due to the layer based nature of the SLS 

process it is currently difficult to produce a continuous fibre based composite [45], but 

the process lends itself well to investigating discontinuous reinforcement since any filler 

particles can simply be blended with a polymer powder. Indeed DuraForm GF, a 

powder blend consisting of DuraForm PA and glass, is currently available [43] as a 

material choice: it offers an approximate 160 % increase in stiffness of unfilled 

Duraform PA [59] but at a cost of a 40 % reduction in tensile strength and a density 

increase of 49 %. The enabling of PEEK processing in SLS also opens up new avenues 

in the manufacture of carbon fibre composites since PEEK demonstrates ideal qualities 
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as a matrix material [60], however as mentioned the difficulty of deploying continuous 

fibres within SLS still has to be overcome. Nanocomposites are also being considered: 

work by Salmoria et al has looked at the influence of MultiWalled Carbon NanoTubes 

(MWCNTs) [3], which found that a 0.5 wt% MWCNT/PA12 composite showed a 9.3 

and  31.5 % increase in tensile strength and flexural modulus respectively. Fatigue load 

capacity was also found to increase by approximately 12 % as did elastic modulus (18 

%). 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.6: Photographs of a demonstration model designed and produced by SLS by the 

author for an undergraduate project. The model also has moving parts. 

 

 

 The SLS process has a significant advantage compared to other AM procedures: 

no support structures are required. The deposited powder bed itself acts as a support and 

geometry does not have to be attached to a previously consolidated layer, also meaning 

that a base plate is not needed. As such, SLS is the AM technique with the most design 

freedom. Disadvantages are comparatively poor consolidation of non-polymer materials 

compared to SLM and an initial lower quality surface finish (though this is subjective in 

nature). Materials also cannot be recycled ad nauseam: Duraform PA can only be 

recycled six times [61] and EOS PEEK cannot currently be recycled at all [1]. 

 

 

2.2.3 Selective laser melting 

 

Selective laser melting (SLM) is a derivative of SLS, effectively swapping polymer for 

metal (examples of SLM parts are shown in Fig. 2.7). As such, perhaps the main 
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difference between the two processes is the use of a considerably more powerful laser 

which is necessary to counter the increased melting points, reflectivity and thermal 

conductivity of metals [40]. 

 

 

  

 

Fig. 2.7: Photographs of examples of 316L stainless steel parts manufactured by the 

author (not designed) using SLM: (a) an enlargement of a synthetic bone structure; (b) a 

light capturing part for the Met Office. As far as is known, the part in (b) is actually in 

service on an aircraft as part of some test equipment, though considerable post 

processing was required to bring the part up to spec. 

 

 

 SLM is actually a trademark of the MTT Technologies Group [62]. Similar 

technologies exist such direct metal laser sintering (DMLS) by EOS [63], LaserCusing 

by Concept Laser [39] and electron beam melting (EBM) by Arcam [64]1: EBM differs 

from SLM in that in place of a laser, an electron beam is used to consolidate material. 

 Material research is very active in SLM and involves ceramics [65], composites 

[66] and alloys [5]. The amount of material research in SLM appears to be greater than 

other AM processes, likely due to the ease of creating a new composite/alloy simply by 

mixing different powders together. As such, it is difficult to single out particular 

examples since all show benefits, ranging from improved strength to increased wear 

resistance. 

 Advantages of SLM are the ability to directly manufacture full metal parts and 

the ease of material investigation. Unused materials are also believed to be recycled 

                                                
1 The author has found that company representatives can get quite upset when it is implied that their 
technologies are effectively identical but has yet to see proof of any fundamental differences. 
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indefinitely, after having been sieved to remove large agglomerates that have formed 

during processing (though from experience effectively all unused material can be 

recovered). Disadvantages are the need for supports for overhanging parts due to 

reasons discussed later in Chapter 3, relatively poor surface finish prior to post-

processing and a need for post process annealing [67]. 

 

 

2.2.4 Fused metal deposition 

 

Fused Metal Deposition (FMD), also known as Laser Consolidation (LC) or Direct 

Metal Deposition (DMD) has a significant difference compared to the AM techniques 

already discussed. Whereas the AM techniques covered up to this point rely upon layers 

of material (powder or liquid) being deposited prior to consolidation of a cross section 

of the part, FMD deposits material as the laser scans (see Fig. 2.8). Hence, FDM and its 

derivatives are referred to as 'blown powder' processes. In these processes, the material 

is suspended in a gas and blown at the point at which the laser is scanning, resulting in 

material consolidating at this point. The author, during his tenure, was able to observe 

LC in action since the Damascus project [68] was active in the same work area.  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.8: Schematic of a typical fused metal deposition process [33]. 
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 Geometry potential is limited in FMD. As with SL and SLM, parts must be built 

on a base plate and have limits to the overhang angle that can be built: however, FMD 

cannot generate support structures. In the case of LC, the parts were limited to 'shell' 

structures i.e. parts with wall thicknesses but the base plate was mounted on a five axis 

mechanism, meaning the part being built could be moved to allow a wider range of 

geometries to be built. 

 Materials research for FMD is dominated by metals research which is believed 

to be due to the fact that polymer particles need to be 'still' to successfully bond, as do 

ceramics particles to allow sintering: either way, no literature could be found for FMD 

processing of polymers or ceramics. MMCs are capable of being produced by FDM, an 

example being the development of a steel/TiC MMC by Novichenko et al [69]: 

hardness of resultant materials could be boosted by up to 96 %, which could have 

implications for strength and wear properties. 

 As with SLM, unused material can be easily recycled, with negligible losses. 

 

 

2.3 Aerospace use of additive layer manufacturing 

 

The aerospace industry is secretive by nature and so aerospace deployment of AM parts 

still remains relatively unknown to the general public. Fortunately, access was granted 

to the AM engineers at Airbus Filton, for which the author is extremely grateful [1, 2]. 

 The primary interest in using AM to manufacture parts for aerospace is to reduce 

weight through AM's ability to produce parts with complex, lightweight structures. 

Reduction in weight translates to a decrease in fuel usage, which saves money as well as 

reducing carbon emissions. Mentioned earlier, AM excels at producing geometries 

conventional manufacturing either has great difficulty with or simply cannot. In 

particular, advances in computational resources mean that advanced geometry refining 

methods such as topological optimisation [70] can be implemented. Another perk of 

using AM is the ability to merge multiple components into one. Assembly is perhaps the 

most time consuming process when looking at the overall manufacture of an aircraft, so 

the ability to reduce the number of parts required results in both time and money 

savings. 

 Currently AM parts are not used in aerospace structural/critical applications due 

to a lack of a proven track record (though AM use in defence/military applications may 

be more common) but this is something that AM aerospace engineers would like to 
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change. As such, use is limited to applications where a potential failure is not of 

immediate concern. A couple of case studies concerning AM use in aerospace 

applications have been published by Hopkinson et al [33] which are discussed below. 

 

 

2.3.1 F/A-18E/F Super Hornet cooling duct 

 

The US Navy wanted to reduce costs (both manufacturing and servicing) in the forward 

section of the F/A-18, as well as incorporating new systems. The additional systems 

required supplementary cooling ducts that would fit within the limited confines of the 

aircraft. Two criteria were particularly important: firstly, the ducts required a guaranteed 

minimum material strength even though they were not structural components; secondly, 

the parts must be accurate enough to integrate correctly into the aircraft. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.9: Cooling ducts for the F/A-18E/F Super Hornet manufactured from Duraform 

PA, produced using SLS [33]. 

 

 

 The SLS process showed its advantages for the manufacture of the ducts in 

several ways. Firstly, assemblies that would have to be produced as two or more parts 

by conventional means could be merged into one part: parts such as flow straighteners 

and mounting brackets. Secondly, advanced geometries could be simply integrated, 

allowing the designers to fit the cooling ducts around existing obstructions. Thirdly, 
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designs could be easily modified and updated since the lack of fixed tooling allowed 

revision freedom. Example duct components are shown in Fig. 2.9. It is also estimated 

that the SLS parts effected a 20 % weight saving compared to conventional 

manufacturing techniques. 

 The ducts were successfully implemented and as a result other ducts were later 

replaced and updated with SLS parts. 

 

 

2.3.2 International Space Station capacitor box 

 

Originally, the part shown in Fig. 2.10 was to be manufactured by conventional 

injection moulding. The engineers involved in the project were keen to minimise 

manufacturing time where possible and the injection moulding tooling would require 

two months to make for what would be a limited production run. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.10: Capacitor box for the International Space Station, manufactured from 

Duraform GF using SLS [33]. 

 

 

 At the time, little was known about the material used and so a verification 

process was undertaken. As well as basic mechanical tests, toxicity and resistance to 
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fungal growth was also a concern since the part would be contained within a confined 

human atmosphere. Quality assurance was considered paramount and so was 

implemented at every stage; the most significant perhaps being the inclusion of tensile 

test samples with each build to check material conformity between batches. 

 The mounting holes for the part were required to be stable, and so undersize 

holes were put in the model. Post process, these undersize holes were reamed to size 

and allowed stainless steel inserts to be pressed and bonded into the part. Additionally, 

extra material was added to the base of the box so that a post process surfacing 

operation could bring the overall height of the box to within tolerances. 

 The project was successful and led to the manufacturing of other parts by SLS. 
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3. Selective laser melting 

 

 

Selective laser melting (SLM) is a powder bed AM process that is currently used to 

process a range of metals as it is briefly discussed in Chapter 2. Of the AM processes 

available, SLM is deemed the most suitable for aerospace use due to its capability to 

process the stronger materials available to AM while maintaining an acceptable level of 

geometric freedom. Like any other manufacturing process, SLM has many areas that 

can be discussed and researched, from optimisation of production parameters to 

implementation in a manufacturing line. 

 In keeping with discussion up to this point, the main area of interest is material 

development while secondary interest lies with the production of advanced geometries. 

Both of these interests depend upon the capability of the SLM process, so it is necessary 

to examine the parameters in SLM, as well as phenomena that occur during and even 

after processing. 

 This chapter looks at the important parameters within the SLM process, as well 

as the phenomena encountered during and after processing. Current material use is 

analysed, as well as key material research areas: geometric considerations are 

investigated in more detail. Finally, an evaluation of the SLM machine used for 

experimentation is undertaken. 

 It should be noted that many parameters and resulting phenomena can display 

linked behaviours and so it can be difficult to talk about one without referring to the 

other. As such, it is recommended that relevant sections of this chapter are read more 

than once to allow a deeper understanding of the relationships that occur in the SLM 

process. 

 

 

3.1 Key parameters in selective laser melting 

 

As with any engineering process, SLM has its own set of parameters. The effect of the 

parameters on consolidation of parts is discussed later in Section 3.2: for now, a brief 

description of the parameters is provided. 
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3.1.1 Laser type 

 

Different types of laser are used in AM processes type of laser used has an influence on 

the material being processed. Typical lasers used in SLM are CO2, Nd:YAG and IR 

fibre. Aside from reflectivity issues at different wavelengths, there is also the matter of 

using either a pulsed or continuous laser: influence of laser type is discussed later in 

Section 3.2. 

 

 

3.1.2 Laser power 

 

Laser power can be considered to be the most important parameter to consider in SLM 

when combined with laser spot size. After all, if a laser does not supply enough power, 

a thermal equilibrium will be reached where the material being processed can conduct 

thermal energy away at the rate at which it is supplied: conversely, too high a laser 

power will result in scission of the material. Laser power and laser scan speed have a 

critical relationship, discussed later. 

 

 

3.1.3 Laser scan speed 

 

Laser scan speed is simply that: the speed at which the laser spot moves over the surface 

of the material. The most obvious influence scan speed has on SLM is the length of time 

it takes to complete processing a part - doubling the scan speed will approximately 

halve the build time, although this ignores other factors such as additional time incurred 

due to powder deposition etc. Scan speed also influences some of the more prominent 

phenomena that occur in SLM when considered along with laser power. 

 

 

3.1.4 Laser spot size 

 

Laser spot size, combined with laser power, defines the energy/heat flux the laser can 

exert. The spot size also defines the minimum thickness possible during manufacture 

since the spot size, in conjunction with laser power, defines the weld pool size (Section 

3.2). 
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3.1.5 Layer thickness 

 

Like laser scan speed, layer thickness directly affects build time and surface finish, as 

well as overall consolidation. Layer thickness is limited by the size of the powder used 

and the time allowed to produce a part. 

 

 

3.1.6 Hatching spacing 

 

Since the SLM process relies on consolidating cross sections of the part, these cross 

sections must be filled in by multiple laser passes using a raster technique or variant 

thereof. Hence, the distance between each raster is called the 'hatching spacing' (or 'scan 

spacing'). This can have significant effects upon consolidation and is subject to 

optimisation, as demonstrated by Xie et al [71]. 

 

 

3.1.7 Energy density and heat flux 

 

There are two types of energy phenomena that can be calculated in SLM, which are all 

related to heating material: 

 

• The heat flux of the laser spot ( qφ
r

), measured in W m-2. 

• The energy delivered per unit volume, energy density ( DensityE ), measured in J 

m-3. 

 

 The values of these definitions can be calculated from a combination of the 

parameters previously described and are described in the following equations: 
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where LaserP  is the laser power, LaserR  is the laser spot radius, Scanv  is the laser scan 

speed, Hatchingd  is the hatching spacing and Layerd  is the layer thickness. 

 It is important to note that the energy density is independent of the heat flux. 

Additionally, the effect of multiple scans per layer on energy density can be taken into 

account simply by multiplying by the number of scans per layer. If a heating system is 

used (such as for reducing residual stresses, see Section 3.3.7), this can also be added by 

calculating the heat energy supplied over the course of the build and dividing by the part 

volume: one must bear in mind though that this does not represent the actual sum of 

energy at a point in the model since all deposited material is being heated as well. 

 

 

3.2 Laser parameters [72] 

 

The laser (light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation [73]) is a key 

component in many ALM processes. Lasers are a research area unto themselves and so 

only the essential information that affects SLM is discussed. 

 Lasers supply energy in the form of a beam of electromagnetic radiation. Apart 

from perhaps the most obvious characteristic of power, lasers also have the following 

characteristics which affect materials processing: wavelength, mode, spot diameter, Q-

switching and polarisation. There are also other variables that rely on the previously 

mentioned parameters: reflectivity, laser/material interaction 

 

 

3.2.1 Wavelength 

 

The wavelength of a laser also gives its frequency since the beam travels with a speed of 

c; wavelength is limited by the lasing medium (the material used to generate the laser 

beam). For materials processing, the wavelength can significantly alter reflection of the 

beam from a surface (discussed later). 
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3.2.2 Mode 

 

The laser, simply put, is typically a cylinder containing the lasing medium with a mirror 

at one end and some sort of combination of mirror and aperture at the other. Due to this 

arrangement, there are light waves generated in the medium that do not run parallel to 

the cylinder’s central axis. Suffice to say, this results in a laser spot that has an uneven 

intensity distribution. These distributions can be calculated and are assigned ‘modes’. 

Of these modes, the most common is ‘TEM00 and TEM01’, shown in Fig. 3.1. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.1: Graph of the intensity distribution of a laser beam spot for TEM00, TEM01 

and TEM10 laser modes [72]. 

 

 

 From henceforth, this thesis will only concern itself with TEM00 mode, a 

Gaussian distribution. 

 

 

3.2.3 Laser spot 

 

Whilst detailing the diameter of a laser beam may seem to be unnecessary, due to the 

Gaussian distribution of the beam intensity it is important to define where the ‘edge’ of 

the laser spot is. Sharp [74] recommends that the beam diameter should defined by 
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when the energy drops to 1/e2 of the highest laser energy – meaning that ~86% of the 

laser energy is taken into account. Needless to say the beam diameter can also be 

affected by various methods, the most obvious being optical lenses. The size of the laser 

spot is limited by two factors: diffraction limits and spherical aberration. Diffraction 

limits come about for the same reason that lasers can operate in different modes. 

Spherical aberration refers to the inability to produce a perfectly shaped lens - the 

smaller the desired laser spot size, the more meticulous (and therefore expensive) lens 

crafting is required. For the aforementioned reasons, a laser may never focus to a 

singular point. 

 

 

3.2.4 Polarisation 

 

Polarisation can be thought of as in what way light is orientated – that is to say what 

plane a light wave is parallel to. The polarisation phenomenon can be effected on any 

light source and is relevant as it affects reflection, discussed later. 

 

 

3.2.5 Q-switching 

 

Q-switching is essentially using a shutter system (mechanical or otherwise) to build up 

high energy density pulses in a laser. This method allows, for example, a 20W laser to 

effectively function as a 100kW laser for brief instances. Potential advantages of using a 

pulsed laser are discussed later. 

 

 

3.2.6 Laser/material interaction 

 

Upon striking a surface, laser radiation is subject to a combination of reflection, 

absorption and transmission. Due to the opaque nature of the materials being processed 

in SLM (metals), it is only necessary to consider reflection and absorption. Narrowing 

this down to two variables means the two are directly linked; what is not reflected is 

absorbed by the material in question. This absorption can subsequently be considered as 

energy taking the form of heat. 
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3.2.7 Reflectivity 

 

In general, absorbance in metals increases with a decrease in wavelength. Aluminium is 

a notable exception, having a relatively poor absorption at most wavelengths; only the 

1µm range (Nd-YAG) shows a small improvement in absorption. Temperature of the 

material being lased also affects reflectivity (see Fig. 3.2). 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.2: Graphs of the effect of (a) wavelength and (b) temperature on reflectivity of a 

selection of materials. [75]. Note that (b) is for a wavelength of 1.064µm. 

 

 

 The angle of incidence at which a beam strikes a surface also influences 

reflectivity, as does the orientation of the plane of polarisation [76]. Reflectivity is given 

by: 
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where: Rp is reflection when the plane of polarisation is in the plane of incidence, Rs is 

reflection when the plane of polarisation is parallel to the plane of incidence, κ is the 

complex reflective index, n is the reflection coefficient and Ø is angle of incidence. 
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Equations 3.3 and 3.4 results in a lower and upper bound for laser reflection.  

Since a laser is typically unpolarised until passed through a filter, the reflectivity can be 

plotted as an average of Rp and Rs as is demonstrated in Fig. 3.3. 
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Fig. 3.3: Graph of angle of incidence versus overall reflectivity for a selection of 

materials using equations 3.3 and 3.4. 

 

 

Table 3.1: Typical reflectivity values of materials to 10.6 µm laser radiation [72] 

 

Surface type Reflectivity, % 

Sandpaper-roughened (1 µm) 92.7 

Sandblasted (19 µm) 31.8 

Sandblasted (50 µm) 21.8 

Oxidised 10.5 
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Since the angle of incidence of light affects reflectivity, it is natural to assume that 

roughness will have an effect on overall reflectivity of a surface. Some experimental 

results are shown in Table 3.1. 

 Provided the surface roughness is below the wavelength of the laser beam, the 

beam will perceive the surface as ‘flat’ and reflect according to equations 3.3 and 3.4. If 

the surface roughness is greater, the beam will undergo diffuse reflection. This is 

especially important for SLM as the laser is acting on a powder bed, since the particles 

will encourage diffuse reflection resulting in internal reflections [77]. 

 

 

3.2.8 Laser spot eclipsing 

 

When a laser beam is projected with perfect perpendicularity onto a flat surface, the 

resulting spot is assumed to be more or less circular (though laser mode may alter this); 

increasing the angle of incidence of the laser beam results in the spot geometry 

changing from circular to elliptical (shown in Fig. 3.4). This results in a larger spot area 

which leads to a reduction in energy flux of which examples are shown in Fig. 3.5. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.4: Schematic representation of the change in laser spot geometry with a change in 

angle of incidence. 

 

 

 As such, the only effective method of reducing spot eclipsing is to minimise the 

angle of incidence. 
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Fig. 3.5: Graph of the offset of a laser spot from a perfect perpendicular position versus 

the equivalent laser spot heat flux for various distances above a surface. 

 

 

3.3 Phenomena in selective laser melting 

 

During SLM processing, there are several phenomena in play that affect consolidation 

of material. A description of the most influential phenomena follows. 

 

 

3.3.1 Sintering [78] 

 

 Traditionally sintering is the process of forming parts from compacted powder 

that is heated to approximately half the melting point of the material in question; atomic 

diffusion occurs and allows a solid structure to form. Due to the thermal nature of SLM, 

sintering is an observed phenomena in the process [58]. There are three types of 

sintering: Solid State Sintering (SSS), Liquid Phase Sintering (LPS) and full melting. 
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Fig. 3.6: Schematic of (a) solid state and (b) liquid phase sintering [78, 79]. 

 

 

 SSS occurs between particles when temperatures are in the range of 0.5Tm to 

<Tm (Tm = melting temperature) for a material, which can be achieved by a combination 

of heating and compaction. The bond created is due to solid state diffusion bonding 

(volume, grain boundary and surface diffusion). Particles that are touching form 'necks' 

due to the diffusion mechanism [80]. Compared to LPS and full melting, SSS is a more 

time consuming process, due to its reliance on diffusion, which makes it more suitable 

for the consolidation of ceramic materials [81]. 

 LPS (also referred to as 'partial melting' in certain circumstances) involves actual 

phase change from solid to liquid, though a percentage of the material (typically the 

centre of the powder particles) remains solid. Strong capillary forces (see Capillary 

action) allow rapid material transfer making the process faster than SSS. LPS is the 

consolidation mechanism behind composites where a filler material with a higher 

melting point than the matrix material is used as reinforcement, without the filler 

material melting. If a single phase material is used (or a mixture of materials without a 

distinct binder), partial melting is said to have occurred. 

 Full melting is just that: all the material involved completely changes to the 

liquid phase prior to cooling to form the final part. This can ensure a homogenous 

material but comes at the cost of a large volumetric change, resulting in large residual 

stresses [82] (discussed later). Other phenomena can also occur during full melting 

(Balling, Rayleigh instabilities). Owing to the nature of SLM, the primary consolidation 

mechanism is full melting. 

 Sintering behaviour in a metal powder bed has been demonstrated by Tolochko 

et al [83] (see Fig. 3.7). 
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Fig. 3.7: Examples of a sintering formation for a titanium powder bed when exposed to 

a static laser spot (Nd:YAG, 1.06 µm wavelength, 5.1 mm diameter) for 10 s. (a) top 

view (60 W) and (b) cross-section (80 W) [83]. 

 

 

3.3.2 Marangoni convection 

 

Marangoni convection (also called Marangoni effect or motion) describes the flow 

behaviour in molten material subjected to a heat source [84]. Temperature gradients in a 

weld pool will encourage convective motion in order to reduce the aforementioned 

temperature gradients, resulting in movement at the surface of the liquid (see Fig. 3.8), 

which is on the order of 1 m s-1 [85]. There are two key considerations in Marangoni 

convection: the surface tension temperature coefficient and the Prandtl number. 

 The surface tension temperature coefficient is comparatively easy to understand 

in that its sign denotes the direction of flow. A positive value results in the liquid being 

drawn to the centre of the top surface and then sinking (increasing temperature increases 

surface tension), resulting in a narrower, deep weld pool; a negative value reverses the 

flow, with the liquid rising from beneath the top surface and then flowing outwards 

(increasing temperature decreases surface tension), resulting in a wider, more shallow 

weld pool. Pure metals and most alloys have a negative value, which through adding 

certain elements can be made positive (e.g. adding sulfur to steel) [86]. This can aid 

deeper penetration of a weld, therefore ensuring a deeper bond in the case of SLM. 

 The Prandtl number, Pr, is a ratio of the kinematic viscosity, ν, to thermal 

diffusivity, α [86]. Calculation of the Prandtl number is shown in equation 3.5: 
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where µ is dynamic viscosity, ρ is density, k is thermal conductivity and Cp is specific 

heat capacity. Equation 3.5 shows that Pr is dependent on specific heat capacity, 

dynamic viscosity and thermal conductivity. For materials with comparatively low Pr 

values, such as aluminium with a Pr of 0.02, the weld pool geometry is spherical in 

nature and heat flow is conduction dominated. For materials with high Pr values such as 

steel (Pr of 0.1), convection is the primary form of heat flow (see Fig. 3.8). 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.8: Schematic representation of Marangoni convection for a weld bead subject to 

laser heat input: (a) flow orientation according to surface tension temperature 

coefficient; (b) effect of Prandtl number on a negative surface tension temperature 

coefficient liquid. Images adapted from ASM Metal Handbook Vol. 6 [86]. 

 

 

3.3.3 Rayleigh instability 

 

Rayleigh instability (or to be more correct, Plateau-Rayleigh instability) 

describes the behaviour of a liquid cylinder and the conditions under which this cylinder 

breaks into droplets; this was first characterised by Plateau [87] and then explained 

analytically by Rayleigh [88]. The instability comes about due to sinusoidal components 

within a liquid caused by small perturbations that are inherent to any system, which are 
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exacerbated by a liquid’s natural tendency to reach a balance between surface energy 

and internal energy. In essence, a liquid cylinder will break into smaller droplets when a 

sinusoidal component has a wavelength greater than the cylinder's circumference: that is 

to say, a liquid cylinder with a length to diameter ratio larger than π will deteriorate into 

two or more liquid bodies. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.9: Schematic representation of Rayleigh instabilities: (a) t=0, a liquid cylinder in 

an unperturbed state; (b) t, inherent instabilities deform the surface of the cylinder, 

leading to regions of high and low pressure (highlighted pinched regions have a higher 

pressure); t=∞, the cylinder breaks into droplets upon rupture of the pinched regions. 

 

 

 The perturbations mentioned previously distort the curvature of the liquid 

surface, resulting in a pressure difference which is described by the Young-Laplace 

equation: 
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where γ is surface tension and R is the radius of curvature for the particular axis (see 

Fig. 3.10). Given the relationship described by equation 3.6, one can see that pressure 

difference increases exponentially with a decrease in radius. 
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Fig. 3.10: Schematic of curvature of a liquid surface. 

 

 

Rayleigh instabilities are often encountered in SLM due to the formation of 

molten material using a scanning laser; an example of this behavior is shown in Fig. 

3.11. Single track formations are significantly affected by the phenomena, though the 

raster scanning inherent to the SLM process may alleviate issues by allowing the 

formation of weld beads with larger widths. Ultimately, the geometry of the part being 

manufactured will control the onset of Rayleigh instabilities [58]. 

 Yadroitsev et al [89] further developed the Rayleigh instability model for a 

liquid cylinder in contact with a solid substrate (see Fig. 3.12). It is calculated that the 

critical length for instability onset is reduced to π√⅔ owing to a loss of axial symmetry 

caused by attachment to the substrate. Experimental results showed that a larger area of 

interface between liquid and substrate resulted in a more stable weld bead: the larger 

interface area was linked to an increase in penetration of the substrate. Hence, in order 

to effectively counter Rayleigh instabilities, a weld bead must have satisfactory 

penetration of the material below. 

 Since SLM uses a laser to melt material, temperatures gradients are 

comparatively high and results in Marangoni convection. As a result, Rayleigh 

instabilities within SLM are further influenced by the internal and surface motion of the 

liquid [90]. Furthermore, Rayleigh instabilities dictate that a liquid cylinder over the 
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critical length to diameter ratio will break into spheres therefore the balling 

phenomenon is typically affiliated (see Balling). 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.11: Example of Rayleigh instabilities affecting a single line laser scan of M2-117 

HSS steel powder (scanning electron micrographs): (a) 50 W, 5 mm s-1; (b) 50 W, 20 

mm s-1; (c) 150 W, 5 mm s-1; (d) 150 W, 20 mm s-1 [90]. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.12: Schematic of a liquid cylinder on a substrate: (a) undisturbed; (b) disturbed 

[89]. 
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3.3.4 Wetting [91] 

 

Wetting refers to a liquid's interaction with a surface, resulting from intermolecular 

interactions that are a balance between adhesive (liquid attraction to a surface) and 

cohesive (liquid’s internal attraction) forces. Since SLM relies upon melting material in 

consecutive layers that must bond to allow successful consolidation, wetting is perhaps 

the most important phenomena to account for and is studied intently in SLM (see Fig. 

3.13). 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.13: Cross-sections of single laser scan tracks (CuNi10 powder on stainless steel 

304L substrate). 50 µm powder layer, Nd:YAG laser operating at 1075 nm, 50 W and 

70 µm spot size [89]. 

 

 

 The degree of wetting is determined by the contact angle of the liquid and the 

surface it is contacting. A high angle (see Fig. 3.14) represents low wettability, resulting 

in a proud standing droplet, whereas a low angle represents high wettability, resulting in 

a thin film. 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.14: Schematic of isothermal surface wetting: the left side represents high 

wettability whereas the right side represents low wettability [91]. 
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 In a typical wetting scenario there are three surface tension energies: solid and 

liquid, γSL; liquid and gas, γLV; and solid and gas, γSV. using these values, a wetting 

angle can be calculated using Young's equation (equation 3.7): 

 

eqLVSLSV θγγγ cos+=                                              (3.7) 

 

where θeq is the equilibrium wetting angle. Owing to the short interaction time of SLM 

processing, equation 3.7 holds true [92]. 

In the case of molten metals, oxide formation on the solid substrate can affect 

wetting for the worse, which leads to poor interlayer bonding. Hence, the use of an inert 

gas or vacuum to enforce a low oxygen content atmosphere is standard practice in SLM 

type processes, as well as supplying sufficient laser energy to remelt part of the previous 

layer in order to break up any potential oxide layer formation [92]. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.15: Example of homologous surface wetting: the left side represents isothermal 

wetting whereas the right side represents homologous wetting [91]. 

 

 

 Homologous wetting (see Fig. 3.15) refers to the wetting of a solid substrate by 

molten liquid of the same material: as such all wetting in SLM should be homologous 

for ideal processing conditions. The value θs (the angle of solid formation compared to 

the base plane) is calculated as the arcsine of the Stefan number, S, which is calculated 

as: 

 

( )
L

TTc
S

tf −
=                                                     (3.8) 
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where c is the material's specific heat capacity, Tf is the temperature of fusion (melting), 

Tt is the target temperature and L is the latent heat of fusion. Please note that Tt refers to 

the temperature of the substrate. 

 Using equation 3.8, the behaviour of θs can be plotted for various materials: this 

has been done in Fig. 3.16.  As expected, the behaviour of the graph shows that for a 

layer to penetrate a layer below, the surrounding material must be heated to above the 

melting point of the material. 

 A final note on homologous wetting: it is assumed that the wetting of a substrate 

by a like material is still referred to as homologous wetting (e.g. molten 316L stainless 

steel on a 304L substrate) since alloying must occur to allow successful bonding to a 

base plate. 
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Fig. 3.16: Graph of the solid angle versus target temperature for homologous wetting, 

derived from equation 3.8. 

 

 

3.3.5 Capillary action/forces [58, 93] 

 

Capillary action refers to a liquid's interaction with a solid surface: this is caused by a 

combination of surface tension and adhesion. Owing to the fact that LPS occurs during 

the SLM process, capillary action plays a role. The capillary action can take two forms, 

either that of a liquid bridge between particles, or liquid travelling through pores of a 

sintered solid. Capillary force is given as: 
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rTFcapillary π2=                                                    (3.9) 

 

where T is surface tension and r is the radius of the pore the liquid is travelling through. 

 It should be pointed out that owing to the small scale of the capillary actions 

occurring, the effect of gravity can be ignored. 

 

 

3.3.6 Balling [91] 

 

The ‘balling’ phenomenon is a result of a molten material attempting to reach an 

optimum value between surface area and volume due to surface tension and wetting. If 

the surface tension of a liquid on a substrate is great enough, the liquid will form a 

sphere (see Fig. 3.17). Balling is associated with Rayleigh instabilities as a result of 

liquid material attempting to find a new optimum geometry upon break up of a liquid 

cylinder, as well as poor wetting of the solid substrate beneath. As such, balling can be 

considered the culmination of phenomena occurring in SLM. 

 Pulsed laser modes have been shown to reduce balling effects in SLM 

processing, which leads to better consolidation [92]. This is due to the sudden 

vaporisation of material on the top surface, which acts effectively as a small explosion 

and generates recoil pressure, flattening any liquid formations. This also results in a 

better surface finish for the part. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.17: Observation of the balling phenomenon. A 304L stainless steel strip 4mm 

long is heated and melted by a laser on top of a polished plate of the same material [91]. 
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3.3.7 Residual stresses [67] 

 

Although many manufacturing processes are subject to residual stresses from some 

form of heat treatment, SLM is especially vulnerable to residual stresses from the 

constant re-melting occurring within the process, which is coupled with rapid heating 

and cooling rates (see Fig. 3.18). Residual stress can cause undesired deformation and 

cracks within a part, reducing the fatigue life. Three methods exist that can alleviate 

residual stresses: multiple laser scanning of each layer; heating of the base plate and 

powder bed; and post SLM heat treatment. 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3.18: Simple schematic of the cause of residual stresses within SLM [92]. 

 

 Multiple laser scanning of one layer is perhaps the easiest to implement since the 

laser scan can simply be repeated and has been shown to reduce residual stress by 55 % 

for certain steels. It has been found that increasing the laser power compared to the 

initial 'pass' further relieves stress. 

 Base plate and powder bed heating is believed to reduce cooling rates within the 

SLM process, which will decrease residual stresses. Experiments have shown that steel 

SLM parts can have residual stresses reduced by 40 % by heating the base plate and 

powder to 160 ºC, which is comparatively small given the high melting point of steels 

(approximately 1500 ºC). 

 Post SLM heat treatment is an approach that is also typical for conventionally 

produced parts. Heating a steel SLM part in the range of 600 to 700 ºC for an hour 

decreases residual stress by approximately 70 % 

 The aforementioned stress relief techniques can all be applied to the same part to 

significantly decrease residual stresses. An obvious downside however is the increase in 

energy required to apply all three techniques, increasing the environmental impact of a 

fabricated part. 
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3.3.8 Base plate attachment 

 

Parts produced by SLM must always be produced by attaching to a base plate, either 

directly or by using supporting structures. There are two reasons for this. Firstly, the 

SLM process require the part to be 'anchored' otherwise the residual stresses resulting 

from processing will disrupt the geometry of the part [67];  this will happen during the 

process and cause the part to 'curl', causing the build to fail. Secondly, there must be 

material beneath the metal powder being lased to allow the newly molten material to 

wet the surface below; without this the molten material suffers balling as described 

earlier. 

 An SLM part can be joined to a base plate in one of two ways and is dictated by 

the part geometry. If the part has a large, flat surface that can act as the 'bottom', then 

the geometry can be extended and the part can be removed post process simply by 

sawing through the added material. However, if the part has a complex geometry, then 

support structures may be used. 

 

 

3.3.9 Geometry limitations 

 

 

In addition to requiring a base plate to act as an anchor, SLM parts are subject to 

geometric limitations. Chief amongst these limitations is the need for supporting 

overhanging materials. 

 The general rule of thumb for the angle at which an overhang must be supported 

is less than 45° to the base plate surface [94] but can vary according to the geometry of 

the part, material(s) used and machine specifications. Exceeding this angle can result in 

reduced part quality and even lead to failure of the build. A schematic representation is 

shown in Fig. 3.19. 

 Internal geometry must also have a 'starting point' to provide anchoring points: 

all parts must be anchored. This can be achieved by adding a support structure if 

necessary. Post process powder removal is also a concern and parts produced by SLM 

cannot have closed volumes or powder traps. 
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Fig. 3.19: Schematic of basic geometry limitations in SLM: (a) angles less than 45° to 

the base plate require support to maintain integrity [94]; (b) fillets are possible but still 

require support when the tangent angle decreases to less than 45°; (c) overhangs can 

start from any point on the model provided they are 45° or greater to the base plate or 

have support.  

 

 

3.4 Material use in selective laser melting 

 

Currently, the common SLM materials processed are metals. Stainless steels are at the 

forefront of usage, with titanium alloys (particularly Ti6Al4V) following suite [33]. 

CoCr is used primarily in dental applications [95]. Superalloys are also used [96] but it 

is thought that applications are limited since superalloy use in aersopace is focussed on 

turbine production which are 'grown' as single crystals [9], which SLM is currently 

unable to do. 

 After the start of the PhD, Al and Cu alloys have been commercially released for 

ALM use [39, 40]. As newly introduced materials for the SLM process, their usage has 

yet to catch up with the other materials mentioned. 

 

 

3.4.1 Stainless steels 

 

Stainless steels are currently the most dominant material in SLM use, perhaps owing to 

comparative low cost, ease of processing and relative safety of handling. The most 

common types of steel in use are 316L (an austenitic, paramagnetic steel), 17-4PH (a 

ferromagnetic, precipitation hardened maraged steel), and derivatives thereof. Both the 

aforementioned steels are used in aerospace applications [97].Owing to the dominant 

use of steel in SLM, most SLM research revolves around processing it. Issues such as 

residual stress reduction [67], effects of laser pulsing and scan strategy [92] all use steel 
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as the material of choice. Initial research revolved around using SLS machines to 

process samples of a few layers in thickness, but the samples produced were of poor 

density (which ironically allowed them to be produced with no support structures) [98]. 

Continuing research allowed the development of the SLM of steels, for example looking 

at new laser scanning strategies. Xie et al [71] experimented using H13 tooling steel 

powder and found that a knit strategy (where the next scan in a multilayer scan had the 

laser scanning in between previous scan lines) improved density further. Rombouts et al 

[100] have also looked into the effect of oxygen content in the inerting atmosphere and 

found that an increase in oxygen results in an increase in balling, which led to poorer 

surface roughness as well as an increase in porosity: this was attributed to the formation 

of CO and CO2 through excess oxgen and carbon within the steel. Pulsed and 

continuous laser modes have been studied by Glardon et al [100], which found that 

pulsed laser modes allowed better consolidation owing to a lack of heat transfer and the 

influence of recoil pressure through the generation of plasma, which flattens the weld 

pool. 

 

 

3.4.2 Aluminium alloys 

 

Processing aluminium powder is potentially difficult due to several properties of the 

material. Perhaps the primary disadvantage of aluminium powders is the oxide layer 

that forms upon exposure to air. Current machines that are able to process aluminium 

alloys reduce this problem by keeping the powder in an inert atmosphere at all times, 

even from the point of manufacture of the actual powder itself. This oxide may however 

increase absorption, which leads onto another issue: the reflectivity of aluminium. Since 

aluminium is highly reflective, the laser power and/or energy density needed to process 

the powder may be increased compared to that of, for example, steel [7]. Aluminium 

also has poor weldability and wettability [West 1951], which may result in the 

phenomenon known as ‘balling’ with most parameters. 

 

 

3.4.2.1 State of Al use in selective laser melting 

 

Very recently, researchers and industrial companies have carried experimental 

investigation and commercial exploitation on SLS and SLM of certain aluminium 
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material.  Initially aluminium was introduced into SLS via AlumideTM, a 50/50 mixture 

of Duraform PA and aluminium powder [102]. This material improved the mechanical 

properties of Duraform but was still nowhere near the performance expected of an 

aluminium alloy (Alumide is used mainly as a more visually appealing material for 

rapid prototyping). Wong used 6061 Al alloy powder in the SLM process in 2007 [6] 

but was focussed on the production of novel heat sink designs rather than reporting the 

steps taken to successfully process Al  alloys in SLM and resulting material 

microstructure and mechanical properties (see Fig. 3.20). In 2008 (a year after the start 

of the PhD) both the MTT Technologies Group and Concept Laser GmbH introduced 

their range of machines which could process limited ranges of aluminium alloys [103] 

based on casting grades that have low to medium mechanical strengths; an example is 

AlSi10Mg, which has a tensile strength of 317 MPa [39]. Compared to 7075-T6 Al 

alloy with a tensile strength of 524 MPa [104], AlSi10Mg only achieves 60% of the 

strength. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.20: Photograph of 6061 Al alloy lattice structure manufactured by SLM [6]. 

 

 

 A recent work in 2011 (the last period of the PhD) published by Louvis et al [7] 

investigated the SLM of aluminum components. The work focussed on the SLM of 

6061 Al alloy and was primarily concerned with the effect of changing parameters upon 
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density and oxide formation within consolidated material rather than the resulting 

microstructures. 

 Near the completion of the thesis presented here, the author was notified of 

previous work by Zhang [105] concerning the SLM of Al alloys. Zhang’s PhD studied 

the processing of aluminium alloys in SLM, in particular AlSi10Mg, an alloy known for 

its casting qualities. Zhang’s own results showed that al alloy powder reflectivity can 

vary from approximately 43 to 73 % for 10-30 µm spherical particles. Zhang also 

undertook numerical studies on laser reflection between particles as well as heat 

transfer. The numerical results showed that the first layer of particles receives the most 

laser light, with the second layer receiving a small fraction and the third layer receiving 

almost none. Numerical studies comparing aluminium and steel processing found that 

the resulting weld pool was a different geometry for the two materials. Steel has a 

‘tailing’ effect causing an elongated weld pool, whereas aluminium has, for all intents 

and purposes, a semi-spherical geometry. Laser power was found to strongly correlate 

with density, in that increasing the laser power (and thus heat flux) increased density. 

Higher laser powers enabled faster scan speeds. Pre-heating the powder also increased 

density. Residual heat from the layer by layer manufacturing technique was also found 

to result in softening of material below the processed layer. Zhang’s work made no 

mention of considering customised alloys or powder mixtures. 

 

 

3.4.2.2 Aluminium oxide 

 

Aluminium can form an oxide layer in exceptionally low oxygen content atmospheres 

and so one must accept the fact that it is in effect impossible to remove these oxides 

from the SLM process (a view shared by Louvis [7]). Hence, it is necessary to study 

how alumina may affect consolidation. 

 Molina [106] has reported that alumina is responsible for inaccurate 

measurement of the surface tension of molten aluminium. During this investigation, it 

was found that temperature has an effect upon molten Al wetting of alumina. Initially, 

at temperatures close to the melting point of aluminium, it was found poor wetting was 

demonstrated, but raising the temperature to approximately 1350 K shifted the 

aluminium to better wetting. 

 Incidentally, molten aluminium wetting of alumina is also affected by the 

crystallinity of the alumina [Shen 2003]. However, it is currently unknown if the 
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alumina can be controlled in this way during SLM processing or during the production 

of aluminium powder. 
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PART II: EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES AND 

APPLICATION 

 

4. Experimental equipment - MTT SLM Realizer 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.1: Photograph of the SLM Realizer installed at the University of Exeter. 

 

 

The SLM machine available for use at the University of Exeter is actually a prototype 

MTT (formerly MCP) Realizer [62], as shown in Fig. 4.1. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.2: Photographs of the SLM process in action: (a) a deposited powder layer, ready 

for lasing; (b) lasing of cross sectional area of part(s); (c) build is lowered one layer 

thickness, deposition mechanism dispenses and levels powdered material for the next 

layer. The sequence described repeats until the build is complete. 
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 The Realizer has a 250×250 mm build area with filleted corners (approximate 

radii of 50 mm) and can build to a height of 300 mm. The build process has already 

been described in Chapter 2, but a visual representation is shown in Fig. 4.2. 

 

 

4.1 Machine characterization 

 

 

4.1.1 Laser 

 

The laser in the Realizer is an IR fibre laser, operating continuously at a wavelength of 

1064 nm (no pulsed modes are available): the beam is unpolarised. The minimum lasing 

power was measured to be approximately 5W and the maximum possible was 120W, 

though this was over the laser’s rated capacity of 100 W and therefore only used in 

experiments with a short running time. Using ZAP-IT laser paper [108], the smallest 

possible spot diameter was 160 µm, achieved using a focus length of 60 mm. 

 During production of parts, it was observed that the SLM Realizer was prone to 

'back reflection'. Back reflection refers to the undesirable situation in which a laser 

beam is reflected back into the laser cavity, which can result in permanent damage 

[109]. The laser unit of the SLM Realizer has a safety mechanism which deactivates the 

laser; unfortunately this is not communicated to the control software of the SLM 

Realizer and so the machine keeps depositing powder layers. Fortunately, using the 

default settings provided for stainless steel and CoCr by MTT meant back reflection 

was a rare occurrence when processing the aforementioned materials. It should be noted 

that commercial SLM machines are fitted with optical isolators and polarising filters - 

equipment that stops a back reflected beam from entering the laser cavity. Purchasing an 

optical isolator and polarising filters for the SLM Realizer was investigated but found to 

be prohibitively expensive. 

Laser eclipsing, though previously mentioned as important to consider, is not 

expected to impact consolidation to any noticeable degree since the length of the beam 

from the galvanometer to the powder bed surface is greater than 500 mm; considering 

that the area used for experimentation is 140 mm × 140 mm at the centre of the bed, the 

laser energy flux will not drop by more than a percent (see Fig. 3.5). 
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4.1.2 Laser scanning 

 

An analogue mirror galvanometer is installed in the Realizer, allowing the laser spot to 

be moved and positioned by the control software. Due to the nature of the 

galvanometer, a single value for laser scan speed isn’t given: instead, two parameters 

control the scan speed: point distance and dwell time. The author found that point 

distance and dwell time could be increased incrementally by 5 µm and 20 µs 

respectively. Theoretical scan speed can therefore be calculated by dividing point 

distance by dwell time; in reality the scan speed may differ slightly due to the workings 

of the galvanometer. It was found that the laser could be moved at a maximum scan 

speed of 250 mm s-1. Hatching spacing/distance, like point distance, is also increased 

incrementally by 5 µm but has a minimum value of 25 µm. See Fig. 4.3 for a visual 

explanation. 

 When producing parts, the control software can employ a boundary scan of the 

cross section currently being processed in order to improve surface quality. 

Additionally, the software can allow a fill contour to be employed between the 

boundary scan and the internal hatching. However, for samples produced in following 

chapters, only hatching scans were used to eliminate variables in investigations. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.3: Schematic of scanning parameters for SLM: (a) parameters relevant for each 

layer; (b) perpendicular scanning method for alternating layers [7]. 
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4.1.3 Powder deposition mechanism 

 

Powder deposition is handled by two systems, referred to as ‘loader 1’ and ‘loader 2’ 

(Fig. 4.4). Loader 1 is simply a large tank on the back of the machine that feeds loader 2 

with powder, allowing large builds to be processed without the need for refilling. This is 

achieved by moving loader 2 to the back of the machine (under Loader 1) and 

depositing powder into the top of Loader 2 via a turning slotted shaft, shown in Fig. 4.5. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.4: Photographs of the powder deposition mechanism in the SLM Realizer: (a) 

front view showing the main deposition mechanism referred to as ‘loader 2’or the 

‘wiper’; (b) rear view, showing the entry point that allows loader 1 to deposit into 

loader 2. 

 

 

 Loader 2, also called the ‘wiper’, is responsible for depositing the powder. 

Loader 2 is moved along rails by a servo motor; a slotted shaft, similar to the one used 

in loader 1, is used to deposit powder directly onto the bed. To level the powder, a fixed 

blade with a replaceable silicon rubber edge is used. To ensure satisfactory powder 

coverage for each layer, a surplus of material always has to be deposited. The excess 

powder is swept into the waste bins, though owing to the nature of deposition, it is the 

rear waste bin that receives the majority of the waste powder. 
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Fig. 4.5: Photograph of example of a shaft with slots, used to deposit powder in loader 1 

and 2. 

 

 

4.1.4 Inert atmosphere control 

 

The Realizer uses Ar gas to inert the build chamber with a positive pressure, which is 

maintained by a simple inlet valve that can monitor gas flow rate. Pressure is read by an 

internal sensor and there is also an analogue gauge attached to the outside of the build 

chamber. Although not ideal (and a result of the machine being a prototype), the Ar was 

allowed to leak out of the machine through any imperfect seals. Over the course of a 

build, the gas flow needed to maintain a satisfactory pressure decreased, presumably 

due to powder particles settling in the leak sites (confirmed by a notable concentration 

of material at points around the seal. 

 The Ar gas was also constantly filtered by a pump system attached to the build 

chamber. This was to remove floating powder particles and vaporised material. 

 

 

4.2 Computer hardware and software capabilities 

 

The Realizer utilises custom software to drive the machine. The software can process 

STL files as well as support files generated by 'Magics', specialist software developed 

by Materialise [110]. The software 'slices' the inputted CAD model(s) and generates a 

file for each layer that contains coordinates for scanning as well as other key parameters 

such as laser power, dwell time and point distance.  
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Fig. 4.6. Flow chart of software behaviour in the SLM Realizer. 

 

 

 The Realizer has two computers (PCs) that run the software; one that the user 

directly interfaces with (designated the 'interface PC') and another that acts as an interim 

between the interface PC and the Realizer hardware (designated the 'interim PC'). It was 

found that the interim PC was comparatively limited in its specification, meaning that 

some builds attempted were unable to be computed due to lack of system resources. The 

interface PC also had limitations in that if an STL file was too large (memory wise) that 

the software was not able to cope and could not generate the required files. A flow chart 

showing the software cycle and limitations is shown in Fig. 4.6. 

 During the course of the PhD study, proprietary software was developed by Dr 

Neil Sewell that allowed grids of rectangular samples to be made with varying 

parameters. The author would like to extend his thanks to Neil for the software, which 

saved time and effort for sample production. 
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5. Experimental investigations into the selective laser melting 

of mono, mixed and hybrid stainless steels  

 

 

5.1 Introduction 

 

As discussed in Chapter 3, steels are currently a dominant material within SLM, which 

(in effect) makes them the most understood material for processing [58, 98, 111-113]. 

Since the author had no prior experience with SLM, it was decided to perform the first 

group of experiments using steels; this would give an insight for processing more 

advanced materials. Running tests would allow comparison to previous work, which 

allows the author to verify the manufacturing of samples. 

 316L and 17-4PH stainless steels demonstrate good weldability and since SLM 

is essentially similar to laser welding [58], they are the two most common steel grades 

used in commercial SLM systems: the two steels are also used in aerospace applications 

[97]. Some previous studies have used the SLM process to consolidate these two 

stainless steels separately and have investigated the effects of processing parameters on 

the density and mechanical properties of the consolidated parts [98, 112, 113]; however, 

little research has been done in the way of detailed microstructure evaluation in 316L 

and 17-4PH parts consolidated by SLM. There has also been no investigation into the 

potential to tailor the microstructures and properties of parts by SLM of a mixture of 

two stainless steel grade powders, which may allow hybrid material parts with tailored 

properties to be manufactured. Much research has attempted to improve the capability 

of the SLM process to produce high performance metallic composite parts with desired 

or tailored properties [58]. The exploitation of such new capabilities drives significant 

research activities to understand the fundamental consolidation mechanisms governing 

the microstructure evolution of metallic materials and interactions between the elements 

of composite materials during SLM processing. 

 This chapter looks at three topics. Firstly, the effects of changing SLM 

parameters (specifically laser power and scan speed) on the consolidation of single layer 

mono stainless steel samples are investigated. Secondly, an investigation into the 

consolidation of mixing two stainless steel powders and resulting changes in the final 

material. Thirdly, an insight into the difference between manufacturing parts with two 

metals (stainless steel and CoCr) with comparison between samples of pure metals, 
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samples with defined metal regions and samples manufactured from a powder mixture 

of the two metals. 

 

 

5.2 Powder characterisation 

 

Two grades of stainless steels, 316L and 17-4PH were purchased from Sandvik Osprey 

[114] and EOS GmbH [115] respectively. Prior to experimentation the powders were 

analysed using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to analyse particle geometry and 

laser diffraction to determine particle distribution. Typical particle geometry is shown in 

Fig. 5.1 and powder size distribution is shown in Fig. 5.2. The elemental composition of 

the powders is detailed in Table 5.1. 

 

 

Table 5.1: Elemental composition of 316L and 17-4PH stainless steel used during 

experiments [114, 115] 

 

Element, 

wt% 
C Cr Cu Fe Mn Mo Nb Ni Si 

316L 0.03 17 N/A Balance 1.8 2.6 N/A 11 0.8 

17-4PH max 
0.07 

14-
15.5 

2.5-
4.5 

Balance 1 
Max 

0.5 
Max 

0.15-
0.45 

3.5-
5.5 

1 
Max 

 

 

 Fig. 5.1 shows that the stainless steel powders have a spherical nature, which is 

to be expected from the gas atomisation manufacturing process [116]. Particle size, 

shown in Fig. 5.2, follows a fairly typical Gaussian distribution for volumetric 

distribution: 316L has a modal particle size of 32±1 µm and a maximum of 50±2 µm; 

17-4PH has a modal particle size of 28±1 µm and a maximum of 47±1 µm. The number 

of particles ratio, which has been derived from the volumetric distribution, shows that 

there is a significant amount of smaller particles, which should contribute to better 

particle bed packing [117]. Both powders showed no signs of agglomeration, which 

allowed them to be easily poured and deposited during the experiments. 
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Fig. 5.1: Scanning electron micrographs of stainless steel powders showing typical 

particle geometry: (a) 316L; (b) 17-4PH. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.2: Graphs of particle distributions determined by laser diffraction for 316L and 

17-4PH stainless steel powders: (a) volumetric distribution; (b) comparative ratio of 

number of particles (ratio of number of particles is derived from volumetric 

distribution). 

 

 

 Magnetic behaviour was also tested, simply by pushing a magnet into the 

powders. It was found that the 316L was largely non-magnetic, though a few particles 

were attracted to the magnet (no doubt due to the fact that austenitic steels retain small 

amounts of martensite); 17-4PH particles were attracted to the magnet which was to be 

expected due to its martensitc nature. 
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5.3 Mono-material single layer samples 

 

 

5.3.1 Introduction 

 

A standard practice within the SLM field is to consolidate single layer samples of 

material on the top of a powder bed when embarking on the processing of a new 

material. The resulting single layer samples produced allow an insight into the 

consolidation behaviour and microstructural evolution of the material when subjected to 

melting by laser. Also, the single layer experiment allows the comparison analysis with 

previous work [98] as well as the selection of suitable parameters for the experimental 

study to build multi-layer parts.  

 

 

5.3.2 Experimental method 

 

For each test run, a 140×140 mm powder bed 10 mm deep was prepared in the 

Realizer’s build chamber and the wiper of the dispenser mechanism was used to level 

and bring the powder to the correct zero position. Following this, the build chamber was 

then inerted using Ar gas to ≤0.8% oxygen; the oxygen level would decrease during 

processing to a minimum of 0.2%. 

        5 × 5 arrays of 20 × 10 mm mono- 316L and 17-4PH stainless steel single layer 

stainless samples were produced by scanning the surface of the powder with the laser. 

The scanning method was a raster scan (25 µm hatching spacing) with the scan lines 

being parallel to the shortest edge of the samples. Laser power and scan speed were 

varied with the range of 6 – 120 W and 50 – 250 mm/s respectively.  

 

 

5.3.3 Results 

 

Through initial experimentation, it was found that the density of a sample could be 

gauged by analysing the porosity of the lased surface. The lased surface was in turn 

affected by the scan speed and laser powder. Fig. 5.3 shows the affects of increasing 

laser power; as laser power increases the reduction in porosity is evident. The lowest 

setting, 20 W, appears to only effect a weak solid state sintering effect: 26.4 W starts to 
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initialise melting, probably liquid phase sintering and a transition to full melting occurs 

at in the range of 39.6 to 46.3 W.  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.3: Optical microscopy of influence of laser power on the lased surface of single 

layer 316L stainless steel samples (hatching spacing 25 µm, scan speed 250 mm s-1). 

Note that 46.3 W shows a fully melted surface whereas lower powers have porosity. 

 

 

 Increasing laser scan speed (shown in Fig. 5.4)  seems to have a less obvious 

effect upon consolidation than laser power. Balling phenomena become more 

exaggerated on the single layer samples when a slower scan speed was used, especially 

with the lowest scan speed of 50 mm s-1. Regardless, increasing laser power while 

reducing scan speed increased consolidation density of samples (Fig. 5.5). This is 

attributed to increasing energy making it possible for molten steel to draw in 

surrounding powder. 

 The surface morphology of samples was also affected by overall energy 

supplied. Fig. 5.6 shows the surface morphology of 316 L and 17-4PH single layer 

samples processed at the highest laser power (120 W) and the lowest scan speed (50 

mm s-1), the highest energy density used in the SLM process. For 316L, the higher the 

energy used to consolidate the sample, the smoother the surface was. 17-4PH on the 

other hand always produced a notably higher surface roughness compared to 316L, 

forming visible 'ridges'. 
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Fig. 5.4: Optical microscopy of influence of scan speed on the lased surface of single 

layer 316L stainless steel samples (hatching spacing 25 µm, laser power 26.4 W). 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.5: Photograph of SLM fabrication of single layer 316L stainless steel samples. 
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Fig 5.6: Photographs of 20×10 mm single layer stainless steel samples produced at a 

laser power of 120 W and a scan speed of 50 mm s-1: (a) 316L; (b) 17-4PH. 

 

 

 Fig. 5.7 shows a cross-section of two consolidated samples. As can be seen, the 

316L sample shows a fully dense region until approximately half the depth of the 

sample with a less dense and porous region occupying the bottom half. The fully dense 

region results from a full melting mechanism as the laser delivered enough heat to fully 

melt the powder at the top of the layer. The porous region at the bottom half of the 

samples has a sintered appearance. The 17-4PH sample shows full consolidation 

throughout most of the cross-section of the sample, with porosity evident only on the 

underside. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.7: Scanning electron micrographs of cross-sectional consolidation of single layer 

stainless steel samples produced at a laser power of 120 W and a scan speed of 50 mm 

s-1: (a) 316L; (b) 17-4PH. 
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5.3.4 Discussion 

 

Initial experimentation (Figs 5.3 and 5.4) revealed that a minimum laser power of 

approximately 46 W (for a spot size of 160 µm was required to achieve full melting of 

the stainless steel powders to consolidate single layer samples at the fastest possible 

scan speed. This can be explained by the thermal balance during processing: below a 

certain power (or rather, heat flux) the steel would dissipate the heat generated before 

full melting is achieved. This would also explain why scan speed does not seem to be so 

influential a parameter: it cannot change the heat flux of the laser. On the other hand, 

scan speed seems to influence the balling behaviour of the material, which would be due 

to the increased time the material spends molten, allowing surface tension forces more 

time to pull the liquid into a volume with minimum surface area. 

 In regards to the cross-sectional consolidation (Fig. 5.7), the 316L result is more 

expected as the heat energy supplied by the laser dissipates with depth, meaning that 

buried particles beneath the incident surface absorb comparatively less energy and bond 

via different consolidation mechanisms, specifically liquid and solid state sintering. 

However, 17-4PH shows almost full density. The full consolidation of 17-4PH samples 

is attributed to the copper addition that triggers the full melting and flow of the melted 

steel powders. Copper melts at ~1080 °C, whereas 17-4PH melts at ~1400 °C [118]. 

The copper could be flowing in a liquid phase between powder particles due to capillary 

forces [58] which creates a region that contains heat more effectively due to copper’s 

thermal characteristics [119]. 

 

 

5.4 Selective laser melting of mixed stainless steel single layer samples  

 

 

5.4.1 Introduction 

 

Although both 316L and 17-4PH stainless steels are used extensively in industrial 

applications, there is a demand for steel parts consisting of two grades with differing 

properties [120]. As such, bi-grade or graded steel composites can be processed to 

produce high-performance functional products with tailored mechanical and/or 

magnetic properties; techniques such as metal co-injection moulding are currently the 

chosen processing routes [121, 122]. One advantage of powder metallurgy processes is 
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that various metallic powder grades can be mixed to produce desired properties for 

specific parts and varied composition ratios can be placed in different regions of the part 

to produce desired anisotropic properties [123]. Joint sintering of 316L and 17-4PH via 

hot isostatic pressing (HIP) was investigated by Simchi et al [121] to create discrete 

austenite or martensite regions in parts. This research reported the detection of a ferritic 

phase forming between austenitic and martensitic regions rather than a continuous 

martensitic/austenitic structure that can combine the benefits of the two grade materials 

and avoid the strain incompatibility when 316L is sintered or welded to 17-4PH. The 

biaxial stresses at the interface produced as a result of the strain incompatibility led to a 

higher densification rate but posed the danger of interface cracking and part warpage 

[121]. It is noted that current HIP processing lacks the flexibility and capability to create 

and control mixed material phases or graded material phases within produced parts. 

Furthermore, it is also difficult for HIP processing to produce components with complex 

shapes and/or geometries. 

 

 

5.4.2 Experimental method 

 

Three powder mixtures were prepared; 25, 50 and 75 wt% 17-4PH with the balance 

made up with 316L for the purpose of fabricating single layer samples. The powders 

were poured separately into a specially designed mixing canister (see Fig. 5.8) which 

was left to rotate along its axle at 47 rpm on a lathe for at least 45 minutes. Analysis of 

the post mixing powder was attempted but due to the similarity in elemental 

composition of the blended powders it was found that confirmation of homogenous 

mixing would be a difficult task. Instead, homogeneity of resulting microstructures was 

used to assess the powder mixing, which was found to be satisfactory. 

 Five single layer samples measuring 20×10 mm were produced for each powder 

mixture (including the 0 and 100 wt% 17-4PH powders). These samples were produced 

with the parameters found most successful in prior mono-stainless steel experiments: 

laser power of 120 W, laser scan speed of 50 mm s-1 and hatching spacing of 25 µm. 

Three of the five samples from each powder mixture were used for evaluating 

microstructural, hardness, and magnetic properties with the other two being used to 

investigate the consolidation of the cross-section. To examine resulting microstructures, 

the top of samples were ground and polished, then etched using Kalling’s no. 1 reagent, 
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an etchant that shows up austenitic, martensitic, and ferritic phases [124]. Optical 

microscopy was used to evaluate the microstructures. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.8: Schematic of custom mixing cylinder used to blend powders. 

 

 

      

 

Fig. 5.9: Photograph and schematic of experimental setup for testing of magnetic 

properties of single layer stainless steel samples (both pure and mixed varieties). The 

tensile testing machine allows the reading of the tension of the rubber band, which 

immediately falls to zero upon the magnet pulling off (the tension required to pull the 

magnet off is designated ‘F’). 
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To compare the magnetic behaviour of SLM fabricated samples, a rudimentary 

test that could be easily set up was desired. A small earth magnet was attached to an 

elastic band that in turn was attached to a tensile testing machine [125] fitted with a 50N 

load cell (the setup can be seen in Fig. 5.9). The tests began with the elastic band under 

no mechanical force with the magnet sat flat on the sample. The machine then pulled the 

elastic band into tension at a rate of 1mm/s and the highest force recorded during the 

experiment was taken as the force required to remove the magnet from the sample. All 

results are compared to the consolidated powder mixture requiring the most force to 

remove the magnet, being rated at 100 per cent ‘magnetic adherence’. 

 

 

5.4.3 Results 

 

Fig. 5.10 shows the consolidation of a 25 wt% 17-4PH sample, with 0% 17-4PH (100% 

316L) and 100% 17-4PH samples shown for reference.  It is interesting to note the 

much improved consolidation of the 25 wt% 17-4PH sample over the 0 wt% 17-4PH 

sample; few pores can be found in the bottom region of the 25 wt% sample. The 50 and 

75 wt% 17-4PH samples were effectively identical to the 25 wt% 17-4PH sample in 

terms of consolidation (samples are not shown due to similarity). 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.10: Scanning electron microscopy of change in consolidation of single layer 

stainless steel samples produced at a laser power of 120 W and a scan speed of 50 

mm/s: (a) 25 wt% 17-4PH; (b) 0% 17-4PH (100% 316L); (c) 100% 17-4PH. 
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 The 316L steel with 0 wt% 17-4PH sample shows a very clear consolidated 

austenitic microstructure in Fig. 5.11a [126]. It is encouraging to see that the SLM 

process can produce a widely recognized and fully dense microstructure from powdered 

steel. The 25 wt% 17-4PH microstructure appears dendritic in nature and has more in 

common with that of cast A356 aluminium alloy [126]. The high cooling rate of the 

SLM process could be responsible for the fine dendrites just as in the casting of 

aluminium alloys. The structure is still austenitic but demonstrates more defined grain 

boundaries compared to the 0 wt% 17-4PH samples. This could result from α-phase 

ferrite and cementite (Fe3C) precipitating out of solid solution due to an interface 

between austenitic and martensitic grains [121]. Also, the addition of copper via 17-

4PH into austenitic steel could cause precipitation in the grain boundaries that 

reinforcing the steel. At 50 wt% 17-4PH the austenitic 316L still dominates the 

microstructure but the apparent precipitation of α -phase ferrite and cementite is more 

apparent. The 75 wt% 17-4PH microstructure appears to consist of elongated austenite 

grains laminar in nature with small regions of martensite forming. It appears that a 

critical value has been reached that allows martensite to form as grains. Exaggerated 

grain boundaries again indicate a-phase ferrite and cementite precipitates. The 100 wt% 

17-4PH sample shows a typical lath martensite microstructure that has been tempered 

[121]. Like the 0 wt% 17-4PH sample it is good that the SLM process can take a 

maraging steel powder and keep the microstructure of the material. The tempered effect 

may also be considered a benefit as it is standard practice for conventionally produced 

martensitic steels to be tempered to give a higher ductility at a cost of reduced hardness 

[127]. The tempering could be an effect of the multiple passes of the laser over the 

material. Given the hatching spacing and diameter of the laser beam spot (25 and 160 

µm respectively), a point on the sample would be heated by the laser approximately six 

or seven times. There was also evidence of a trailing heat effect; that is all samples 

would have a patch that continued to glow yellow for a small amount of time after the 

laser had passed, followed by cooling to a red glow that would hold until the sample had 

been processed. 
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Fig. 5.11: Optical micrographs of etched microstructures taken from 316L stainless steel 

samples with varying 17-4PH content: (a) 0 wt% 17-4PH; (b) 25 wt% 17-4PH; (c) 50 

wt% 17-4PH; (d) 75 wt% 17-4PH; and (e) 100 wt% 17-4PH. 
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Fig. 5.12: Graph of 17-4PH content (316L as the remainder) versus mean values of 

Vickers hardness and magnetic adherence. 
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5.4.4 Discussion 

 

The first phenomenon encountered was the increase in consolidation for mixed powder 

samples compared to pure 316L stainless steel samples. Though 17-4PH has a slightly 

higher thermal conductivity than 316L, this minor difference should not be the main 

cause of variation in the consolidation across the depth of the sample. As can be seen 

from Table 5.1, 316L has 0 wt% copper and 17-4PH has 2.5 to 4.5 wt% copper. It is 

thought that the superior consolidation of 316L samples containing 25 wt% 17-4PH is 

due to the copper addition that triggers the full melting and flow of the melted steel 

powders. Copper melts at 1080 °C [119] whereas 316L tends to melt at 1375 °C (17-

4PH at 1400 °C). The copper could be flowing in a liquid phase between powder 

particles due to capillary forces which would create a region that contains heat more 

effectively due to copper’s thermal characteristics [119]. The results indicate that the 

addition of 17-4 PH powder into 316L even at a low ratio could significantly improve 

consolidation and help to improve the SLM process. 

 The graph in Fig. 5.12 shows the initial value of 316L with 0 wt% 17-4PH to 

have a hardness of approximately 170 HV, over 10 per cent higher than if 

conventionally manufactured (148 HV [128]). This indicates that laser processing 

introduced hardening effects to the 316L samples due to rapid heating in a localized 

area followed by a cooling rate that allows a small amount of martensitic 

transformation. This laser hardening effect is typically seen in medium carbon steels 

such as 316L with carbon content between 0.3 – 0.5 wt% [129]. When the samples 

consist of 100 wt% 17-4PH, the hardness is approximately 337 HV, slightly lower than 

conventional values (349 HV [128]). This is due to the overlapping multiple laser 

scanning passes which lead to a tempering effect in 17-4PH and reduce its hardness to a 

small extent [129]. This confirms that tempering occurred for 17-4PH during the SLM 

process. These values show that the hardness of the samples produced by SLM is 

satisfactory; moreover, a slight beneficial effect can be added to both 316L and 17-4PH 

by SLM. What is interesting is the results in between 0 and 100 wt% 17-4PH as the 

hardness does not increase proportionally with the 17-4PH content. Up to 50 wt% 17-

4PH, the hardness increases linearly but only at a rate of 0.4 HV (or a 0.235 per cent 

increase in hardness) per weight per cent 17-4PH added. This is due to a linear increase 

in a martensitic phase but an austenitic microstructure is still dominating the 

consolidated material. Between 50 and 75 wt% 17-4PH, the graph begins to stop 

showing signs of linear behaviour, culminating in a sudden increase between 75 and 
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100 wt% 17-4PH. The magnetic values determined experimentally show a striking 

similarity to the results found for hardness. The 100 wt% 17-4PH samples show the 

strongest affinity for magnetic adherence whereas the 0 wt% 17-4PH samples only have 

trace values. This matches with the magnetic permeability of the materials (1.02 for 

316L, 95 for 17-4PH [128]). Just like the hardness values, the increase in magnetic 

adherence does not follow a linear trend throughout the whole range of values. Up to 50 

wt% 17-4PH the magnetic adherence increases linearly, gaining ~0.28 per cent 

magnetic adherence per weight per cent 17-4PH. At >50 wt% 17-4PH content, the 

magnetic adherence increases disproportionately. Given the evidence of the hardness 

and magnetic values in Fig. 5.12, it appears that the samples consist of primarily 

austenitic phases until a 75 wt% martensite fraction is reached at which point the 

hardness and magnetic adherence increase dramatically. As seen in Fig. 5.11, this 

correlates with a dramatic change in microstructure. The increases in magnetic 

adherence seen in Fig. 5.12 may be attributed to ferrite forming (due to its 

ferromagnetic nature [128]) and cementite would increase hardness (cementite being a 

brittle ceramic [128]). 

 Investigation into the ability of SLM to consolidate 316L and 17-4PH stainless 

steel powder mixtures and variation of mixture ratios showed an effective means to 

tailor the mechanical and magnetic properties of stainless parts made by SLM. This 

opens up opportunities to produce new stainless steel alloy parts with specifically 

designed properties using the SLM process to meet various requirements and 

applications. Moreover, the findings are valuable for future research to develop SLM to 

fabricate functionally graded stainless steel materials with combined properties of two 

or more materials. Due to the nature of SLM processing, it is possible to change the 

mixture ratio of the deposited powder from layer to layer to form graded materials, 

therefore allowing the material properties to be altered in the z-axis of the build. The 

feasibility of this approach has been proved in the selective laser sintering process 

[130], but not yet attempted for SLM processing. The development of SLM and 

stainless steel based gradient materials will make it possible to generate a graded 

magnetic material with reduced strain incompatibility between steels. There is also 

scope for other functionally graded materials to be developed, such as titanium alloy 

implants with localized cobalt chromium bearing surfaces [131]. Due to the complexity 

involved in making functionally graded parts, it is likely that initial parts will be 

bespoke products. Over time, as the procedure becomes more accepted, small batches of 

high-value parts may become the normal method of production. 
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5.5 Production of 316L and CoCr tensile test parts 

 

 

5.5.1 Introduction 

 

As mentioned in Section 5.4.1 there is a demand for parts produced of two different 

materials [120]. Having demonstrated the potential of mixing 316L and 17-4PH 

stainless steels for single layer samples, the next logical step would be to produce 

multilayer samples with discrete or graded 316L/17-4PH powder mixtures, to examine 

changes in microstructure and magnetic behaviour through a sample. 

 Owing to a limited budget, producing multilayer samples of 316L/17-4PH 

mixtures was not possible since depositing varying powder mixtures would result in 

mixing that would not allow the separation of powders, effectively denying recycling of 

powders. Fortunately another SLM project was in progress during the author's tenure, 

called 'selective laser melting for functionally graded material' (SLAMFunc), which was 

investigating the mixing of powders with the intent of producing multi-material parts 

[132]. SLAMFunc was interested in the potential of stainless steel and CoCr and so the 

author collaborated to study the effects of multi-material multi-layer parts. 

 

 

5.5.2 Experimental method 

 

Parameters used for the SLM of 316L and CoCr tensile test parts were recommended by 

the equipment provider (MTT). These settings were: layer thickness of 75 µm; point 

distance of 80 µm and dwell time of 320 µm (theoretical scan speed of 250 mm s-1); 

laser power of 100W; hatching spacing of 130 µm; one scan per layer with alternating 

XY hatching each layer; and a pre and post perimeter scan. Mixing of powders was 

achieved using the same method as with mixing the stainless steel. For 316L/CoCr 

hybrid samples produced with discrete material volumes, the bottom half of samples 

were manufactured using 316L; the process was then paused, the 316L powder was 

replaced with CoCr powder and manufacturing then continued. Laser diffraction 

analysis of the CoCr powder found that particle size distribution was similar to 316L 

and 17-4PH (Fig. 5.2) 

 Dumbbell-type tensile test samples (shown in Fig. 5.13) were produced based on 

ASTM guidelines [133]. Four sample material variants were fabricated: pure 316L, pure 
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CoCr, a 50/50 316L/CoCr powder mixture; and samples produced with two discrete 

material sections (the interface between the two materials ran parallel to the sample 

central axis). Samples were sand blasted but not subjected to any other finishing 

techniques. Since experimentation had to be as material efficient as possible, samples 

produced using CoCr were only produced in the XY plane (i.e. no samples orientated in 

the Z axis to minimise material use). 

 

 

5.5.3 Results 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.13: Example of tensile testing samples produced for 316L stainless steel, CoCr 

and combinations thereof. Note that for samples containing CoCr, only samples built in 

the XY plane were produced. 

 

 

The tensile test data of SLM fabricated 316 L and CoCr parts shown in Fig. 5.14 shows 

strengths that would be expected from conventionally produced CoCr and 316L 

stainless steel materials; 316L stainless steel is much more ductile compared to CoCr. 

When the dumbbell samples are made with the 316L stainless steel/CoCr materials in 

separate sections (50/50 volume with an interface halfway through) the overall 

elongation length is reduced, though tensile strength is increased. Mixing the CoCr and 

316L stainless steel powders prior to SLM processing results in a material that has a 
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better elongation tolerance as well as a tensile strength halfway between 316L stainless 

steel and CoCr. Elastic modulus is similar for all materials except the CoCr, which is 

stiffer. 
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Fig. 5.14: Graph of strain versus stress for SLM parts fabricated from 316L stainless 

steel, CoCr and hybrid materials thereof (samples all in XY plane). 

 

 

5.5.4 Discussion 

 

The CoCr samples made by SLM exhibit higher strength but lower ductility compared 

to the 316L samples. The relatively low elongation of samples produced with discrete 

316L and CoCr material volumes at 50% by 50% percentage can be explained by strain 

incompatibility. The higher elastic modulus of the CoCr infers that the CoCr half of the 

samples would be subjected to higher stresses than the 316L half; biaxial forces at the 

materials' interface would further increase resultant forces. By combining the 316L and 

CoCr materials via powder mixing at same 50/50 volume ratio, the resulting material 

would be more homogeneous, which would negate the strain incompatibility. Results 

showed that mixing 316L stainless steel and CoCr produced samples that had improved 

mechanical performance compared to the samples produced with separate materials that 

have a sudden change in material properties. This can be explained by the fact that 
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strain incompatibility and any resulting biaxial forces are nullified by mixing of 

materials. This demonstrates the ability of SLM to manufacture parts with a graded 

material composition, allowing the fabrication of hybrid and functionally graded 

materials. FGMs have the potential to be used to reduce strain incompatibility between 

interfacing materials. 
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6. Selective laser melting of single layer samples using pure 

aluminium and 6061 Al alloy 

 

 

6.1 Introduction 

 

Aluminium is a versatile material. The range of physical and mechanical properties that 

can be achieved from pure aluminium and its alloys is vast and as a result finds use in 

many applications, not just aerospace. Pure aluminium is known for its corrosion 

resistance (owing to an oxide layer formed through passivation) and low density 

(2.7g/cm3 [134]), as well as being attractive in appearance. Aluminium also displays 

excellent electrical and thermal conductivity and lends itself well to most forms of 

fabrication. Aluminium surfaces can be highly reflective to radiant energy, visible light, 

radiant heat and electromagnetic waves. 

 Processing aluminium powder is potentially difficult due to several properties of 

the material. Perhaps the primary disadvantage of aluminium powders is the oxide layer 

that will form upon exposure to air. Current machines that are able to process 

aluminium alloys reduce this problem by keeping the powder in an inert atmosphere at 

all times, even from the point of manufacture of the actual powder itself. This oxide 

may, however, increase absorption which leads onto another issue: the reflectivity of 

aluminium. Since aluminium is highly reflective, the laser power and/or energy density 

needed to process the powder may be increased compared to that of, for example, steel. 

Aluminium also has poor weldability and wettability [101], which may result in the 

phenomenon known as ‘balling’ with most parameters. 

 As discussed in Chapter 5, before embarking on the processing of a new 

material in SLM, it is common practice to produce single layer samples of the material 

to anticipate its behaviour. With this in mind, it was decided to analyse the behaviour of 

pure Al as a control material, with 6061 Al alloy also being investigated due to its 

relatively high Al content and weldability [135, 119] as well as its previous successful 

use in SLM [6]. 

 There has been little to no research on the SLM of pure aluminium, probably 

due to the fact that pure aluminium itself is mechanically weak compared to other 

materials and therefore not suitable as a structural material. An investigation into the 

SLM of pure aluminium will allow a deeper understanding of the thermodynamic and 
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consolidation mechanisms involved; through this it is planned to open the way for more 

successful consolidation of Al alloys in SLM processing. 

 

 

6.2 Powder characterisation 

 

Two types of powder, pure Al and 6061 Al alloy, were purchased from Alpoco [136]. 

Prior to experimentation, the powders were analysed; typical particle geometry is shown 

in Fig. 6.1 and powder size distribution is shown in Fig. 6.2. The elemental composition 

of 6061 is shown in Table 6.1. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.1: Scanning electron micrograph of 6061 Al alloy powder showing typical 

geometry; pure Al powder was found to be similar. 

 

 

Table 6.1: Elemental composition of 6061 Al alloy [134] 

 

Element, 

wt% 
Al Cr Cu Fe Mg Mn Si Ti Zn 

Max 

other 

(each) 

Max 

other 

(total) 

6061 Balance 
0.04-

0.35 

0.15-

0.4 

0.7 

max 

0.8-

1.2 

0.15 

max 

0.4-

0.8 

0.15 

max 

0.25 

max 
0.05 0.15 
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Fig. 6.2: Graphs of particle distributions determined by laser diffraction for pure Al and 

6061 Al alloy powders: (a) volumetric distribution; (b) comparative ratio of number of 

particles (ratio of number of particles is derived from volumetric distribution). 

 

 

 Fig. 6.1 shows that the powders have a mixture of different geometries, 

apparently dependent on particle size; smaller particles are mostly spherical whereas 

larger particles seem distorted or stretched; it also seems that the Al based powders have 

a tendency to agglomerate but this is expected due to very strong inter-particle cohesion 

mainly ascribed to van der Waals forces [137]. Particle size, shown in Fig. 6.2, follows 

a somewhat Gaussian distribution for volumetric distribution indicating the powders 

have been sieved to a maximum of 63 µm: both pure Al and 6061 Al alloy have a modal 

particle size of 50±2 µm, The number of particles ratio, which has been derived from 

the volumetric distribution, shows that there is a significant amount of smaller particles 

of 10 µm in size or less, which should contribute to better particle bed packing [117]. 

 

 

6.3 Selective laser melting of single layer samples 

 

Sample production was similar to the method used to produce the single layer stainless 

steel samples in Chapter 4, but a 7×7 grid was used instead. Samples were fabricated 

with varying laser power and scan speed (see Fig. 6.3): hatching spacing was kept at 25 

µm and a conventional raster scanning technique was used. The following materials 

were used: unexposed pure Al powder (powder that was kept in an argon atmosphere 
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from manufacture to processing); exposed pure Al powder (powder that had been sieved 

in air and left to stand for approximately 16 hours); unexposed 6061 powder; and 

exposed 6061 powder. In the case of samples made with powder unexposed to air prior 

to processing, a sealed container containing the powder was put in the build chamber 

before flushing with argon; once the oxygen level had dropped to less than 1% the 

container was opened and the powder deposited. 

 

 

6.4 Analysis 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.3: Photograph of resulting samples from a single layer scan onto a pure 

aluminium powder bed. The arrow in the bottom left corner represents the scanning 

orientation; each sample is the result of a 10×10mm raster scan. 

 

 

The SLM of pure Al powder formed large globules of material that contained evidence 

of microporosity (see Fig.6.5); this was unaffected by whether the pure Al powder had 

been exposed to air prior to processing or not. Samples varied in thickness depending 

upon the energy density; the thinnest sample that could be measured (33 W, 250 mm s-

1) was approximately 1mm thick whereas the thickest sample (100 W, 19 mm s-1) was 

approximately 9mm thick. As shown in Fig. 6.5, the largest globules formed at the 

surface of the samples with the globule size generally decreasing with the depth of the 

sample. At greater magnification pores become evident within globules. The pores 
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formed in every globule of every sample and ranged in size downwards from 

approximately 9 µm; image analysis revealed that pores could account for 

approximately 20 vol% of a globule. SEM of samples did not yield any results that were 

not evident with optical microscopy. The pure Al samples were deemed unsuitable for 

further testing due to poor consolidation properties: excessive balling prevented a solid 

sample forming, instead forming a lightly sintered agglomeration of aluminium 'balls'  

that could easily be crumbled by hand.  

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.4: Photograph of resulting samples from a single layer scan onto a 6061 

aluminium alloy powder bed: (a) powder not exposed to air prior to build; (b) powder 

exposed to air prior to build. The arrow in the bottom left corner represents the scanning 

orientation; each sample is the result of a 10×10mm raster scan. 
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 Hardness testing was undertaken on 6061 samples that were durable enough, 

using a Vickers indenter with a load of 20 Kg and a dwell time of 30 s. The unexposed 

6061 had a hardness of 55.8 HV (standard deviation 5.1 HV) and the exposed 6061 had 

a hardness of 49.6 HV (standard deviation 4.4 HV). This was independent of processing 

parameters. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.5: Optical micrograph of a typical cross-section of a processed pure Al sample: 

(a) overall view; (b) pore formation. 

 

 

 The 6061 Al alloy was found to have superior consolidation compared to pure 

Al, enabling SLM production of large samples. For microstructural analysis, an etchant 

consisting of 46.2cc HF (40% conc.), 7.6cc HCl (37% conc.) and 46.2cc distilled water 

was used as recommended in the Metals Reference Book [124]. The microstructures of 

the samplses produced from 6061 Al alloy are shown in Figs 6.6 and 6.7. As seen, 

samples produced using only 6061 Al alloy show a dendritic structure; exposing the 

powder to air prior to processing increases segregation between dendrites. EDX analysis 

revealed that the dendrites themselves consisted of 100 % Al; interdendritic regions also 

contained Al, the additional elements of the alloy and oxygen. Exposed 6061 had higher 

oxygen content in the interdendritic regions compared to unexposed 6061. 

 Some of the exposed and unexposed 6061 Al alloy samples were machined into 

a cuboid approximately 3×2×2 mm. These cuboids were then weighed to compare 

density: assuming 2.7 g cm-3 for 6061 Al alloy, both exposed and unexposed 6061 

achieved 96 ± 0.5 % density. 
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Fig. 6.6: Optical micrographs of typical microstructures in single layer 6061 Al alloy 

samples: (a) powder kept under inert atmosphere; (b) powder exposed to air prior to 

processing. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.7: Scanning electron micrographs of consolidated and etched single layer 6061 Al 

alloy samples: (a) powder kept under inert atmosphere; (b) powder exposed to air prior 

to processing. Dark grey areas are pure Al whilst lighter grey areas are interdendritic 

spaces and contain other alloying elements, as well as oxygen. 

 

 

6.5 Discussion 

 

 

6.5.1 Sample macrostructure 

 

Surface analysis of produced samples show that pure Al powder is highly susceptible to 

the balling phenomenon when subjected to SLM processing. To be able to successfully 
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consolidate pure Al powder, a solution to reduce balling must be found. One effective 

approach is to find a way of increasing the surface wetting of molten aluminium. It is 

possible to do this by adding other elements or compounds [99] but the aluminium 

would no longer be pure and the resulting material would be an alloy. Alternatively, a 

double scanning strategy might be used as was demonstrated in a previous study to 

prevent the balling effect in the SLM of a ceramic and stainless steel mixture [138]. In 

addition, a laser more powerful than 100 W might have to be used in order to break 

down the oxide film more effectively in order to encourage the fusion of the melted 

aluminium [7]. 

 The 6061 powder clearly shows a far superior consolidation compared to pure 

Al, which can be explained by the additional elements present (mainly silicon and 

magnesium); these materials account for the better weldability of the alloy [134]. 

However, exposing the 6061 powder prior to producing samples has a more visible 

effect upon consolidation compared to pure Al. 

 

 

6.5.2 Microstructure 

 

Pores are a typical flaw from welding Al and its alloys [139]. Since SLM can be 

considered to be a large scale welding process [58], it is not surprising that the Al that 

has melted together shows evidence of pores and possibly a complex network of 

microporosity [140]. During welding of Al, hydrogen is readily absorbed by the molten 

metal and forms pores. Water (which can be in the form of humidity in the 

environment) reacts with Al to form Al oxide and hydrogen. Even if not directly 

forming a pore, hydrogen can be stored atomically within the Al and released when the 

metal is melted [139]. The high power of the laser could be producing temperature 

gradients on the order of 106 °C which leads to Marangoni convection, with surface 

velocities approaching 1 m s-1 [85, 128]. Convection dramatically affects the geometry 

of the weld pool and can therefore modify (amongst other defects) porosity. Bearing 

this in mind, the Prandtl number, Prm, (kinematic viscosity/molecular diffusivity) of a 

material therefore can mean the difference between a deep, narrow spherical weld pool 

and a wide, shallow elliptical weld pool [141]. Al has a low Prm of 0.02 compared to, 

for example, steel with a high Prm of 0.1 which means that Al laser welding is 

dominated by conductive heat transfer. Cavitation could also be a factor in forming the 

pores due to the combination of Marangoni convection and the high energy of the laser. 
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This could be enough to activate microbubbles left in the material from processing or 

even to form microbubbles of Al vapour. 

 For the 6061 samples, there is no evidence of microporosity at the same level of 

magnification as observed in Figs 6.5 (b) and 6.7. Both exposed and unexposed 

microstructures show a rapidly cooled dendritic structure that is commonly seen in Al 

alloy casting [135]. However, exposure to air prior to production of samples has 

resulted in a slight change to microstructure, which can be attributed to the formation of 

oxide on the surface of the 6061 powder particles. Oxides can move to interdendritic 

spaces during SLM, increasing dendrite segregations and reducing mechanical 

properties. This explains the presence of oxygen in white grain boundaries in Fig. 6.7 

and is also why a slightly lower hardness is achieved for exposed samples than that of 

unexposed ones. 

 

 

6.6 Conclusion 

 

This study shows that pure Al and 6061 Al alloy can be fully melted in the SLM 

process, but the molten material tends to agglomerate into globules due to the balling 

effect and possibly the existing oxide layer. Globule size is generally increased with 

increasing energy densities used in the SLM process. The poor wetting, poor absorption 

and the high thermal conductivity of pure Al and the oxide layer on the pure Al particles 

are primary reasons governing the agglomerations that result in the poor necking and 

fusion of the melted particles. Pores are formed within consolidated globules of pure Al, 

an effect seen in welding. If this is an inherent nature of aluminium when being 

processed via SLM, it is possible that aluminium alloys currently available may show 

the same behaviour. This will have negative effects on the mechanical properties of 

produced parts. Results also show that 6061 Al alloy powder consolidates better if kept 

under an inert atmosphere from production to SLM processing.   
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7. Selective laser melting of single layer samples using pure 

aluminium and 6061 Al alloy with copper 

 

 

7.1 Introduction 

 

 The research described in the last chapter has demonstrated that (SLM) is capable of 

consolidating commercially available 6061 Al alloy. However, the use of existing Al 

alloys in the SLM process that show suitability for welding might not provide the high 

mechanical performance required for aerospace applications. There is also the fact that 

the high temperatures attained in SLM could lead to cracking in produced parts [135]. 

Owing to the layer-by-layer consolidating nature of SLM, there is not the same extent of 

heat treatment control as there is in more conventional alloy manufacturing techniques; 

that is to say, whilst there has been research into the simulation of heat transfer in SLM 

processing [142], there is no escaping the fact that a laser must form the part by 

continually raster scanning a cross-section. Hence, rather than try and impose a 

potentially advanced scanning method that may or may not work depending on 

geometry, it makes sense to instead investigate new Al alloy compositions with a proper 

additive to produce a material that could play to the strength of the thermal nature of the 

SLM process. 

 The Al alloys currently available in SLM are based on casting alloys [39] due to 

the combination of weldability and material molten flow behaviour; there is a growing 

consensus [143] that SLM may need specific, customised Al alloys that have not been 

considered viable previously in conventional processing. As discussed in Chapter 1, the 

main Al alloys in use in aerospace applications are the 2000 and 7000 series, with the 

8xxx series becoming a material of interest. Consider the aforementioned Al alloys: the 

2000 series uses Cu as the main alloying element; the 7000 series uses Zn; and the 8000 

series uses Li. Since the materials used in SLM have to be in powder form, the health 

and safety risk of using fine Zn and/or Li powder is greatly exacerbated from what 

already would be considered dangerous materials. This leaves Cu as the only viable 

option as Cu powder is inert [144] and suitable to be added in Al alloy for SLM 

development. This research is to investigate the use of customised Al-Cu alloy powders 

in the SLM process to tailor their consolidation behaviours and improve mechanical 

properties of the resulting parts. 
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7.2 Manufacturing of single layer samples 

 

 

7.2.1 Powder mixture characterisation 

 

High purity Cu powder was purchased from Sandvik Osprey. Prior to mixing, the 

powder was analysed; typical particle geometry is shown in Fig. 7.1 and powder size 

distribution is shown in Fig. 7.2. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7.1: Scanning electron micrograph showing typical geometry of copper powder. 

 

 

 Fig. 7.1 shows that the Cu powder has a spherical nature, which is to be 

expected from the gas atomisation manufacturing process [116]. Particle size, shown in 

Fig. 7.2, follows a fairly typical Gaussian distribution for volumetric distribution; Cu 

has a volumetric modal particle size of 28 ± 1 µm and a maximum of 50 ± 2 µm. The 

number of particles ratio, which has been derived from the volumetric distribution, 

shows that there is a significant amount of smaller particles. The number of particles 

ratio, which has been derived from the volumetric distribution, shows that there is a 

significant amount of smaller particles but also shows a comparatively high proportion 

of particles in the 18.8 ± 1 µm range when compared to the 6061 Al alloy powder. The 

Cu powder showed no signs of agglomeration when being poured. 
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Fig. 7.2: Graphs of particle distributions determined by laser diffraction for 6061 Al 

alloy and copper powders: (a) volumetric distribution; (b) comparative ratio of number 

of particles (ratio of number of particles is derived from volumetric distribution). 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7.3: Aluminium - copper binary phase diagram [145] 

 

 

 Two 6061 Al alloy-Cu powder mixtures were prepared: 6 wt% Cu and 30 wt% 

Cu. These values were chosen due to the nature of the Al-Cu binary phase diagram (Fig. 

7.3): 6 wt% Cu represents the triple point that occurs at 548 °C, 30 wt% Cu represents 

the eutectic point of the two materials. 

 Mixing 6061 and Cu powder was found to reduce agglomeration of the base 

6061 powder resulting in better pouring flow. As for the new particle distribution of the 
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mixed powders, this has been calculated in Fig. 7.2. Even though the Cu particle 

distribution is notably different from that of the 6061 powder, the relatively high 

volumetric ratio of 6061 to Cu (51.8:1 for 5 wt % Cu, 7.7:1 for 30 wt % Cu) means that 

overall distributions are not significantly different from the base 6061 powder. 

 

 

7.2.2 Sample production 

 

Powder mixtures were prepared in the same manner as the stainless steel powder 

mixtures were in Chapter 4; successful mixing was confirmed through EDX on 

consolidated samples. Due to the method of mixing and limited resources, it was 

impossible to keep the powders under an inert atmosphere; hence, all powders are 

considered ‘exposed’ as discussed in Chapter 6. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7.4: Photographs of consolidation of single layer pure Al powder samples: (a) pure 

Al; (b) pure Al powder with 6 wt% Cu. Note the lack of any visual differences; cross-

sectional consolidation was also similar. 

 

 

 Sample production was identical to the method used in Chapter 5, excepting the 

fact that in these instances powder mixtures of 6061 Al alloy and Cu were used. Pure Al 

with 6 wt% Cu samples were produced to see if adding Cu powder would help 

consolidationbut no difference was found compared to previous results in Chapter 5 (as 

demonstrated in Fig. 7.4). As such, pure Al powder investigation was halted in order to 
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focus on 6061 mixtures. However, for 6061, it was noted that introducing Cu powder 

improved consolidation (Fig. 7.5). 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7.5: Photographs of consolidation of single layer 6061 Al alloy powder samples: (a) 

pure 6061 Al alloy (exposed); (b) with 6 wt % Cu; (c) with 30 wt % Cu. 

 

 

7.3 Analysis 

 

Samples were etched with the same etchant used in Chapter 5, although it was found 

polishing the 30 wt% Cu sample with isopropanol as a lubricant gave a satisfactory 

etching that was used in for SEM analysis (isopropanol reacts with aluminium). As in 

Chapter 5, hardness testing was undertaken on samples using a Vickers indenter with 20 

Kg load and a 30 s dwell time. 
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Fig. 7.6: Optical micrographs of etched 6061 Al alloy single layer samples (100 W, 19 

mm s-1): (a) pure 6061 Al alloy; (b) with 6 wt% Cu; (c) with 30 wt% Cu. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7.7: Scanning electron micrographs of an etched 6061 Al alloy/6 wt% Cu single 

layer sample (100 W, 19 mm s-1). Darker areas consist of approximately 95.1 wt% Al 

(remainder Cu); lighter areas consist of approximately 41.2 wt% Al, 51.6 wt% Cu and 5 

wt% oxygen, remainder alloying elements (determined by XRD). 
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Fig. 7.8: Optical (left) and scanning electron (right) micrographs of an etched 6061 Al 

alloy/30 wt% Cu single layer sample (100 W, 19 mm s-1). Darker areas consist of 

approximately 86 wt% Al (remainder Cu); lighter areas consist of approximately 43 

wt% Al (remainder Cu). 
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Fig. 7.9. Bar graph of hardness for single layer 6061 Al alloy samples with and without 

Cu (100 W, 19 mm s-1). 

 

 

A sample was taken from each experiment (100 W, 19 mm s-1) and machined into a 

cuboid approximately 3×2×2 mm. This cuboid was used to calculate density: all 

samples appeared to be 96.5±0.5% dense. 
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7.4 Discussion 

 

 

7.4.1 Microstructure analysis 

 

The addition of Cu powder to 6061 dramatically changes the resultant microstructure 

(Fig. 7.6). In the case of adding 6 wt% powder, the microstructure has been 

considerably refined leading to an appearance of broken dendrites. Fig. 7.7 and relevant 

EDX results illustrates that these broken dendrites are in fact a combination of mainly 

Al (formed as dendrites) and Al-Cu intermetallics (formed in between dendrites), 

although interdendritic regions contain excess oxide from the exposed 6061 powder. 

These observations can be explained according to the Al-Cu binary phase diagram (Fig 

7.3). Al dendrites primarily form in liquid while small amounts of remaining liquid 

contains Al and Al2Cu. However, the energy supplied by the laser is not sufficient to 

properly dissolve Al2Cu into Al liquid, leading to solidification of these phases instead 

of forming a solid solution. This results in Al solidifying as dendrites and Al-Cu 

intermetallics solidifying in between dendrites. The chemical composition results from 

brighter areas in Fig. 7.7 confirms this hypothesis where the chemical composition is 

almost the same as Al2Cu (Al2Cu contains about 53 wt% Cu [145]). These Al-Cu 

intermetallics can restrict the growth of dendrites leading to finer dendrites and 

subsequently higher mechanical properties. It should be noted that oxides on the powder 

particle surfaces tend to move short distances to fill gaps and are the last locations 

which solidify, therefore they mainly appear in between dendrites. 

 Adding 30 wt% Cu to 6061 Al alloy further changes the microstructure, 

resulting in a lamellar eutectic structure [126] plus Al and Al-Cu intermetallics, 

according to EDX results in Fig. 7.8. In fact, it seems that Al-Cu intermetallics (perhaps 

Al2Cu) are mixed with Al but, as with the 6 wt% Cu samples, the energy supplied by 

the laser is not sufficient to properly dissolve to them into a complete solid solution. 

Thus, as the alloy is near the eutectic point and it should solidify at once, partially 

mixed liquid form lamellar eutectic phase from Al and Al2Cu and the rest solidifies as it 

was. The result is altogether formation of darker (mainly Al) and brighter (mainly Al-

Cu intermetallics) grey areas in the form of lamellar eutectics and droplets (Fig. 7.8). 

The lamellar nature of the eutectic phase can impede dislocation movement leading to 

higher material strength, but this heterogeneous microstructure may lead to flow 

localisation and is not desirable. Accordingly, it is suggested that molten alloys should 
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homogenised during SLM processing at high temperature which can be achieved by 

methods such as slower scanning speeds and/or higher laser energy fluxes. 

 

 

7.4.2 Hardness 

 

The hardness results (Fig. 7.9) compare pure 6061 Al alloy (exposed and unexposed) to 

the customised 6061/Cu alloys. As is expected, adding Cu improves the hardness of the 

resultant material by formation of strong Al-Cu intermetallics as secondary phases. For 

example, addition of 6 wt% Cu approximately doubled the hardness whereas addition of 

30% Cu effectively quadrupled the hardness of the base alloy. In the case of the 6 wt% 

Cu mixture, this can be attributed to solid solution strengthening and dendrite 

refinement; for the 30 wt% Cu mixture, the combination of a fine eutectic structure and 

the formation of Al2Cu intermetallics will cause the increase in hardness. Compared to a 

conventional 2000 series Al alloy such as 2024-T6 with a hardness of 142 HV [104], 6 

wt% Cu attains 70% of the hardness which would imply a similar comparison in 

strength; 30 wt% Cu manages an improvement of 41% on the hardness, but as a eutectic 

material will be more brittle. It may be that optimising the Cu content could result in an 

Al alloy of at least an equivalent strength. 

 

 

7.4.3 Elemental Composition 

 

Fig. 7.7 shows the result of etching a 6061 Al alloy with 6 wt% Cu. The grains (darker 

areas) consist of pure Al with approximately 4.9 wt% Cu, which implies a solid solution 

forming. On the other hand, the grain boundaries contain 51.6 wt% Cu, 65 wt% Al and 

5 wt% oxygen; the remainder being the alloying elements. Compared to 6061 Al alloy 

samples in Chapter 5, this shows a reduced oxygen content. Increasing the Cu content to 

30 wt% removes any traces of oxygen altogether (Fig. 7.8). 

 This oxygen reduction phenomenon may be explained by the fact that Cu prefers 

to bond with Al rather than Al2O3 [146]. The Cu could be desorbed through any Al2O3 

films that exist and, once in the molten Al, push the Al2O3 to the grain boundaries and 

outside of the sample. 
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7.5 Conclusion 

 

The work presented in this section has set out to show the advantages of customised 

alloy usage in SLM, demonstrated by the improved consolidation behaviours of powder 

mixtures of 6061 Al alloy and Cu; on the other hand, pure Al does not respond so well 

to Cu additions (tested at 6 wt% Cu). The results show that by picking a base alloy that 

has a high weldability and sensible additive, customised alloys become a logical and 

proper choice in the SLM process. 6061 and its mixtures with Cu show promise to be 

successfully processed by SLM, while the addition of Cu has a positive influence on 

samples' hardness and reduces oxygen content. The improvement in hardness was 

related to the ability of Cu to alter the resultant microstructure. Microstructural analysis 

of samples revealed that Cu additions can restrict the growth of dendrites leading to a 

finer microstructural characteristic; Al-Cu intermetallics are also produced, appearing 

inside the matrix and increasing the strength of the alloy. The positive influence of Cu 

on strength by forming Al-Cu intermetallics was more pronounced especially in higher 

Cu percentages near eutectic compositions. However, it was suggested that 

homogenising the microstructure of this series of alloys might provide even more 

benefits. 
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8. Selective laser melting of Al and Al-Cu alloy multilayer 

samples 

 

 

8.1 Introduction 

 

Having undertaken an investigation into the effect of adding Cu powder to 6061 Al 

alloy powder and consolidating single layer samples in the previous chapter, the 

research was carried further to produce multilayer samples to illustrate the capability of 

the SLM process for the fabrication of net-shape or near net-shape parts. Various 

multilayer samples were produced from pure 6061 powder as well as 6061/Cu powder 

mixtures of differing ratios. As discussed in the previous chapter, Al-Cu alloys are 

prominent in aerospace material usage and the ease of handling Cu powder compared to 

other alloying elements (Zn and Li) makes researching Al-Cu alloys a sound starting 

point for the investigation of customised alloys produced by SLM. 

 Up to this point, work has focussed on single layer samples, though multilayer 

stainless steel and CoCr samples have been demonstrated in Chapter 4; these multilayer 

samples were produced using recommended parameters from MTT. It was quickly 

found that multilayer SLM processing of 6061 based materials was considerably more 

demanding than the aforementioned materials and naturally required more in-depth 

experimentation. The first round of experiments focussed on the production of 6061 

samples. This allowed settings to be found that could then be used to produce samples 

from 6061/Cu powder mixtures. 

 The objective of the research presented in this chapter are therefore threefold: 

firstly, to find suitable parameters that allow SLM processing of 6061 and 6061/Cu 

powder mixtures; secondly, to examine sample properties in an effort to understand 

material and process phenomena occurring; and thirdly, to choose a satisfactory 

6061/Cu powder mixture ratio to use in the production of a demonstration part (covered 

later in Chapter 9). 

 It needs to be mentioned that attempts were made to produce multilayer pure Al 

samples, however it was found that pure Al powder was unable to be deposited due to 

considerable agglomeration (a well known characteristic of Al powder [137]) despite 

varying deposition parameters. For practical reasons, experimentation on pure Al was 

abandoned. 
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8.2 6061 Al alloy 

 

Since 6061 Al alloy is the base material used for the experiments outlined in this 

chapter, it was necessary to study the effect of SLM processing on the pure powder. 

This allows an insight into the effects additional Cu has on 6061 and will also allow 

reference for further work for improving consolidation. 

 

 

8.2.1 Multilayer selective laser melting of 6061 Al alloy 

 

As mentioned in Chapter 3, there was little previous research reporting findings on the 

SLM of Al alloys, let alone recommended settings for the production of parts out of 

specific alloys. Hence, same procedures used to process stainless steels as a starting 

point (see Chapter 3) in order to fabricate samples with a 10×10 mm cross section with 

the height limited by the maximum amount of powder the wiper unit could hold. It was 

found that processing the 6061 Al alloy in SLM was more difficult compared to steels.  

A trial and improvement method of experimentation was therefore undertaken to 

identify suitable operating parameters. Eventually the parameters that could make 

multilayer 6061 samples were found to be within a very small 'processing window'. 

Steels processed by SLM can tolerate comparatively large deviations of parameters 

while still being able to build a part [71], albeit with flaws such as increased porosity. 

6061 was found to be extremely intolerant of varying parameters which are discussed in 

this section. 

 

 

8.2.1.1 Powder deposition 

 

The 6061 Al alloy powder was handled in the manner described in Chapter 6. Powder 

deposition was immediately found to be unsatisfactory with the default wiper speed (60 

mm s-1) and loader two deposition (150 steps), with the 6061 powder either not 

depositing at all or depositing unevenly leaving areas of the powder bed uncovered; 

increasing the number of steps loader two deposited did not improve the situation. 

Fortunately it was found that at a wiper speed of 15 mm s-1 or below, the wiper was 

prone to vibration which could lead to far better powder deposition, resulting in an 

apparently even powder layer. The wiper was run at a speed of 15 mm s-1 with loader 
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two depositing 120 steps per layer for all experiments hereafter; slower wiper speeds 

were not investigated as the powder deposition was deemed to be satisfactory and the 

comparatively slow wiping process was significantly prolonging the build time. With 

the deposition settings used, it was found that when the wiper was filled with powder to 

full capacity, a powder bed up to 7 mm deep could be deposited with the deposition 

settings used. 

 

 

8.2.1.2 Base plate adhesion 

 

Multilayer production was first attempted using a steel base plate as it was thought that 

an Al alloy base plate would conduct a large amount of the heat generated by the laser, 

possibly resulting in poor consolidation. However, the 6061 Al alloy powder was found 

to not bond with the steel, resulting in poorly formed samples. An Al alloy base plate 

was then used; initially the powder seemed to consolidate well but after a few layers the 

consolidated material would peel off the base plate; the peeling affect is shown in Fig. 

8. 1. A sufficient bond was not established between the laser consolidated layers and the 

base plate surface as it was not receiving enough energy. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8.1: Photographs of initial attempts at producing 6061 Al alloy multilayer samples 

(10×10 mm) on an unheated Al alloy base plate: (a) samples would begin satisfactorily 

provided parameters were suitable; (b) after a few layers samples would peel off. 

 

 

 To supply additional energy, a heating unit was installed to be in direct contact 

with the base plate to raise its surface temperature (see Fig. 8.2). After discussion with 
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MTT engineers and studying the isothermal transformation diagram for 6061, a base 

plate temperature of 150 °C was chosen. This would prevent precipitation (the 

formation of fine particles of a secondary phase) yet still supply significant heat. With 

this modification, the samples achieved satisfactory bonding to the plate i.e. laser 

consolidated layers would not peel off as they had done with a room temperature base 

plate. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8.2: Photograph of the installation of the heating unit in the Realizer. Al alloy base 

plates were placed on the top of the hot plate and held in place by an Al alloy 'ring'. 

 

 

 Prior to any build, the build chamber was inerted with Ar (as was the case with 

previous experiments), after which the heating unit was then switched on for three hours 

to allow the base plate and surrounding material to reach an even temperature. 

 

 

8.2.1.3 Laser back reflection 

 

Back reflection (discussed in Chapter 3) was prevalent, which was expected due to 

aluminium's highly reflective nature. Initially, this severely hindered experiments but 

after repeated observations, it was found that certain areas of the bed were more liable 

to cause back reflection, specifically near the centre. This is most likely caused by the 
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fact that the laser lens is directly above the centre of the bed, encouraging the beam to 

'double back' on itself. Not only that, dropping the laser power to approximately 90W 

also seemed to reduce the number of back reflection incidents. Additional situations 

such as relative higher layer thickness or wider hatching spacing could also reduce the 

likelihood of back reflection occurring. 

 

 

8.2.1.4 Layer thickness 

 

Layer thicknesses of 25, 50 and 75 µm were investigated; all layer thickness achieved a 

satisfactory deposition. Sample production with 25 µm layers was found to be highly 

susceptible to back reflection, making manufacturing samples of any significant height 

extremely difficult. A 50 µm layer thickness was found to allow the build of relatively 

high multilayer samples with a significant reduction in back reflection occurrences: 

most builds completed without a single back reflection incident. SLM with a 75 µm 

layer thickness did not suffer from back reflection incidents but resulted in excessive 

balling that would not bond and cause the build to fail after a few layers, as shown in 

Fig. 8.3. Hence, all sample builds used a 50 µm layer thickness. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8.3: Photograph of the effect of layer thickness on consolidation of 6061 Al alloy 

powder (10×10 mm squares): (a) 50 µm layer thickness (successful consolidation); (b) 

75 µm layer thickness (failed consolidation). 
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8.2.1.5 Laser power 

 

Since the Realizer had a laser spot size of 160 µm and a maximum laser power of 100 

W, it was considered unable to supply enough energy flux for the satisfactory 

consolidation of Al alloys [7]. Hence the laser was run at the highest setting possible, 

which due to back reflection (which has already been discussed) was limited to 90 W. 

Running at lower powers resulted in balling effects similar to those seen in Fig. 8.3. 

 

 

8.2.1.6 Scanning speed 

 

In previous chapters concerning single layer sample production, it was found that 

decreasing the scanning speed improved sample consolidation; this is generally 

regarded to hold true for the SLM of multilayer steel parts as well [71]. In the case of 

6061 Al alloy this was not found to be the case. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8.4: Photographs of examples of the effect of scan speed upon consolidation of 

6061 Al alloy powder (values in mm s-1): 90 W, 50 µm layer thickness, 50 µm hatching 

spacing, 4 scans per layer. Balling on the top surface visibly increases with decreasing 

scan speed (samples 10×10 mm). 
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 Fig. 8.4 shows the results of altering scanning speed. The fastest scan speed 

available (250 mm s-1) resulted in 'overbuilding', that is to say the material consolidated 

into geometry higher than the layer thickness. Continuing a build using the fastest scan 

speed resulted in the wiper jamming. 

 The next lower scanning speed (125 mm s-1) showed good consolidation, as did 

83.3 mm s-1 though the top surface appeared to suffering from balling compared to 

samples produced with 125 mm s-1. Further reductions in scan speed resulted in balling 

that worsened with decreasing scan speed. The effects of scan speeds used here for 

SLM consolidation agree with results published by Louvis [7]. 

 

 

8.2.1.7 Multiple scans per layer 

 

Multiple scans per layer has been demonstrated by others to provide benefits such as 

improved consolidation and reduced residual stresses [67]. During experimentation, 

multiple scans per layer was investigated and appeared to have a positive effect on 

consolidation compared with a single scan per layer, so the multiple scanning strategy 

was investigated further. Scanning orientation of the following scan was perpendicular 

to the previous scan. 

 

 

8.2.1.8 Wiper wear 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8.5: Photograph of example of wiper wear that would occur during a build (arrow 

indicates wiper movement). Sample layout can be seen in Fig. 8.6. 
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As optimal settings for successful sample fabrication were set, it was found that the 

silcone rubber wiper would show signs of wear where it had passed over the samples 

(see Fig. 8.5). Wear would develop rapidly within the initial layers of a build, then 

appear to reach a stable point where no more material was removed from the wiper. 

 Wiper wear could not be eliminated from any build, though it was found that the 

left most samples in a build appeared to show almost no signs of wear. 

 

 

8.2.1.9 Fabrication of multilayer samples 

 

By taking all the factors discussed into account, multilayer samples of 6061 Al alloy 

were produced, as shown in Fig. 8.6. Optimum parameters were found to be: laser 

power of 90 W; base plate temperature of 150 ºC; 50 µm layer thickness; and 50 µm 

hatching spacing. Laser scan speeds of 125 mm s-1 and 83.3 mm s-1 were found to be 

able to produce samples; scan speeds were limited to the aforementioned values due to 

the point distance of 5 µm used (see Chapter 3). Multiple scanning per layer was also 

implemented for some samples to study any beneficial effects. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8.6: Photograph of successfully consolidated multilayer samples of 6061 Al alloy 

(90 W, 150 ºC base plate, 50 µm hatching). Samples have a cross section of 10×10 mm. 

 

 

 It was found that even with optimised parameters samples would differ in 

appearance and consolidation depending on their position on the base plate. The effect 
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was repeatable, implying that whatever was causing the difference between samples was 

inherent to the SLM Realizer machine platform itself rather than differences in 

preparation. In particular, it was found that samples on the right side of the build plate 

had visibly poorer consolidation. 

 

 

8.2.2 Characterisation 

 

The SLM multilayer samples (see Fig. 8.6) were cut off the plate and subjected to 

surface roughness evaluation. Samples were then cut in half: one side was used for 

cross-sectional analysis perpendicular to the base plate and the other side for cross-

sectional analysis parallel to the base plate. Additionally, a couple of earlier samples 

(see Fig. 8.4) were left attached to a portion of the base plate but cut perpendicular to 

the base plate to allow analysis of the bond between the base plate and samples. 

 

 

8.2.2.1 Base plate bonding 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8.7: Scanning electron micrograph of the interface between an Al alloy base plate 

and a 6061 Al alloy multilayer sample (etchant has been used). The area denoted as 

'single layer thickness' represents the first layer of the build and is therefore 50 µm deep. 
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 Fig. 8.7 shows an example of the interface between a consolidated 6061 Al alloy 

sample and the Al alloy base plate it was built on. The etchant (the same used to etch Al 

alloy samples in previous chapters) has attacked the microstructure of the base plate 

revealing elongated grains which is typical of rolled alloys [147]. The consolidated 

6061 however shows little, if any, signs of etching except within the first layer of 

material. Even then, the darker region that is the first layer has no microstructure and 

implies diffusion of elements either from the base plate to the 6061 or vice versa; 

likewise the base plate material adjacent to 6061 shows increased signs of attack 

implying diffusion in either direction. One last feature to note is the formation of 

spherical pores that appear within the 6061 diffusion zone. 

 

 

8.2.2.2 Consolidation 

 

Consolidation of a typical 6061 Al alloy sample is shown in Fig. 8.8. Solid material has 

formed into a porous part with an ordered consolidation of columns that grow at 

approximately 45 º to the base plate. 

 

 

  

 

Fig. 8.8: (a) Optical micrograph of an example of cross-sectional consolidation in a 

6061 Al alloy multilayer sample; (b) graph of scans per layer versus density at different 

scan speeds. (90W, 50 µm hatching, 50 µm layer thickness). 
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 Density was calculated by dividing the cross section into five areas which were 

then evaluated individually for porosity: from this the mean value and standard 

deviation was derived: note that this is not a standard technique and was implemented to 

save time. Samples produced with a faster scan speed (125 mm s-1) show better 

consolidation, peaking at 92.3±1.1 % density for one scan per layer. Scanning twice per 

layer reduces density by approximately 3.9 %; scanning four times per layer improves 

consolidation compared to two scans per layer but still reduces density by 2 % 

compared to one scan per layer, though seems to dramatically improve the deviation of 

density over the area analysed, implying a more uniform consolidation. 

 

 

8.2.2.3 Microstructure 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8.9: Scanning electron micrographs of an etched 6061 Al alloy multilayer sample: 

(a) cross section through a sample parallel to laser; (b) cross section through a sample 

perpendicular to laser; (c) example of porosity in a sample (pores approximately 2 µm 

in size). 
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Etching of 6061 samples (Fig. 8.9) was attempted using the same etchant described in 

Chapter 5 but the samples were found to be resistant to etching.  As has been discussed, 

the etchant is known to be effective since it etches the base plate (Fig. 8.7) therefore the 

consolidated 6061 demonstrates an anti-corrosional characteristic. On the other hand, 

boundaries between consolidated solids were more exaggerated as were small pores; the 

pores were approximately 2 µm in size. EDX analysis showed that oxygen levels were 

higher in the regions between solid material, indicating oxide formation and/or 

accumulation. 

 

 

8.2.2.4 Surface roughness 

 

Prior to analysis, samples were air blasted to remove loose powder without removing 

material that was loosely bonded. Surface roughness was measured on the same side for 

all samples, using a laser surface profiler [148]; results are shown in Fig. 8.10. Using a 

slower scan speed (83.3 mm s-1) resulted in an approximate 2 µm increase in surface 

roughness compared to the faster (125 mm s-1) scan speed, regardless of the amount of 

scans per layer. Multiple scans per layer were found to have a linear increase in surface 

roughness, with four scans per layer increasing surface roughness by 56 and 61.7 % 

compared to one scan per layer for the faster and slower speeds respectively. 
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Fig. 8.10: Graph of scans per layer versus surface roughness for 6061 Al alloy samples 

(side of sample). 
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8.2.2.5 Hardness 

 

Like previous chapters, hardness testing was undertaken on samples using a Vickers 

indenter. However, due to the comparatively poor consolidation, smaller indents had to 

be made using a 500 g load and a 30 s dwell time. Results can be seen in Fig. 8.11. 

 The hardness results follow a similar trend to the density of the samples (see Fig. 

8.8), though scan speed does not seem to be so influential. However, in the case of 

hardness, four scans per layer was found to increase hardness compared to a single scan 

per layer by 7.8 and 12.1 % for 125 mm s-1 and 83.3 mm s-1 scan speeds respectively. 

 The hardness of the multilayer samples are superior to that of single layer 6061 

Al alloy samples (see Chapter 6). A single layer sample produced with 6061 powder 

that has been exposed prior to processing has a hardness of 49.6 HV and the maximum 

hardness attained by a multilayer 6061 sample is 86 HV: this equates to a 73.4 % 

increase. 
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Fig. 8.11: Graph of scans per layer versus hardness for 6061 Al alloy multilayer 

samples. 

 

 

8.2.2.6 Top surface analysis 

 

As seen in Fig. 8.12, multiple scans per layer resulted in a striped pattern appearing on 

the lased surface, which matches with the 50 µm hatching spacing used to produce 
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samples. SEM analysis revealed scanning tracks perpendicular to the optically visible 

tracks, as expected from the scanning strategy used. The re-melted track width  (i.e. 

where the laser had rescanned the surface) was approximately 27 µm: far smaller than 

the laser spot size (160 µm). 

 An EDX line analysis across a track width revealed that oxides were reduced to 

negligible levels on the surface of the track but peaked at the sides.  

 

 

   

 

 

Fig. 8.12: Effect of multiple scanning on the top surface of a 6061 Al alloy multilayer 

sample: (a) optical micrograph showing visual effect of laser scan and showing location 

of (b); (b) scanning electron micrograph of the top surface, showing hatching spacing 

(50 µm) and re-melted track width; (c) EDX line scan across a re-melted track width, 

showing oxygen displacement to the edge of the track 

 

 

8.3 6061 Al alloy and copper 

 

With the successful fabrication of 6061 Al alloy samples, experimental study and 

analysis was then carried to produce customised Al-Cu alloys using 6061 as the base 

material. 
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8.3.1 Multilayer selective laser melting of Al-Cu alloy 

 

Samples were fabricated in an identical fashion to the pure 6061 Al alloy samples to 

maintain consistency between the sample groups. Since materials were in short supply, 

the powder from the previous build was sieved to 63 µm, mixed with more Cu powder 

(and more 6061 powder if necessary) to meet the correct Cu content and then used in 

the next build. EDX was used to confirm elemental composition of the last samples 

after SLM fabrication, which matched with expectations. Powder mixtures were 

prepared in the same way as has been described in previous chapters. Examples of 

samples are seen in Fig. 8.13. As before, sample height was limited to the maximum 

capacity of the wiper producing samples up to 7 mm tall. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8.13: Photographs of examples of multilayer samples produced with 6061 Al 

alloy/Cu powder mixtures. Values are in wt% Cu, with relevant scan speeds given; all 

featured samples have been produced with four scans per layer. As with the pure 6061 

Al alloy samples, samples are produced with a 10×10 mm cross section. 

 

 

After an initial batch of samples had been manufactured, some samples 

approximately 80 mm tall were manufactured by refilling of loader 2 to test height 
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building capabilities using what was deemed to be the best powder mixture ratio and the 

best parameters available (see Figs 8.14 and 8.15). This would allow some compression 

samples to be made as well as more accurate measurements of density. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8.14: Photograph of fabrication of 20 wt% Cu multilayer samples towards the end 

of the build (90W, 125 mm s-1, 50 µm hatching, 50 µm layer thickness, four scans per 

layer). Note that two columns (second from the left and the furthest on the right) show 

signs of increased wiper wear despite identical parameters for all samples. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8.15: Photograph of completed 20 wt% Cu multilayer samples, 10×10×80 mm 

each. 
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8.3.2 Characterisation 

 

Samples were treated in an identical fashion to the pure 6061 Al alloy samples for 

analysis; results are presented below: 

 

 

8.3.2.1 Surface roughness 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 8.16: Graphs of wt% Cu versus surface roughness versus number of scans per layer 

for varying scan speeds: (a) 125 mm s-1; (b) 83.3 mm s-1. 
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 As with the 6061 Al alloy samples, surface roughness readings were taken from 

the same side of each sample using a laser surface profiler. These results are represented 

as three-axis graphs in Fig. 8.16. 

 The trends observed for the pure 6061 samples occur for the Cu containing 

samples as well in that a lower scan speed and increasing number of scans per layer 

increase the surface roughness of consolidated samples; in addition, increasing Cu 

content also increases surface roughness, though it does not appear to have a significant 

effect until approximately 15 wt% Cu is reached. The effects are accumulative with 

pure 6061 (one scan per layer, 125 mm s-1 scan speed) showing the lowest surface 

roughness and 33 wt% Cu (four scans per layer, 83.3 mm s-1 scan speed) showing the 

highest. 

 

 

8.3.2.2 Consolidation and density 

 

Fig. 8.17 shows a graph of density versus Cu content. Fig. 8.18 shows the cross-

sectional consolidation of 6061 Al alloy samples with varying Cu content. The sections 

are taken approximately half way through the samples, perpendicular to the base plate. 

 

 

 

 

Fig 8.17: Graph of Cu content versus density for multilayer samples (density estimated 

from cross-sectional analysis). 
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Fig. 8.18: Optical micrographs of cross-sectional consolidation of multilayer samples 

using 6061 Al alloy with varying wt % Cu (numbers in brackets represent at % Cu). All 

samples produced at: laser power of 90 W; scan speed of 125 mm s-1; hatching spacing 

of 50 µm; 4 scans per layer; layer thickness of 50 µm; and a base plate temperature of 

150 °C. Build direction is vertical to the page. 
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 Consolidation was found to show the same trend of ordered consolidation of 

columns that grow at approximately 45 º to the base plate for samples up to and 

including 10 wt% Cu. 15 wt% Cu however shows a change in consolidation, with the 

column effect less visible. The 20 wt% Cu samples reduce this effect even further and 

the 33 wt% Cu samples show almost no sign of it. It was noted that during removal 

from the base plate, the 33 wt% Cu samples were exceptionally brittle in nature; in fact, 

the sawing process seemed to rely on continuously breaking off of material rather than 

typical sawing deformation. The brittle nature of the 33 wt% Cu samples also prevented 

satisfactory analysis as machining resulted in chips of material being removed from the 

surface, resulting in an appearance of having large pores. 

 Density analysis revealed no apparent trend to results, though using parameters 

of 4 scans per layer and 125 mm s-1 always resulted in better densities, particularly with 

Cu contents of 15 wt % and above. 

 

 

8.3.2.3 Microstructure analysis 

 

Samples were etched with the same etchant used for etching the pure 6061 Al alloy 

samples: results are shown in Fig. 8.19. It was found that samples were highly resistant 

to etching, even after prolonged exposure (potency of the etchant was also still found to 

be satisfactory by the re-etching of a single layer sample). As a result, there were no 

discernable structures to comment on for 0-20 wt% Cu samples, though the 33 wt% Cu 

samples started displaying faint, fine dendritic structures with dendrites approximately 1 

µm wide. Note that although the 20 %wt Cu example may appear to have a 

microstructure, it is thought to actually be a mottling effect caused by corrosion, 

brought about by the tendency of Cu to reduce the corrosion resistance of an Al alloy. 

 The addition of Cu to 6061 appears to dramatically reduce the amount of pores 

in the consolidated material. 6061 seems to be dominated by pores whereas the lowest 

Cu containing samples (2 wt% Cu) appear to an effective absence of pores. 

 EDX scans revealed that oxygen was present, though it was unable to determine 

which form any oxide took: it is assumed that Al2O3 was the form of the oxide, since Al 

is more reactive than Cu. The oxide was present in the form of irregular particles. 

Samples typically never had a mean oxygen content greater than 2 wt% which was 

irrespective of Cu content. 
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Fig. 8.19: Scanning electron micrograph of typical etched structures of: (a) pure 6061 

Al alloy; (b) 2 wt% Cu; (c) 20 wt% Cu; (d) 33 wt% Cu multilayer samples. 

 

 

8.3.2.4 XRD analysis 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8.20: X-ray diffraction results for a 20 wt% Cu multilayer sample: (a) the peaks 

recorded; (b) pie chart of composition (wt%). 
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 Owing to budget restraints and availability of equipment, only 20 wt% Cu 

samples were analysed by XRD. Results are shown in Fig. 8.20. 

 The XRD revealed that the resultant material had two determinable crystalline 

formations. The majority formation (61.4 wt%) consisted of Al in a Face Centered 

Cubic (FCC) Cubic Close Packing (CCP) Fm3m (225) structure; the remainder 

consisted of Al2Cu in a tetragonal I4/mcm (140) structure which was identified as 

khatyrkite by the XRD analysis software available. Values reported agree with 

calculated values for an Al alloy consisting of 20 wt% Cu where essentially all Cu has 

formed an intermetallic (Al2Cu). Representations of the structures can be seen in Fig. 

8.21. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8.21: Schematics of crystal lattice structures of (a) Al2Cu (Tetragonal I4/mcm 140) 

and (b) Al (FCC CCP Fm3m 225). Note that the top, right and front views in (a) are 

third angle projection. Structures generated by the Naval Research Laboratory [149]. 

 

 

8.3.3 Mechanical testing 

 

 Originally, it was planned to run a full suite of mechanical tests but owing to a 

limited budget (both in time and budget) only two types of testing were undertaken: 

hardness and compression. 
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8.3.3.1Hardness testing 

 

The procedure for hardness testing was as it had been for the pure 6061 samples. 

Results in Fig. 8.22 show an overall linear increase in hardness for an increase in Cu 

content, inicating a composite-like behaviour. However, in the range of 15 to 20 wt% 

Cu, samples fabricated using 4 scans per layer and 125 mm s-1 scan speed appear to 

perform above the average hardness. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8.22: Graph of Cu content versus resulting hardness for consolidated Al-Cu Alloy 

multilayer samples (laser power of 90 W, hatching spacing of 50 µm, 50 µm hatching 

spacing and 150 °C base plate). 

 

 

8.3.3.2 Compression testing 

 

Initially, it was planned to produce tensile samples from the tall 20 wt% Cu parts but it 

was expected that the evident porosity would give poor results that were not indicative 

of true performance. Instead, compression testing was used as the porosity was deemed 

to have less effect in a compression load scenario.  
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Fig. 8.23: Photograph of an example of compression testing of 20 % Cu/6061 multilayer 

samples that have been machined into cylinder form. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8.24: Photographs of examples of 20 wt% Cu /6061 compression samples: (a) 

before testing; (b) post testing (failed). 

 

 

 Samples were machined as cylinders from selected tall 20 wt% Cu parts; 

geometry of the samples (Fig. 8.24) was based on ASTM  9 - 89a [150] and measure 9 
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mm in diameter and 7.2 mm in height, keeping a length to diameter ratio of 0.8. The 

samples were then tested in compression between two gauge steel plates, with a 

molybdenum sulphide based lubricant applied to reduce barreling (see Fig. 8.23). The 

compression rate was set at 1 mm min-1. Owing to limitations of the apparatus [125] 

used, the maximum load that could be applied was 300 MPa. See Fig. 8.25 for results. 

 It was found that compression samples produced from parts with little to no sign 

of overbuilding did not reach their tensile limit (samples 4 and 7 in Fig. 8.25), surviving 

a 300 MPa load, whereas those produced from parts with more obvious signs of 

overbuilding did (sample 10). Samples that reached their tensile limit had obviously 

failed due to a separation of columnar solids, regarded earlier in Fig. 8.24. 
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Fig 8.25: Graph of strain versus stress for some samples from the 20% wt Cu tall build. 

Note that the limit of the testing equipment meant that samples could not be tested at 

stresses over approximately 300 MPa. 

 

 

8.4 Discussion 

 

 

8.4.1 Powder deposition 

 

The difficulty in powder deposition can be attributed to the natural tendency of Al 

particles to agglomerate [137]; the small funneled opening of the wiper the powder 
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flows through exacerbates the situation since the powder is being compacted together as 

it moves downwards. This vibration may also have had an effect on the powder bed, 

resulting in more tightly packed particles [151]. 

 

 

8.4.2 Base plate bonding 

 

The failed bonding of 6061 Al alloy to a steel base plate was to be expected as steel and 

aluminium have no mutual conventional welding characteristics, however it was a 

simple experiment to confirm this. Lack of bonding can also be attributed to poor 

wetting of steel by the molten 6061 [152]. 

 When produced from Al alloy, the base plate acts as a heat sink. Given Newton's 

law of cooling, "the rate of heat loss of a body is proportional to the difference in 

temperatures between the body and its surroundings“ [153], it is unsurprising that a 

'cold' base plate hinders successful bonding as the initial temperature limits the 

maximum steady state temperature that can be attained. Lower temperatures also affect 

diffusion bonding, which would allow accumulative residual stresses (see Chapter 3) to 

initiate the peeling effect seen in Fig. 8.1. 

 Pre-heating the base plate allowed bonding between the base plate and the 

molten 6061 Al alloy powder to occur. Fig. 8.7 shows the resultant bond, implying a 

diffusion bond rather than a homogeneous melting of the two alloys. The rolled 

structure of the Al alloy base plate is visible below what is believed to be a diffusion 

zone. Of particular note is the fact that the diffusion zone within the 6061 appears to be 

limited to the first layer of material. This may be due to the fact that the actual amount 

of diffusion is relatively small and therefore is limited to the first layer since the second 

layer either doesn't absorb significant additional material from the first layer (in the 

event element transfer favours movement from the base plate to the 6061) or that the 

first layer of 6061 did not transfer much material to the base plate. The effect of pre-

heating the base plate is studied numerically in Chapter 8. 

 The spherical porosity evident within the first layer is theorised to be due to 

superior heat conduction of the base plate compared to 6061. Jiang et al demonstrated 

controlled porosity within a Cu-Mn alloy using a chiller to initiate porosity growth 

[154]: the mechanism is thought to be similar. 
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8.4.3 Surface roughness 

 

The increase in surface roughness may be explained by the balling phenomenon: 

behaviour that is a result of the molten material's wetting properties (see Chapter 3). A 

slower scan speed allows the material to be molten for longer, allowing the liquid more 

time to achieve a shape that minimises surface area for a given volume. Multiple scans 

per layer would also lead to exaggerated balling as each reheat (and therefore re-melt) 

of the material would give additional time for the material to move to a lower surface 

energy state. 

 Increasing Cu content also increases surface roughness. Additional Cu alters the 

melting point of the resulting alloy: pure Al melts at 660 °C whereas the eutectic 

composition (33 wt% Cu) melts at 548 °C, with the melting temperature varying in 

between [155]. As such, a lower melting temperature would result in the material 

remaining in a molten state for a longer period and, just as with a slower scanning 

speed, would allow more time for the molten material to succumb to the balling 

phenomena. 

 In the SLM production of steel parts, Rayleigh instabilities (the tendency of a 

liquid cylinder to break up into droplets, see Chapter 3) are typically held accountable 

for increases in surface roughness [99, 156]. 

 

 

8.4.4 Consolidation 

 

As shown in Fig. 8.8, all pure 6061 Al alloy samples showed columns of material in the 

side cross section, which would 'grow' at varying angles. This phenomena has not been 

found to be previously documented but its occurrence in stainless steel SLM parts that 

have been produced with an out of focus laser beam has been observed in preliminary 

experiments conducted by the author. This implies that the process is not achieving the 

laser energy flux required for better consolidation, supported by Louvis et al by the 

statement that a laser power of 150 W or greater is required to successfully process Al 

alloys, not to mention the use of more tightly focused laser beams [7]. Concerning the 

mechanism(s) governing the phenomena, it cannot be surmised exactly what is 

occurring. Presumably, the phenomena has been overlooked as it is non-existent in well 

consolidated parts. 
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 Fig. 8.18 shows the consolidation of samples with varying Cu content, with what 

was considered to be optimal parameters. One notices that the angled formations seen in 

pure 6061 samples also appear in lower percentage Cu samples. However, it can be said 

that this formation phenomena starts to be visibly affected at 10 wt % Cu, with the 20 

wt % and 33 wt % samples arguably being visibly free of the effect. The 33 wt% Cu 

samples in particular show good consolidation but, as mentioned earlier, the brittle 

nature of the eutectic composition lead to material breaking off during sample 

preparation, giving the appearance of large pores. 

 Rosazza Prin [157] investigated the wetting behaviour of Al-Cu alloys on an 

AlN substrate. In the aforementioned work, it was noted that the wetting angle varied 

according to the Cu content. It was found that Cu additions up to 17 at% have little 

effect upon wetting whereas Cu content in excess of 30 at% improved the wetting angle, 

which concurs with the consolidation seen in Fig. 8.18. This was explained to be due to 

an increase in surface energy and work of adhesion brought about by the increase in Cu 

content, governed by the Young-Dupré equation. Of particular note is the observation 

that at temperatures in excess of 1000 ºC, molten Al can 'scrub' oxidized surfaces and 

encourage better bonding, as well as showing an improved wetting angle - an effect also 

seen in the wetting of TiC by Al-Cu alloys [155]. 

 In regards to areas that show high Cu dominance, this may be explained by the 

high reflectivity of Cu (see Chapter 3). An agglomeration of Cu particles that has 

somehow managed to collect at the lased surface may result in greater reflection of the 

laser energy; Cu's high thermal conductivity will further aggravate consolidation as the 

heat energy supplied by the laser is transferred to deeper material rather than melting the 

current layer. 

 A final point in regards to the movement of Cu and Al atoms. The movement 

will be Cu diffusing into the Al due to Cu having a smaller atomic radius compared to 

Al (2.556 Å and 2.886 Å respectively), as well as the higher melting point of Cu 

hindering Al diffusion and Al forming vacancies  easier than Cu [158]. Diffusion is 

shown to rapidly increase at temperatures of 750 K or more. 

 

 

8.4.5 Microstructure 

 

It must be stated that from the outset that the microstructure formations for processed 

6061 Al alloy and 6061/Cu powder mixture multilayer parts were unlike any 
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encountered in conventional alloy literature (conventional microstructures being 

demonstrated in Chapters 5 and 6. The reason for this is believed to be due to extremely 

high cooling rates on the order of 106 K s-1, seen in literature [159].The cooling rates of 

SLM processed 6061 parts gave rise to a single nanocrystalline phase (see Fig. 8.19). 

Adding Cu does not change the microstructure (or lack thereof) until 33 Cu % is 

reached, though it may occur before since samples were not fabricated in the 20-33 wt% 

Cu range . This implies a 'shifting' of traditional alloy phase diagrams; an effect noted 

by Zimmermann et al [160] and represented in Fig. 8.26. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8.26: Example of how the traditional Al-Cu binary phase diagram could shift at 

extremely high (106 K s-1) cooling rates (shifted values are represented by dashed lines) 

[160]. 

 

 

 From the results, it can be deduced that an amorphous super saturated solid 

solution is formed: the incredible cooling rates do not give enough time for nucleation 

sites to occur and the material effectively snap freezes. Another argument that the 

resulting material was amorphous is that the etchant appeared to have very little effect. 

Amorphous metals are known for being resistant to corrosion [161, 162]; perhaps this 

can be explained by the lack of grain boundaries for the etchant to attack. 
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 The nature of the powder mixture may attribute to amorphous phases forming in 

6061/Cu mixtures. Since the Cu exists as a separate material within the 6061 prior to 

processing, diffusion may occur between particles, given that diffusion increases 

exponentially with temperature. The structure seen in 33 wt% Cu samples has been 

observed by Contreras [155]; however in the aforementioned work, Al2Cu  

intermetallics form at lower Cu concentrations compared to the work presented here, 

adding weight to the argument that the processed materials have snap frozen. 

 Currently, the only technique that can reliably identify the difference between a 

truly amorphous and/or nanocrystalline phase is Atomic Probe Tomography (ATP), 

though TEM may also be able to differentiate if conditions are suitable [163]. 

 

 

8.4.6 X-ray diffraction 

 

As identified in Fig. 8.20, all Al left unalloyed is identified as an FCC structure. This 

can be attributed to FCC-Al precipitation occurring on a nanoscale basis [164]. The 

composition results show that effectively all Cu has successfully interacted with the Al 

to form a Al2Cu intermetallic, identified as khatyrkite. Khatyrkite is a naturally 

occurring quasiperiodic crystal (quasicrystal). Quasicrystals are a crystalline structure 

that display rotational symmetry and do not adhere to conventional periodic crystal 

behaviour [165]. Quasicrystals can be formed with a wide range of quenching rates 

[166]. However, it is plausible that the XRD prediction of khatyrkite may be due to 

Al2Cu intermetallic molecules growing in a disordered nature. 

 

 

8.4.7 Hardness 

 

The graph in Fig. 8.22 shows that the hardness of samples increases linearly with an 

increase in Cu content. This is believed to be due to an increase in Al2Cu intermetallics 

forming in solid solution within Al dominant areas, as well as Al2Cu growth areas. The 

linear nature implies a composite like material that follows the Voigt isostrain 

assumption [167]. The negligible difference between hardness results for scan speeds 

can be attributed to the fact that the cooling rate will not be significantly affected, and 

since cooling rate defines the resulting microstructure, the hardness will be similar due 

to similar microstructures. 
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 Improvement of hardness for multilayer samples over single layer samples 

examined in Chapters 5 and 6 is due to different cooling rates of the molten materials: 

single layer samples would be effectively insulated by the powder bed below and so 

heat would be kept within the molten material, slowing cooling rates compared to the 

multilayer samples. The amorphous phase formed in the multilayer samples would have 

a superior hardness compared to the grain structure seen in the single layer samples 

[168] . 

 Callister [169] states that the tensile strength of a material with a conventional 

microstructure can be approximated as 3.45 times its Brinell hardness; in turn the 

Brinell hardness can be approximated as equal to Vicker's hardness (for values up to 

300 HV) with an estimated error of 5 % [170]. Using this assumption, this means that 

the pure 6061 Al alloy when processed under ideal conditions has a theoretical tensile 

strength of 297 MPa, which is the equivalent of 6061-T6 [104]. Furthermore, taking 

into account the linear trend seen in Fig. 8.22, this would result in an increase of 17.9 

MPa per wt% Cu added for the tensile strength of the resultant material. For example, a 

20 wt% Cu alloy could have a tensile strength of 600 MPa. However, as previously 

discussed, there is evidence that the resultant materials analysed may be amorphous, 

nanocrystalline or an amalgam of both which may affect the relationship between 

hardness and tensile strength, as investigated by Brooks et al [168]. Brooks found that a 

nanocrstalline material may have strength 1.33 to 2.7 times that of the tensile strength 

predicted by the aforementioned conventional method. For example, pure 6061 with an 

amorphous/nanocrystalline structure could have a tensile strength of 395 to 801 MPa. 

 

 

8.4.8 Oxide content and nature 

 

The size of particles match up with the size of the pores in pure 6061 Al alloy samples, 

with Cu containing samples showing an almost complete lack of pores. This could be 

due to better wetting of the particles by the increased Cu content. As Cu diffuses into 

Al, it may be the case that regions go through a range of Cu content ratios, encouraging 

wetting before the Cu has fully dispersed within the Al. Improved wetting has already 

been discussed in ‘Consolidation’. 
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Fig. 8.27: Graph of oxide layer thickness of 6061 Al alloy versus consolidated oxide 

content (calculated from 6061 powder particle volume distribution in Chapter 6). 

 

 

 Fig. 8.27 shows theoretical oxide content of a consolidated Al alloy as a function 

of the oxide layer thickness of the particles according to the powder distribution 

reported in Chapter 5 for 6061 Al alloy powder. Multilayer samples never contained 

more than 2 % oxygen, which implies a maximum oxide layer thickness of 67 nm - a 

sensible value for an Al alloy [171]. From this, it can be assumed that the vast majority 

of oxide present comes from the particles themselves. 

 

 

8.4.9 Laser scan track analysis 

 

Studying the EDX results in Fig. 8.12, it appears that any oxides are either 'swept' to the 

edges of the laser scan track and/or potentially vaporized by the laser. 

 This could be due to Marangoni convection (see Chapter 3), that is convection 

within the molten material due to surface tension gradients caused by high temperature 

gradients. This effect is confirmed by Louvis [7]. 

 

 

8.4.10 Sample build position 

 

Inconsistency between part position on a build platform and resulting properties is a 

phenomena commonly encountered by those who operate AM machines. Differences 
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are typically put down to uneven temperature distribution (both due to uneven bed pre-

heating and heat added by laser), as well as the innate layout of the AM machine in 

question. It is typical practice for AM engineers to 'map' the build volume, producing a 

large build full of samples to test inconsistencies between discrete volumetric regions; 

these samples are usually tested for mechanical strength, surface roughness and 

dimensional accuracy [1]. 

 All builds for the pure 6061 Al alloy and the 6061/Cu powder mixtures were 

symmetrical in nature (see Fig. 8.6). A possible explanation for discrepancies between 

the left and right hand samples is the gas flow of the re-circulating pump unit, which 

makes the Ar gas flow from left to right (see Chapter 3). This has been found to affect 

stainless steel samples in SLM [172]. 

 

 

8.4.11 Mechanical testing 

 

Ideally, the mechanical testing of a material would ideally be performed on a fully 

dense sample; owing to limitations of the Realizer, fully dense parts could not be made. 

Inevitably, the failure mechanism for relevant samples was due to the ordered nature of 

porosity within samples, which was still present despite their visual appearance (Fig. 

8.24). However, one may comment that the samples that survived a 300MPa 

compressive force show remarkable strength for what is essentially a poor internal 

structure for enduring loads. It is thought that a fully dense sample would demonstrate 

exceptional load bearing capacity. 

 

 

8.5 Conclusion 

 

The work presented shows that most aspects of SLM Al alloy processing can be 

considered far more difficult when compared to using steels. Compared to steel, the 

deposition of Al alloy powder requires more thought due to the tendency to agglomerate 

and the base plate must be heated to ensure a bond that will enable multilayer 

production. Based on the results, the processing parameter window for Al alloys within 

SLM is far smaller than that of steels, though the results were most likely artificially 

limited due to back reflection, which is also an issue compared to steel which can be 

attributed to Al's high reflectivity to a 1064 nm laser source. 
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 Consolidation of pure 6061 Al alloy resulted in a columnar structure that grew at 

an angle of approximately 45º to the horizontal. Though no current explanation for this 

phenomena is forthcoming, the addition of 15 wt% Cu appeared to start reducing this 

effect, with 20 wt% and 33 wt% Cu significantly reducing visual evidence of the 

structure. The phenomena is seen as an indication of poor consolidation. Consolidation 

is found to be improved for three reasons: firstly, the melting point of an Al alloy is 

decreased with an increasing Cu content (with a limit of the eutectic point); secondly, 

adding Cu in sufficient quantities allows better wetting; and thirdly, Cu particles 

encourage diffusion into the Al alloy powder. In regards to actual parts built, there is a 

trade off between having higher density and hardness at the expense of increased 

surface roughness. 

 6061 Al alloy showed a lack of microstructure, implying an amorphous single 

phase that may or may not have nanocrystalline regions. This is believed to be a result 

of extraordinarily high cooling rates, which allow the material to solidify with the same 

composition as when in the liquid phase; in addition, the base plate was kept at a 

temperature under the precipitation forming ageing temperature. This may have 

advantages as amorphous metals have been shown to have improved properties such as 

wear and corrosion resistance. As such, SLM may be a viable method for the 

manufacture of amorphous Al alloy parts. However, the exact nature of the phase could 

not be identified since APT and/or TEM analysis would be required. 

 Given that materials displayed amorphous behaviour and demonstrated 

admirable compressive strength despite a detrimental ordered porous structure, it is 

foreseeable that the materials manufactured and studied could have use as bearing 

materials: that is, materials that endure wear and compressive load. 
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9. Demonstration part design and production 

 

 

With the manufacture and analyses of multilayer test samples in Chapter 8, it was 

decided that the manufacturing capability of the SLM process using a custom 

aluminium alloy should be tested. The reasoning behind this decision was to allow 

observation of the production of a real part and to assess the effect of a changing 

geometry rather than a fixed geometry test sample, and to showcase a customised Al 

alloy part. Since aerospace designs tend to be closely guarded secrets, it was also 

necessary to design a part that gave the impression that it could be used as an aerospace 

part. 

 This chapter covers the design and manufacture of a theoretical customised Al 

alloy aerospace AM part. A part specification was produced with the aim of showcasing 

the manufacturing strengths of SLM. The specification was then used to generate a 

design encompassing theoretical aerospace needs and geometries. Manufacturing 

procedures and considerations are described, with reports of any manufacturing 

anomalies that affected the build. Finally, the produced part is evaluated through visual 

inspection and hardness testing. 

 

 

9.1 Part specification and design 

 

The aim in manufacturing a demonstration part was to produce an object which showed 

the benefits of the SLM process whilst eliminating or at least reducing potential 

manufacturing issues. With this in mind, a part specification was produced: 

 

 

9.1.1 Design for additive manufacture 

 

The part must be designed with SLM limitations in mind. All surfaces should be 45º or 

greater from the build plane to ensure no supports are needed [94] and features should 

have a suitable thickness. Powder removal must also be considered, so closed, empty 

volumes are not allowed. 
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9.1.2 Truly complex geometry 

 

The part should be extremely difficult or impossible to build with any other 

manufacturing technique. This can include features such as re-entrant geometry, lofted 

surfaces, internal features and fine details. 

 

 

9.1.3 Multiple components merging 

 

A key advantage of AM is the ability to save assembly time by merging parts; this may 

also allow better tolerances as alignment of components is a non-issue (though the 

tolerances of the AM process are still a concern) and removes interface problems such 

as stress incompatibility and differences in thermal expansion. Additionally, the need 

for attachment methods such as bolts or adhesives is removed for the merged parts. 

Hence, the part should demonstrate merging of existing CAD files for previously 

designed parts. 

 

 

9.1.4 Ability to integrate with other components 

 

Although AM may reduce the number of parts in an assembly, most components have 

to attach to others through a variety of means and parts produced by AM are no 

exception. The nature of AM means that mechanical keys, mating surfaces or holes can 

be easily integrated. 

 

 

9.1.5 Internal structure 

 

AM makes adding advanced weight saving structures possible and, as opposed to 

conventional manufacturing methods, may save manufacturing time due to a reduced 

material volume. This means that (perhaps ironically) an internal structure can be 

introduced with no foreseeable disadvantages - rather, there is actually an incentive to 

increase the complexity of a part in this way. Additionally, less material usage means 

more material that can be recycled for further use. Therefore, an internal structure 

capable of supporting itself during manufacture should be demonstrated.  
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9.1.6 Functional grading 

 

An ability to change material properties throughout a component is something that AM 

can put into effect more easily than other processes. At this point it is necessary to stress 

that  an FGM does not necessarily have to be implemented by changes in material 

elemental composition alone: changing processing parameters may result in changes in 

material properties. 

 

 

9.2 Design 

 

Given the criteria described, a theoretical aerospace component was designed using 

SolidWorks [173] (see Fig. 9.1). The component successfully integrates all the criteria, 

discussed below. 

 

 

9.2.1 Helical gear 

 

SolidWorks has a CAD library of standard components such as bolts, nuts and gears. 

Conventionally, an engineering solution would need to purchase these parts separately 

if needed but the nature of AM means that a component can simply be added in and 

become part of the model. Hence, it was decided to use a gear to demonstrate the ease 

of adding in a relatively complex geometry; the gear was of a helical variety since the 

additional geometry complexity compared to a spur gear made no theoretical difference 

for SLM processing. 

 

 

9.2.2 Advanced geometry 

 

Conventional manufacturing typically relies upon simple geometries e.g. planar surfaces 

and revolved profiles; combinations of simple geometries allow a more complex part to 

be manufactured. To allow even more complex geometries to be formed, five axis 

machining process can be utilised, though software is expensive and can require some 

effort to generate a successful tool path - which naturally can only be created if it is 

actually possible [174]. 
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Fig. 9.1: Original demonstration part design: note that that the top, right and front views 

are third angle projection. Height of the part is 72.5 mm. 

 

 

 Turbine like geometries are arguably a common occurrence within aerospace 

designs, and so a turbine 'theme' was followed to produce an advanced geometric shape. 

The design features 'blades' that would be (at the very least) difficult to manufacture 

conventionally: in regards to SLM limitations, the blades are self supporting and have a 
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2 mm thickness, which results in a 2.8 mm thick cross section in the build plane. It was 

not known at the time if the thickness of the blades would be sufficient but considering 

the lack of literature available at the time of designing and manufacturing of the part 

estimates based on intuition were implemented. 

 

 

9.2.3 Internal structure 

 

Although internal structures investigated to date can consist of relatively thin support 

structures (an example being the structures built by Yadroitsev et al [89] having a 

material thickness of 120 µm and 150 µm), it was decided to use thicker support 

structures as it was feared that too small an area in cross section would result in 

excessive balling. As in the design of the advanced geometry blade thickness, this was 

based on intuition rather than any solid engineering reason. 

 A simple truss structure was inserted into the centre of the advanced geometry 

along with a column that would support the top of the internal hollow where the angle 

of construction became greater than 45 º. Beam thickness was originally set at 2 mm, 

though later had to be thickened to 3 mm for reasons discussed in the next section. 

 

 

9.2.4 Bearing surface 

 

With a turbine 'theme' being the design directive, it was decided to represent the ability 

of compatibility with other components in an assembly by adding a surface that a 

theoretical bearing could be fitted on to. After manufacture, this section of the model 

could then be machined to a suitable size and finish if necessary. 

 

 

9.2.5 Functional grading 

 

Functional grading is not so much a part of the design (though a part intended for true 

use would have to take into account changes in properties) but rather a variable in the 

manufacturing process. As demonstrated in Chapter 7, hardness of the consolidated 

material could be influenced by the number of scans per layer. It was decided to alter 
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the aforementioned parameter during manufacture as a crude method of demonstrating 

functional grading through variation of process parameters. 

 

 

9.2.6 Thickness of geometry 

 

There was a limited amount of literature concerning the design of Al alloy SLM parts 

available during the design and manufacture of the demonstration part, namely parts 

manufactured by Wong [6] and Zhang [105]. Parts produced by Zhang had an apparent 

minimum thickness of 1 mm and appeared to be more sturdy compared to the relatively 

thin geometries produced by Wong, so it was deemed that doubling this thickness 

would ensure a higher chance of successfully completing a build. 

 

 

9.3 Fabrication 

 

 

9.3.1 Pre/during manufacture 

 

Before starting manufacture, an additional 4 mm of material was added to the bottom of 

the part by way of a simple extrude feature; this would allow removal from the base 

plate without removing material that was integral to the final part (a standard practise in 

SLM). A cutaway was also added to the model to allow a view of the internal structure. 

Material choice was a 20 wt% Cu alloy (see Chapter 7) since it demonstrated high 

strength without brittleness 

 Building parameters were originally set to be identical to those used to produce 

what was considered to be the best settings for the 20 wt% Cu powder mixture (90W 

laser power, 125 mm s-1 scan speed, 50 µm hatching, 50 µm layer thickness, four scans 

per layer and a heated base plate) but back reflection became prevalent. This was solved 

for the most part by reducing the number of scans per layer to one. When the build was 

nearing completion the number of scans per layer was increased back to four for the 

'nose' of the part, of which the visual effects can be seen in Fig. 9.2. 

 Immediately from the start of the build, an area of material showed signs of poor 

bonding (see Fig. 9.5). The process was paused while a new CAD model was prepared 
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with the troublesome section removed. This allowed the manufacturing process to 

continue. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 9.2: Photograph of example of attempted functional grading of the processed 

demonstration part. There is a difference in surface colour between sections built with 

one and four scans per layer. 

 

 

 As the build started to progress beyond the initial 4 mm of material added to the 

part, the introduction of the internal support structure started to suffer from balling as 

had smaller cross-sections when subjected to multiple scans per layer (see Fig. 9.3), 

which threatened to disrupt the build due to excess wear on the wiper blade. This 

balling is presumed to arise from the fact that the heat energy supplied by the laser beam 

could not diffuse fast enough through the comparatively small volume of solid material 

beneath and allowed the alloy to stay in a liquid form for longer, hence allowing more 

time for Rayleigh instabilities to occur. As before, the manufacturing process was 

temporarily paused as a new CAD model was prepared with thicker supports (see Fig. 

9.4). The new CAD part showed no issues for the reminder of the build. 
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Fig. 9.3: Photographs of balling phenomena observed on original internal supports with 

2 mm thickness (a) during processing and (b) afterwards. The supports were partially 

removed and thickened to 3 mm for the rest of the build (see Fig. 9.4). 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 9.4: Change in thickness of supports during the demonstration part build from (a) 2 

mm to (b) 3 mm. 

 

 

9.3.2 Post manufacture 

 

After completion of the build, the part (and base plate) were removed from the Realizer 

and blown with air to remove excess powder. The part can be seen in Fig. 9.5. Of 

particular interest is the darker appearance of the 'nose' which has been subject to four 
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scans per layer as opposed to the single scan per layer for the rest of the part. A closer 

view has already been shown in Fig. 9.2. 

 The part was then bead blasted to remove loosely consolidated material that had 

remained attached throughout the air blasting. Originally planned as  an exemplia 

gratia, it was ascertained that the part could be used to study incongruities due to 

geometrical layout. To this end most planar surfaces were ground and polished to allow 

consolidation and hardness analysis. The processed part can be seen in Fig. 9.6, which 

shows various resulting surface finishes on the part. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 9.5: Photographs of the finished demonstration part before post processing: (a) 

advanced geometry, gear and bearing surface; (b) internal structure. 

 

 

 Bead blasting visually improved the surface finish, making it comparable to a 

coarsely cast part. In particular, it appears that the 'nose' of the part has responded better 

to the blasting treatment compared to the rest of the part, which shows small globules of 

material attached to part surfaces. Surfaces that were parallel to the base plate display 

signs of balling and have a worse finish than surfaces produced at an angle to the base 

plate, showing elongated, consolidated globules of material. 
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Fig. 9.6: Photographs of demonstration part after removal from base plate and bead 

blasting: (a) advanced geometry, gear and bearing surface; (b) close up of top; (c) 

surfaces parallel to the base plate; (c) internal surfaces, with polished surfaces visible. 

 

 

9.4 Characterisation 

 

To allow measurement of variance of density and strength throughout the component, 

flat surfaces were ground and polished post manufacture in order to allow analysis. 

Locations of relevant analyses and corresponding values are shown in Fig. 9.7. 

 

 

9.4.1 Hardness 

 

Studying the geometry of the part, it would appear that areas with more material directly 

below (in the build direction) are harder than sections with less material below. For 

example, position 1 in Fig. 9.7 has the highest recorded hardness value and was 

measured from a section that had more underlying material and thicker geometry 

compared to others. Position 4 on the other hand has less surrounding material. 
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 Owing to the geometry of the part and the hardness indenting mechanism, areas 

close to the central axis of the part could not be analysed. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 9.7: Hardness and density analysis of the demonstration part. 

 

 

9.4.2 Density 

 

Some sections of the part shows the consolidation phenomena described in Chapter 8, 

but there are also sections which appear effectively fully consolidated. In particular, the 

'nose' of the component appears fully dense, though this may be explained by the 

multiple scans per layer received for that section. Suffice to say, the lowest apparent 

density recorded was 92 %, which is in accordance with 20 wt% Cu samples in Chapter 

8. 

 

 

9.5 Discussion 

 

The first (and most obvious) observation is that production of a complex part is possible 

albeit with a porous nature. Manufacturing had to be closely monitored, with back 
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reflection being a constant issue. Compared to manufacturing steel parts, the operator of 

the machine had to be more attentive and be especially aware of balling. 

 

 

9.5.1 Hardness 

 

The hardness values are a case for concern in that there are significant differences 

related to the difference in location. 

 From Chapter 8, it is concluded that higher strength results from higher cooling 

rates, which implies that sections with lower hardness values are cooling at a slower 

rate. It is therefore possible to theorise that thinner, less supported geometries do not 

allow heat to be conducted away as quickly as thicker, more supported sections, bearing 

in mind that unconsolidated powder would act more as an insulator than a conductor of 

heat [175]. This may have implications for designing parts when using an amorphous or 

nanocrystalline alloy. Alternatively, a variable scan strategy and/or laser power may be 

necessary to maintain a similar heating and cooling profile for all areas of the part. 

Craeghs et al [176] have demonstrated an optical method of controlling the weld bead 

forming during the SLM of steel samples; this may be even more beneficial for Al alloy 

parts. 

 

 

9.5.2 Consolidation 

 

As remarked upon when describing issues with manufacturing the part, it was found 

that multiple scans per layer would exacerbate balling on small cross-sections. This was 

likely due to allowing the material to re-melt more than usual of the material below the 

layer, allowing a larger globule of liquid to be formed. 

 The optimisation of surface roughness for AM parts has been considered by 

Strano et al [38]: it is also known that all AM parts suffer from anisotropic material 

properties, a notable example being that all AM parts are weaker in the build direction 

[177]. However, it has been found that there is no published research on the effect that 

geometry has upon material properties and consolidation, specifically involving varying 

the thickness of consolidated parts. This may be due to the fact that the steels used 

within AM have a large parameter 'window' [71], which are somewhat forgiving when 

applied to a range of geometries. 
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 In the case of Al alloys, geometry seems to have far more influence on 

consolidation, which must be due to disruption of the weld pool formed during 

processing. Once again, the work demonstrated by Craeghs et al concerning feedback 

control during the SLM process may be of considerable benefit to allow a more diverse 

range of geometries to be processed by SLM of Al alloys. 

 

 

9.6 Conclusion 

 

Customised Al alloy component production has been shown to be possible in the SLM 

process albeit with porosity and variation in material strength as well as additional 

limitations in geometry thickness. However, it is thought that a denser, more uniform 

part could be manufactured with a more suitable machine and with a more advanced 

scanning strategy that allows for changes in geometry. This may be especially relvant in 

the case of the potential manufacture of amorphous Al alloys. 

 The ability to make rapid design updates to AM parts was also demonstrated, 

adjusting dimensions of internal structure almost 'on the fly'. This level of adaptiveness 

is extremely hard to implement in more conventional manufacturing. 
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PART IV: POSTLUDE 

 

Discussion 

 

 

The scope of the research undertaken was to investigate the feasibility of using 

Selective Laser Melting (SLM) to produce parts with advanced material properties for 

aerospace use. In truth, while aerospace influenced the material choice (Al alloys), the 

work presented is just as applicable to other engineering fields that require the 

properties of the materials for the SLM process. 

 The primary aim of the research presented was to demonstrate the ability of AM 

to manufacture parts with advanced and customised alloys, with a secondary aim of 

demonstrating the potential of AM to produce complex parts suited to aerospace use 

using materials developed during the course of the PhD. As such, the following steps 

were taken: 

 

1. Al alloys were identified amongst a range of materials as being particularly 

important to the aerospace industry. 

2. SLM was identified as an AM process with the ability to manufacture parts with 

sophisticated geometry, as well as being able to process the higher strength 

materials available in AM. 

3. Initial investigations into consolidating steels and steel mixtures were 

undertaken to allow comparison to literature, which resulted in the 

demonstration of the control of magnetic properties and the ability to 

significantly improve consolidation through the addition of one type of steel to 

another. Additionally, hybrid steel/CoCr parts were shown to reduce strain 

incompatibility between two materials. 

4. Comparison of single layer SLM processing of pure Al and 6061 resulting in the 

demonstration of superior consolidation by using an Al alloy suited for welding. 

5. Investigation of the use of powder mixtures to manufacture single layer samples 

of customised Al-Cu alloys, showing changes in the resulting microstructure and 

increases in hardness. 
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6. Multilayer production of customised Al-Cu alloys and subsequent analysis, 

revealing what is thought to be the formation of nanocrystalline Al matrix 

phases with dispersed Al-Cu quasicrystals. 

7. SLM fabrication of a complex part using a new Al alloy material. 

 

 There is however two main issues that comes to the forefront when focusing on 

the Al alloy results for this study. Firstly, by not having an inbuilt optical isolator, back 

reflection may have prevented the use of parameters that would have produced better 

samples in terms of decreased porosity through better consolidation. Secondly, the 

Realizer machine used during experimentation was ultimately not well suited to 

producing Al alloy parts due to its limited laser power and large spot size. 

 

 

SLM of steels, steel mixtures and hybrid steels 

 

The first round of experiments on stainless steels showed that in the case of single layer 

samples, increasing the energy delivered per unit area resulted in better consolidation 

and thicker samples. Laser power was found to be the dominant parameter as below a 

certain power, the samples only showed signs of Liquid Phase Sintering (LPS) rather 

than full melting. Different steels were also found to have changes in consolidation 

mechanisms for single layer samples: 17-4PH showed full melting throughout the 

majority of samples whereas 316L resulted in samples with a top half showing full 

melting and a bottom half believed to be showing LPS and Solid State Sintering (SSS). 

By mixing a 25 wt% fraction of 17-4PH with 316L, dramatic improvements in 

consolidation were shown with comparatively small increases in magnetic behaviour 

and hardness. On the other hand, adding a small fraction of 316L to 17-4PH allowed 

dramatic changes in hardness and magnetic properties which was attributed to the 

certain amount of martensite that formed. Ultimately, a part could be tailored to have 

desired magnetic variation throughout, or the part could have the more ductile 316L 

deposited in regions that are required to be tough. 

 The multilayer experiments using 316L and CoCr showed the advantages of 

blending materials, specifically removing strain incompatibility between materials and 

increasing the elongation at failure. 
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Single layer pure Al and Al alloy production 

 

The attempted SLM processing of single layer pure Al was not deemed successful. Pure 

Al was prone to balling and showed considerable microporosity, a result thought to be 

caused by poor wetting, hydrogen content and cavitation (caused by Marongoni 

convection). 

 6061 Al alloy, a material known for its good welding properties, was then 

investigated and found to show superior consolidation compared to pure Al, forming 

single, large globules when enough energy was applied (much the same as steels, it was 

found that increasing energy resulted in a more consolidated sample). Microporosity 

was also found to be dramatically reduced. 

 Adding Cu powder to the 6061 powder was found to affect the microstructure of 

the resultant samples, and therefore the hardness as well. Adding Cu refined the grain 

structure, which would explain the increase in hardness (and theoretically the strength 

as well) as well as introducing Al2Cu intermetallics, which would act similar to a 

ceramic filler. Cu also forced oxygen to the grain boundaries, which may act as an 

additional strengthening mechanism. In the case of a eutectic alloy (33 wt% Cu) the 

resultant alloy was found to contain effectively no oxygen. While the formation of 

recognised microstructures was an encouraging sign, a more homogenous 

microstructure would be beneficial. 

 

 

Multilayer Al alloy production 

 

The SLM of 6061 Al alloy and Al-Cu custom alloys represents very different 

phenomena from stainless steels. The SLM of single layer samples of stainless steels 

allowed an insight into the correct parameters to use for multilayer part production. For 

steels, the more energy imparted to the material in the SLM process the denser the 

consolidated part becomes, whereas Al alloys required a high laser power and faster 

scan speeds for successful consolidation. This was attributed to the balling effect, since 

the longer the material is molten, the more time it has to achieve a geometry that 

minimises surface energy. 

 Pure 6061 SLM samples were found to have a high hardness (effectively double 

that of the single layer 6061 samples) and to be extremely resistant to corrosion: this 

corrosion resistance was apparently undiminished by adding Cu, though a eutectic 
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mixture displayed faint signs of etching. It was found that adding Cu to 6061 improved 

hardness and consolidation, though there were different trends for these properties. 

Hardness increased linearly with increasing Cu content, displaying signs of a 

composite-like material. Consolidation was found to improve with the addition of Cu on 

two levels of porosity: a 2 wt% Cu powder mixture (the lowest Cu content mixture 

processed) showing dramatically reduced signs of microporosity, as did higher content 

Cu mixtures; macroporosity however only seemed to improve when at least 15 wt% Cu 

was used, which was attributed to reaching a critical value for improving wetting. 

 Larger samples were made using a 20 wt% Cu powder mixture in order to 

manufacture compression testing samples. It was found that samples with a 

comparatively good level of consolidation displayed impressive mechanical strength 

despite the hindrance of having a poor structure. XRD analysis was undertaken, which 

revealed that the Al2Cu that formed during processing had achieved a quasicrystal 

formation, which is associated with possible amorphous or nanocrystalline materials. 

 

 

Nanocrystalline Al alloy production 

 

Given the reported superior properties of nanocrystalline alloys [178], one must be 

careful when claiming to be able to manufacture such materials. Hence, the evidence in 

favour of the theoretical production of nanocrystalline materials is summed up here: 

 

• Multilayer Al alloy samples produced demonstrate superb corrosion resistance - 

a feature of amorphous and/or nanocrystalline materials. 

• Attempted etching showed no signs of a microstructure - nanocrystalline 

microstructures are very small in scale and the SEM available during research 

was not up to the task of investigating at the level of magnification required. 

• Hardness of pure 6061 Al alloy samples was almost double that of the single 

layer samples, which can be attributed to a finer microstructure. 

• Extremely high cooling rates on the order of approximately 106 K s-1, which 

allow the formation of amorphous/nanocrystalline structures in conventional 

materials, are predicted to occur. 

• Quasicrystals, which were detected by XRD in the 20 wt% Cu samples, are 

associated with amorphous and/or nanocrystalline phases and high cooling rates. 
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The XRD also reported the Al matrix as an FCC crystal formation, which lends 

weight to the argument that the Al has formed a nanocrystalline phase. 

• Increasing Cu content resulted in a linear increase in hardness, which implied a 

composite-like behaviour rather than the behaviour seen by alloying. This is 

assumed to be due to dispersion of quasicrystals. 

 

 The possibility of having manufactured nanocrystaline Al alloys can be 

considered a breakthrough and thus must quite frankly be treated with trepidation. The 

analyses available all agree with the possibility. As to why it has not been previously 

reported, there are two reasons for this: 

 

• The base alloy used (6061 Al alloy) has a comparatively high thermal 

conductivity compared to the more typical AlSi10Mg used by others. This 

would have lowered cooling rates to 105 K s-1 or less, which are not fast enough 

for the formation of amorphous/nanocrystalline Al alloys. 

• In the case of 6061 Al alloy use, the base plate/bed temperature was higher than 

the precipitation temperature of the alloy and so there would have been no 'snap' 

freezing of the material, as well as ageing during the build. 

 

 SLM may open the door to producing Al based amorphous/nanocrystalline 

metals from conventional alloys. So, while SLM may only be able to currently process a 

limited range of conventional materials, it may be able to counter this disadvantage by 

being able to process these materials with a superior microstructure. 

 

 

Demonstration part analysis 

 

The demonstration part produced establishes the capability of the SLM process to 

manufacture complex parts from a customised alloy. The manufacturing process also 

revealed that Al alloy part geometry may have to be considered more carefully than 

comparatively easy to process materials such as steels. Part geometry was also found to 

influence hardness throughout the part, indicating that geometry plays a role on cooling 

rates. Hence, if a part consisting of an amorphous Al alloy is desired, it may be that 

careful consideration has to go into geometry and processing parameters. It may even be 
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necessary to computationally model the heat flow of the complete manufacturing 

process to predict suitable parameters for different sections of a part. 
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Conclusions 

 

 

Research began with evaluating materials and current Additive Manufacturing (AM) 

processes for their suitability to aerospace applications: it was found that investigating 

SLM of Al alloys fulfilled criteria for manufacturing parts with advanced geometries 

out of metals. Since Al alloy usage was extremely limited at that point in time, the first 

work phase focused on stainless steel based materials to allow observation and study of 

a material previously used in SLM. Investigations then moved on to the single layer 

SLM of Al and Al alloys to find suitable materials for use in SLM that would be able to 

show strengths comparable to high performance aerospace grade Al alloys. Multilayer 

samples of 6061 Al alloy and customised 6061/Cu alloys were then manufactured and 

analysed. Finally, a demonstration part was designed and manufactured to show that a 

part with aerospace style geometry could be made out of a customised Al alloy. 

 The primary contributions of this PhD are: 

 

• A demonstration of manipulating the magnetic nature of a material by the 

selective mixing and SLM of two stainless steels, one austenitic and with a 

relatively low degree of magnetic susceptibility, the other martensitic with a 

high degree of magnetic susceptibility. This could be used to further develop 

Functionally Graded Materials (FGMs) with regions of varying magnetic 

susceptibility. 

• A detailed investigation of material and process mechanisms governing the 

characteristics and mechanical performance of single layer and multi-layer 

samples prepared by the SLM of Al alloy and its powder mixtures for various 

material compositions (including pure Al, pure Al/Cu, 6061 alloy and 6061 and 

Cu alloy). 

• A discovery of the theoretical capability of the SLM process to fabricate 

nanocrystalline multi-layer Al sample parts through rapid cooling and 

consolidation which is attributed to the rapid melting of SLM process and the 

rapid heat dissipation of suitable Al alloys (i.e. alloys with a sufficiently high 

thermal diffusivity). 
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• A discussion and interpretation of material microstructure evolution and laser 

consolidation mechanisms governing the SLM of advanced and customized 

stainless and Al alloy through experimental findings. 

 

 The experimental results show that mixing different material powders prior to 

SLM processing should not be thought of just in terms of improving mechanical 

strength as a conventional composite. Mixing in additional powders can also help 

consolidation either in improving density or refining microstructure which will further 

improve mechanical properties. For example in the case of adding 17-4PH to 316L 

stainless steel, it was found that a small amount of 17-4PH could dramatically improve 

density whilst only slightly affecting hardness. 

 The rapid solidification of Al alloys in SLM is of considerable interest as it is far 

higher than any conventional process. This affects traditional phase diagrams, altering 

the temperatures and material compositions at which certain phases occur, as well as the 

formation of a nanocrystalline single phase that is not believed to be seen in any other 

method of manufacture. This may open a new field of metallurgy that is based on 

metallic additive manufacturing processes as the rapid solidification gives rise to new 

microstructure possibilities. SLM, rather than limiting material choice as initially 

thought, may actually open up the manufacture of new materials: the process may prove 

itself to be of more use than ‘just’ being able to produce parts with complex geometries 

or being material efficient. 

 The final work stage utilised SLM to manufacture a part with advanced 

geometry from a customised alloy, demonstrating the potential to manufacture 

advanced, high performance components for aerospace applications. 

 Ultimately, the work presented has been limited by both the maximum laser 

power of the SLM machine utilised and the lack of an optical isolator. Despite this, the 

results show interesting potential for the production of nanocrytalline (or even 

amorphous) Al alloys and would benefit from further research using a more capable 

SLM machine. 
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Further work 

 

 

As with any engineering project, there are avenues of research that the author would 

have liked to investigate but had neither the time nor the funding to do so. In this final 

chapter, further areas of research are suggested that lead on from the work presented in 

this thesis 

 

 

Manufacturing with an updated system 

 

Discussed in Chapter 8, the laser power of the SLM Realizer was found to be 

insufficient, as well as being limited by instances of back reflection. An obvious next 

step would be to process the experimental alloys developed in this research on a more 

capable machine, which would allow the production of denser parts, which in turn 

would allow further mechanical properties analysis. Ideally, the machine would have: 

an optical isolator with polarising filters fitted to stop back reflection occurring; a laser 

of at least 300 W that can operate in pulsed and continuous modes, with a focusing 

system that can reduce the laser spot size to 50 µm and less; and a scanning system that 

can scan at speeds of up to 1 km s-1. The option of being able to process parts under a 

vacuum as well as inert gases other than argon may also be desirable. 

 

 

Transmission electron microscopy analysis 

 

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) would allow more advanced analysis of 

samples, specifically the determination of whether the phases observed in Chapter 7 are 

amorphous or crystalline through analysis of diffraction patterns. 

 

 

Alternative alloys and materials 

 

The work demonstrated in this thesis could also be applied to mixtures of 6061 Al alloy, 

replacing Cu with typical alloying elements such as Zn, Si, Mg and Li. The work 
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doesn’t have to be limited to a binary powder mixture either; three or more powders 

could be mixed at the same time.  

 

Amorphous/nanocrystalline metals 

 

The nanocrystalline alloy research in this thesis has focused on Al alloys, but could be 

applied to other suitable materials too. As well as investigating the processing of more 

conventional amorphous alloys, other materials with suitably high thermal 

conductivities such as Cu alloys could be processed using SLM to produce parts with 

amorphous and/or nanocrystalline microstructures. Even steels may be possible to form 

in an amorphous state if the surrounding environment is cooled prior to processing. 

 

 

Functionally graded materials 

 

In regards to FGMs, the SLM process could be adapted to selectively deposit mixtures 

of Al-Cu powders. The idea of an FGM can be extended to selectively processing 

amorphous regions within a part. Consider that an amorphous metal is reported to have 

superior wear, fatigue and corrosion characteristics compared to its conventional alloy 

counterpart: a plain bearing surface may be directly formed within the part, or a 

corrosion resistant outer layer may be implemented. Microstructure control could be 

implemented by fast raster scanning of selected areas, controlling the cooling rate to 

leave a microstructure with desired grain size. 

 FGMs may also allow the bonding of Al and steel parts since the joining region 

may be gradually graded as to allow a smooth transition from one material to the other. 

Steel/Al joining is a common occurrence in aerospace assemblies. 

 

 

Control of process atmosphere 

 

All experiments run in this work used argon as an inert shielding gas to deliberately 

reduce oxidation. However, it may be possible to form in-situ MMCs by two methods. 

First, the deliberate introduction of oxygen into the atmosphere may allow the formation 

of Al-Al2O3 MMCs, which are of benefit to aerospace applications due to their desirable 

mechanical properties. Secondly, alternate gases could result in the formation of other 
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MMCs. For example, by using nitrogen as a shielding gas, Al-AlN MMCs could be 

manufactured; Al-AlN MMCs show promising thermal characteristics . 

 

 

Metal matrix composites 

 

Al-Cu alloys show potential for the wetting of ceramics. Since ceramics are a typical 

component in MMCs, it would be logical to pursue the SLM production of MMCs using 

Al-Cu as the matrix material and a suitable ceramic as the reinforcement. 

 

 

Magnetic materials 

 

An offshoot of amorphous metals, amorphous and nanocrystalline microstructures result 

in improved magnetic properties for relevant materials. The rapid cooling rates 

occurring in the SLM process may lend themselves to producing parts with superior 

magnetic properties. 

 

 

Al alloy geometry limitations and design procedure 

 

SLM is subject to new design limitations when compared to conventional 

manufacturing. The demonstration part produced as part of this thesis was seen to be 

more difficult to produce out of Al alloy than it would have been to produce out of steel. 

Therefore, a testing regime would be equally applicable to Al alloys. 
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